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peace of
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To relieve distress among Indians; ico's hair raise.
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to the fore hv voting bonds for the Brass as an emergency forage plants. now there are 17,000,country
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BLANCETT TRIAL UNFAIR
pupils at the Indian school at Albu- in cash when the show opens. Bronco
cent on the dollar and the districts during the past year when short- would drive back our troops on the
ASSERTS LAWYER BEFORE
querque and for pay of superinten- riding, steer ridinir and roping, pohad to pay attorneys fees on the age of feed was most acute in the western front not with bullets but LINDSEY TO MAKE SPEECH
AT MIAMI ON THE FOURTH dent, $85,500; for general repairs ami tato
COURTi ABBOTT NO JUDGE transaction, following the reported southern New Mexico and western with whips, and drive the soldiers
battles, cow pony, and free for
improvements, $8,000; for complet- all races to say nothing of steer
refusal of State Treasurer M. L. Hall Texas thousands of cattle were sav through the ocean back to this counGovernor!
a ing addition to mess hall, $5,000; in bull
Lindsey addressed
Four knotty legal problems were and members of.; the state loan ed from actual starvations by the try. He was released on $5000 bond. mass
dogging, fancy shooting and
meeting of miners and citizens all, $98,500.
board to take the bonds with a por- feeding of sliced "Palmilla".
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Interior
may
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Mexico National Guard in service on
necessary.
tee and is taking care of this feature
which have a high value for the servation. He gave $2000 bond.
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the border, and as such a member of
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together
declaring that
stalks, containing the
of only ten men tried Blancen was
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best purt of the feed value are left
DIE
on the Navajo and San Juan reseralso contended. Renehan cited that
An effort is being made to secure
to lie on the ground and go to and to have told lies about the Red
IN
vations, $25,000; said sum to be re- a national speaker who will gave a
the audience in the court room raiswaste, ft is reported that the concern Cross work.
the
that
commotion
a
imbursed from any funds which are vigorous talk at the Duncan Opera
ed such
judge
Sebe Weeks, alias Steve Weeks, of
operating is clearing true ground off
now or may hereafter be placed in House on one of the evenings, and
called them to order without effect
at the rate of six or seven hundred Quay county, is alleged to have de16.
three times. This, he said, did not
The govern- the treasury to the credit of said In a service flag in honor of New Mex- nounced the Red Cross and to have
acres a day.
Washington, June
contribute to a fair and impartial
for the dians. Such sums shall be expended ico hands who have joined the war
F.xperiments so far carried on at declared that the army training ment's financial progress
,
,
trial, as guaranteed by constitution--af- i- ..f) p
next our months was disclosed to- under the direction of the secretary will be fittingly unfurled at the park.
(
d the Jornada range Reserve Mem to camps "are not fit for pigs."
'
5.
al right l astly he presented the
indicate that the reproducing powday by Secretary McAdoo's announ- of Interior in such manner and at A rousing cowboy ball will be held
ftdavit of Dr. David C. Knapp to the And
cement that preparation for the such times and places as he may in the armory.
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was
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fourth Liberty Loan, to be floated deem Drooer and in the rmnlovmetit
The Bivouac of the dead."
probably takes it from three to f:ve
FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
labor so far as it is pos ENLARGING HOSPITAL AT
0 of Indian
the time he shattered Armour's head
Twenty-eigh- t,
of. New Mexico s
years to reach a size sufFOOD SAVING RULES probably in October, about $0,000,000.-00with a shotgun, a statement which gallant sons have made the supreme average
certificates of indebtedness will sible, in the construction of such
feedfor
FORT BAYARD N. M.
and
ficiently
large
cutting
Not
to exceed $2,500 of the
was not confirmed in the trial court, sacrifice and are now sleeping their ing. Forest Service Report.
in
FOR SICK SOLDIERS
Scores of firms throughout the be issued. They will be offered two highway.
a reason for last
sum
of
and which was urged-athe
for
building
apropriated
desevery
sleep, that is so
United States have been penalized blocks of $750,000,000 each
1917
said
road
the
of
a new trial at the time. The trial cribed in the lines eloquently above.
act
March
2,
25.
by
weeks
June
beginning
THE NEW PENSION LAW
quoted
for violations of rules of the Fond
(Silver City Enterprise) .. ..
was not granted.
Some of them rest upon the fields
Kvery national bank and trust com- to be immediately available, may in-be
FOR CIVIL WAR VETERANS Administration. In some cases licenWork upon the construction of new
used for payment of expenses
is asked to assist the governof France, where they were killed
pany
ses to operate have been suspended;
curred during the fiscal year 1917 in building at Fort Bayard which comST. MICHAEL COMMENCEMENT
in battle; others died in America,
The act of June 10, 1910, amend- in others, contributions to the Y. M. ment by subscribing S per cent of its excess of
PATRIOTISM before
WITH
the apropriation made for menced early this spring in anticiIMBUED
The
certifiresources
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of
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gross
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goprivilege
they
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interwill
cent
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while
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two
into
there
per
ing
battle;
the
of
11,
in
1912, provides
rate
lieu of
zations have been accepted
May
great war would make upon the bis;
J. A, Armijo, Manuel Baca, Car- who were lost at sea.
est like those preceding the third
Salo of Timber
$30 per month for soldiers and sailors suspension of license.
has been continued with
los Bours, J. V. Etchart, L. Lujan,
and will have varying The proviso relating to the expendi- asanatorium,
loan,
Liberty
of
Captain
Quesenberry,
of
who
served
Joseph
force as large as could be secured
violamore
numerous
the
ninety days
age
Among
J. Roybal, E. Trujillio are the grad- Las Cruces, died in France of wounds andany
of
none
ture
derived
from the for the work and is
periods,
exceeding
proceeds
less than six months during the tions are sales of flour without sub- maturity
being carried
uates from St. Michaels College San- received in battle.
sale of timber on the"Jicari!!a reser- forward
Civil War and were honorably dis- stitutes; refusal to accept delivery four months.
with as much speed as posta Fe, who received their diplomas
is
Tax
Two
so
Billion
Certificates
amended
as
to
P.
authorize
vation,
Edwin
Santa
of
Webb,
Captain
sible. Two large wards were
and who are now receiving of foodstuffs previously ordered;
In addition, an undetermined qua- said proceeds with the concent of
Wednesday. "Liberty's Appeal to the Fe, killed in an airplane flight at charged,
a lower rate. Those who are seventy-tw- o operating without licenses ; excess
some time ago which are
of
Allies," a song by the college choir, Indianapolis.
the
tax
of
Interior
to
$2.000,000.000
expend
secretary
located north of the administration
ntityperhaps
years of age, or over, and sales of sugar; carrying more than a certificates
issued
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be
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whose
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opened the program 'and patriotism
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allottees
W. A. Fleming! who served
apduring
First
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property
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entitled normal 30 days' supply of sugar; summer for use in
months,
building about two blocks
was the keynote throughout Arch Jones, of Las Cruces. buried with to receive
paying taxes a propriated, to be obtained in such with a ward that is located together
$32 per month; those who failure to use the proper amount of
between
from now.
manner as he may prescribe in agri- the Men's
bishop Pitival and tne Kev. j. a military honors in Arlington ceme- served one year,
year
month
one
;
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flour
substitute
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making;
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.
equipment, and for other tration building. In this vicinity a
38
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and
per
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Chester and two years, or over $40 per month.
Leon
gram indicated that the fourth Lib- community, or individual purposes large number of tent
First
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Donaciano Apodaca, Joe Ballinger, Beaux, of Sergeant
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MEN NOW IN FRANCE
patient are being built.
on government expenditures
said
Muralter,
Indians.
, Clarence
in
tribe
of
Hawaii.
ing
Harbor,
The greater part of the new work
tion of any kind to the Pension
Hurtado, Jesus
four months. The treasury
Martinez, Alfonso
Bride
Near Farminfton
is going on outside of the old sally
Sergeant Robert J. Harvey, of Bureau,- - to all soldiers and sailors
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pensioned
railway engineers now at about $12,000,000,000 between July plete the construction of a steel port and between that and baseball
Ramon
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Lopez
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Jaquez,
Kearny.'
11, 1912, and who have attained the being
are put on duty
park. Here a dozen or more large!
organized
Garcia' Jose Gallegos, Carmelito
bridge across the San Juan River in ward buildings are
Sergeant Ivey Elmer Cox, of Hope, required age and served the neces- there will be 50,000 Americans en- I and next January 1.
being pushed to
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William H. Goodwin, of Clovis. sary
Soldiers and sailors who served operation in France.
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plan in effect during the past year near the (own of Farmington, in said nearly
killed in battle in France.
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VIOLIN WHEN AGED THREE
died at Camp Funston.
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'
mere are more than a dozen
other law, but who are entitled to transmitted to this government by lar war loans or tax collections, and act
mint,
'to
1917,
Paul Brownlee, of Las Cruces, died pension under the act of May 11, the French mission was for assistapproved February
of
buildings already started.
these short-teror so much thereof as may be All these
Remarkable in many ways is the at Fort Riley.
will be required to file an ance in strengthening the French rail- periodically refunding
1912,
are of frame but are mounted on
Liblong-terin
he
to
available.
which
obligations
required
Anderson Company
immediately
presents Hugh E. Burr, of Deming, drown- application under that act in order ways. Nine regiments of railway enconcrete
posts so that while they may
Said additional sum shall be reim- be cosidered
one of the finest of the Chautauqua ed near Camp Kearny.
to receive the benefits of the new gineers, whose organization
was erty Bonds, Depository banks ma.t
as temporary thejr
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funds
cent
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interest
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to
by
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chief
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Their
Walters Beavers, of Corona,
required will be perfectly good
programs.
law.
started before General Pershing sailfor fifteen or
colcent
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?
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fact
government
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at
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tinction
they
Camp Kearny.
The Pension
Bureau will make ed, were in France by August, 1917. lected for
twenty years continuous service.
died
of
deposits.
seem to please every person in their
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Road
Brueggen,
Tularosa
Joseph
Included in the new improvements,
these allowances with all the dis- Six of them have been engaged in
The future financial program wss
Urge audiences wherever they go. at Camp Kearny.
the cost of construct- necessitated by the enlargement o;
For one-hapatch possible under existing con- construction work, building and reWilliam Dean Ihompson, lulled in ditions. There will be no avoidable building railways, building.' docks, announced at this time to enable ing a wagon road between Tularosa, the post is a new road to
They have the happy faculty of renBayard
to prepare. Secretary McAdoo
dering a delightful program in an airplane flight at Post Field, Law-to- interference with the progress of and rearranging terminal facilities. banks
county. New Mexico, and the station and a new and enlarged tele
written a tetter to the president Otero
Okla.
artistic manner which wins the plauMescalero
claims now on file or hereafter filed The other three regiments have been has each
line
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in
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to
Reservation,
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City.
of the 7300 national banks
Isaac J. Davis, of Albuquerque, under other laws. A special effort engaged in operation, and some of of
dits of every crowd.
conformity with plans approved by
Eve Anderson first played the vio- died in France.
will be made to not interfere with the railway troops have been on the and 2,000 state institutions, explain the Secretary of the Interior. $16,000, FIRST AMERICAN TO
the plan.
M. McNamara, of Carrizozo, died the
lin when she was but thre.i and 'a
DIE ON GERMAN SOIL
or so much thereof as may be necesfighting line. The additional troops ing
adjudication of widow's claims.
half years old, at that time being in France.
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GETS FRENCH CROSS
It
sary, immediately
available, reimFrank Munierlyn, of Eagle Hill, and payments at the increased rate and maintainance and partly for opable to play "Jestfs Lover of My
frc-to the United States
2M ENGINEER OFFICERS bursable
Soul" in a manner quite remarkable died in naval hospital
on July 4, 1918. but it is hoped that eration.
Washington, June 17. Award of
any funds now or hereafter placed
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for a child of that age. She played
in the treasury to the credit of the 'he French cross of war to Private
due August 4, 1918, may A total of $160,000,000 has been
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engineers,
in her home town's orchestra until at Fort Riley.
Mescalero
be made at the rate provided by the spent on railway materials alone. In- the draft
Indians, to remains a W. J. Guyton as the first American
but in good physical charge
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she finished school and then she
be necessary cluded in the purchases are 1,727 lo- condition age
and lien upon the lands and soldier to be killed on German soil.
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United
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Sogoes. Miss Edna Means and Miss ston, Fla.
Creel has denied that he is a
allowance!.
department. Guyton belonged to the
as first lieuten- SENATOR JOHNSON ASKS
commissions
ceive
Albert A. Riggs, of Steins, died at
Hilda Brady join Miss Anderson in
American
force operating in the
worwas
cialist, but that isn't what
IN SPEECH IN SENATE
or captains and will go on the
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presenting their program which is Camp Kearny.
the public. Pittsburg Gazette-Ti- ants roll
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FLAG DAY AND BURNED UP
they are accepted by the examining
The tame enthusiam which" she died at Camp Kearny.
Washington. June 12 Senator RURAL COMMUNITIES
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died
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in her
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Thacker,
play,
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Johnson of California, in a soecrh
Because he had a German Flag in
of
enrollment
facilitate
the
To
the
when she broke her ankle playing Fort Leavenworth.
COMING STATE EVENTS
his window, J. H. Blain, proprietor
new oficers. the War Department today called upon the administrabasket ball, broke her wrist trying Samuel R. Thurman. of Redrock, of
Next to the aggregate number ot
a general store on San Francisco
has arranged to send an examining tion to explain why Major General
to ride frisky horse, and had naci-ero- died at Camp Kearny.
of Leonard Wood is kept at home in- subscribers, perhaps the most strikstreet, was subjected to public indigboard on a tour of thirty-thre- e
close escapes in automoblie
rred U luttle, of Kosebud, died nity
Albuquerque the larger cities of the country. Ap stead of being sent to France with ing feature of the third Liberty Loan
in Santa Fe on the afternoon June
accidents and two runaways. Miss at Camp Kearny. .
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Ister ConfroM
his
He said the country was the support giving it by the
Day. Frank Ortiz,
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All
Mexico
very successful efforts to please her died at St, Joseph's hospital. Al Jr.,
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the step adding 'there is not a ers purchase liberally but the rural
ing emblem' Frank Ortiz, Jr, and
and clubs.
War
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Day
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as a rule were more
world
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As soon as the board reaches a government
Louis Wehmboener,
of Deming, George Lougee chief
ception, the comments which were
in completing their quotas ce
state department of education, in the July 3. 4, 5.
city, the men who hare signed the turn anfrom its ranking general with- prompt
Us
Vegas
received last season by the Redpath died at Military Point, Me.
the loan than the larger citii-s- . More1
of one hundred Fonrtk Annul Cowboys Reunion
explanation to its people.''
blanks will be summoned before it out
Golding and McKeen initials or presence of a throngChief
Horner Lyceum Bureau concerning
than 20.000 communities in the Unitof Police Walt.
including
and if they pass their examination
Naylor,
the work of Edna Means were more given names not available, who went citizens,
president
ed States subscribed or oversubscriBernardo Bar a, burned the flag in
Colbert C Rood, publicity will be forwarded at once to either AUXILIARY ARMY GETS
than the remarks concerning any down with the Cyclops.
READY OTERO COUNTY bed their quotas, many of them o
Camp Lee, at Petersburg. Va., or to
This list of casualties was com- the street. Blain declared he did
other one artist on the road. A genthe first day of the campaign. The
not know the flag was in the win- July 4.
99 New Mexico Towns Camp Humphreys, near Washington,
uine treat awaits Chautuaqua pat- piled by Secretary Lansing Bloom, dow as it had
been in stock for many
Two hundred Otero county boys majority of these were not cities bat
Foarth of July Calibrations
where they will be enrolled in an
rons when Edna Mean comes to of the New Mexico Historical Serinvestis
The
incident
and girls are going to help Ltielc country districts.
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vice Board.
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Santo Domingo
igated by Assistant District Attorney August 4.
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PaoUa Indian Can Dance
Seth.
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our boys will be dated from 'Some- slackers. New Mexico State
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'
During the proclamation calling on this city t
Horn Clancy, publicity States.
where in Germany." Cleveland Plain
Fog
two weeks coming men and women observe War Savings Day, Friday
After July first, all sheep that
Dealer.
enter this state must be dipped ac- September 30.
Taos Mr. and Mrs. John Springer of will be in the county teaching new June 28 by devoting the afternoon
methods of doing the work. Notices to buying and assisting in the sale c
San Francisco have a
sseneral disposition to cording to an order sent out by the
There it
San Careninsa FaatJeal
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underico.
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a
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re an impressive tribute to
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death, but no doubt a to
iHenal Assorts Hon ought to grab her 'at on cCs Nation- and help in the work. Tularosa quota of stamps through their store
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U.S. FORCES SOON

ON PIAVE FAILS

TO EQUAL ALLIES

AUSTRIAN DEAD STREW FIELDS
AS EFFORTS TO CROSS
RIVER COLLAPSE.

DECLARES WILSON IN REPLYING
TO MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT OF FRANCE.

ALLIES REGAIN

RESERVES TO WIN

GROUND IN ITALY

LATC

THEBIGBATTLE

QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

BLOWS
OUST AUSTRIANS FROM POSITIONS WON
IN OFFEN8IVE.
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TEUTONIC DRIVE TOWARD VENICE WANES AND ITALIANS
MAKE
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FOR 3,000,000 MEN.
Weittern

Approximately 1,000,000 AuwrlaiiB
have been hurled against the lullau
front. Leslies which are described as
frightful have been Indicted upon the
Austrians in ti e area, wliera the principal fighting has taken place. But
the Austrian pincers are nut closing
upon Italy wlih the precision of last
October, when they forced back the
Italian armies of (Jen. Cadorua from
the J in n Alps to the I'lave Hver,
and from the northern mountain regions r.lmoat to the pitting of Veneiia.
In fan, they do not seem to Lo closing at all. The upper Jaw in the Venetian Alps is mailed under the resistance of the British, French and
Italian forces, and the nether one
ssems to lack the force necessary to
bring It across the I'lave liver and
push back the Italian troops which
are clogging its piith.
In the Alps the Aumrlans have been
unable further to advance their lines
since their initial onslaught last week.
ElBewhere from the Aslago plateau
ector eastward lo the I'lave river all
their attacks have quickly been repulsed by the allied troops, who, in
tbelr turn, have delivered counter attacks, regained lost terrain, Inflicted
heavy casualties on the enemy and
taken a considerable number of prisoners.
All along the I'lave river from the
mountain passes fierce fighting is going on, especially on the Moutello plateau, in the region of the famous
loop and further south from
to the marsh country around
Capo Sile, some twenty miles eaHt of
Venice.
The Italiun war office announces
that the enemy everywhere is being
held along the Piave. In the crucial
sector of the Montello plateau, which
bars the way from the northeast 10
the Venetian plains, the Italians have
strengthened their positions on the
northern edge of the plateau and repulsed two enemy attacks to advance
on the northern border. Likewise to
the south, near Maserda and I'andelul,
attempts by the Austrians to effect
new crossings of the I'lave were frustrated with heavy losses.
The Austrian war office says the
number of prisoners taken la the fighting has increased to 30,00ii, and that
120 guns, In addition to mine throwers,
machine guns and war material, hare
been captured.
The prisoners taken by the Italians
Monday at one point amounted to
which would bring their total and
those of the allies well In the neighborhood of 5,01)0,
Unofficial advices ate to the effect
that the Austiinns have thrown fourteen bridges acroBS the Piave along a
front of about fourteen and a half
miles, between the Zenson loop and
the Conegllano railway bridge, but that
the Italians are heavily engaging the
enemy at all points and have the pontoons under their gunfire.
Several attempts by the Germans to
penetrate the American lines In the
Marne sector have been smashed by
the American machine gun fire.
While the gigantic Austrian attempt
to break through to the plains of Italy
has occupied the center of the stage,
vents of importance may be taking
shape In the Somme battlefield. Heavy
firing by the German artillery In the
Ancre valley and northward to Serra
Is reported by the British. It Is on this
part of the front that a German attack
has been expected by the allies, and
the German bombardment may be thf
prelude of a resumption of the enemy'i
offensive In France
Zen-so-

n
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Increase Navy to 131,485 Men.
Washington. As a result of the urg
ent representations of Admirals Palmer and Benson that the American
navy, particularly forces abroad, Is undermanned and Insufficiently officered
for battle service, the House of Representative agreed to the Senate amendment Increasing the navy personnel to
131,485 officers and enlisted men.

Brig. General William L. Kenly, who
directs the newly created division of
It will be remilitary aeronautics.
sponsible for the training of aviators
and will direct the air force.

VILLA CAPTURES TOWN
CITIZENS SHOT, ACCORDING
JUAREZ REPORT.

TO

Five Followers of Outlaw Leader
Seized at Zaragosa Will Be Tried
as Traitors.

Wiltn

Newfcpuj.--

I'lii-il-

Newt
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Juarez, June is - Humors that Villa
followers captured Parral, in circulation here the past few days were partially continued by a report from Chihuahua City saying Villa aud his men
entered parral Friday, looted the town
and were driven out by federal troops.
Train service south of Chihuahua City
was suspended over Sunday and a
number of troops from that garrison
were sent south.
A woman arrived here from Mai Paso, west of Chihuahua City, with the
first news of the looting of that town
by Villa followers. Her husband was
among the residents who were shot
down in the streets, she said. She escaped with her small baby. The looting occurred June it.
Five of Epifanio llolguin's band of
Villa followers were captured at ZarA proposal that not fewer than
miles east of here,
agosa, twenty-fivand were brought here for trial as 3,000,000 American troops be used in
traitors. If convicted they will be ex- the war during the next year Is made
in an amendment to the army approecuted.
priation bill Introduced by Senator
POINCAIRE PRAISES AMERICANS.
Fall of New Mexico.
Organization of at least three regiPresident of France Says Allies are ments of mounted volunteers, not of
draft age, to protect property in th:;
Sure to Win.
Paris, June 14. On the annlverBary United States, is proposed in another
introduced by Senator
of the arrival of American troops in amendment
France President Poincare dispatched Fall.
a message to President Wilson exYankees Repulse Three Attack.
pressing his admiration at the "magnificent American effort'' and extendWith the American Army In France,
June 1". About COO German shock
ing Ids congratulations.
"The troops of the allies are living troops raided the American first-linin the most difficult hours of the war," positions at the village of Xlvray, in
thp message said. "The rapid forma- the Toul sector, early Sunday morn
tion of new American units Is sure to ing. Some of the enemy got into Xiv- the balance. Then the allies ray, but were soon driven out. At
take decisive revenge and found er points the Germans were badly
the peace principles you have laid beaten. The attack began at 3 o'clock
down, making certain the reign of in the niorninn after an extremely viorirht and liberty among nations."
lent bombardment. The Germans adPoincare also, wired General Persh- vanced swiftly to the attack but were
ing, congratulating him upon the ad- met by a heavy fire. Those who penemirable fighting qualities displayed by trated Xivray were forced speedily to
the American troops and wishing him withdraw and elsewhere the enemy
continued success.
was completely repulsed In hard fighting lasting more than two hours.
Would Draft Men 18 to 45.
-Washington. Support for Provost
Admiralty Salvage 407 Ship.
Marshal General Crowder's proposal to
London. From January, 1915, to
extend the army draft to men between
the end or May, 1918, 407 ships sunk
and 45 years was given my Senator
the Germans in British waters
Chamberlain of Oregon, chairman of by
have been
according to dethe Senate military committee, at tails of thesalvaged,
work of the admiralty
on
the
$l2.ooo,ooo.000 army
hearings
Up to Decemsalvage department.
appropriation bill. "1 have always ad- ber, 1917, 260 ships were recovered.
it
of
vocated having
apply to men
In the present year to the end of
those ages." said Senator Chamberlain,
May 147 have been salvaged, the in"and think we shall yet come to It. crease
due to improved meth
There are many men more than 30 ods andbeing
not to the greater activity
years old who really are doing nothing 0 rj.hoats
and ougnt to oe reacnen.
New Beef Using Rule.
Wood-TicBites Fatal to Two.
Denver. Herbert Hoover, United
Hock Springs, Wyo. Louie Massera State food administrator, In a
telegram
aud Martin Zam ttl, coal miners, are to the federal food administrator of
dead from the effects of wood-ticColorado, fixed the days when beef
bites. Both were bitten a fortnight can be served at one meal
in the three
ago and thereafter developed spotted In hotels and restaurants, as follows:
fever, which caused death. They are
victims to be Tuesdays and Thursdays Boiled beef.
the first spotted-feveWednesdays Roast beef. Saturdays
reported in Wyoming this year.
Beefsteak.
e

e
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Killed in Row Over House.
Laramie, Wyo. Andrew George, a Submarine Lurking Off Venezuela.
At an Atlantic Port. Indications
laborer at the railroad shops here,
was killed by Harvey Venters, who that enemy submarines are lurking in
surrendered to the police.
the coastal waters of Venezuela and
Missouri Man Killed In Wyoming.
confirmation of reports that the VeneMarines Losses in War Total 717.
zuelan government had adopted a
Laramie, Wyo. Oliver Graves, 21,
of Kansas City, Mo., accidentally shot
attitude was given here by
Washington. Total casualties among
himself in the leg with an old platol the American marines oversea from Dr. Carlos Lopei Buslamantl, editor of
9
to
while bunting rabbits and bled to the date of their landing
June
El. Fonographo, formerly published in
death before belp could reach him.
number 717.
Caracas.

n

Army Officer Held in Graft Case.
Washington. The trail of the government's nurauit of Illegal nroflteer
on war contracts led to the arrest in
Maw York of I.leut. James C. Staley,
reserve army officer, on a charge of
accepting money from the Trueflt
Raincoat Company of New York for a
contract which he promised to procure.
After his arrest Lieutenant
Staley made a complete confession of
hi part In the transaction, department of justice officials said, and
save much valuable information.
Mental Collape Hit Hindenburg.
Geneva. The Tribune says it learns
from a reliable source that Field Marshal von Hindenburg la suffering
from an acute nervous disease; that
hi mental capacity la much affected
and that be ia confined in a private
aaaitarium.

Win War."
St. Paul, Minn "Win the war, forget your own troubles," was the mandate of the American Federation of
Labor to It members. Internal disputes, the national convention ruled,
must be settled quickly and quietly in
order not to Interfere with war wcrk.

"Forget Your Trouble

J

i

enemy raid followed a patrol fight,
In which the Americans penetrated
MaJ. Gen. Wlllard A. Holbrook ha
been placed In command of the the enemy trenches, killing one GerSouthern department of the army, with man and wounding another.
The Germans Monday began using
Southern headquarters In San Antonio.
He was detailed before that aa a briggas to a greater extent along this
ade commander at Camp Sherman, and front than they have done heretofore.
prior to that was chief Instructor of
With the Italian Army, June 18. Ausmilitary art at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
trian troops which forced the Piave
The
river have been driven back.
ITALIANS NOLO LINES fighting along the river is most intense. Nowhere else along the front
of attack has the struggle been so seAGAINST GIANT NEW OFFENSIVE vere as on the Piave river.
One of the most brilliant of the ItalLAUNCHED BY AUSTRIA
ian actions was the defense of the
Monte Moschln salient protecting the
Emanuel's Troops Backed Up by important Brenta position. Here the
British and French, Resist AtAustrians suffered heavy losses, many
tack Magnificently.
of their machine guns being captured.
The prisoners are ragged and
Many of tnem are undersized youth.
Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.
One of tnem remarked to the correItalian Headquarters in Northern
spondent that he haj not interest In
Italy, June 17 TUe Italian and allied the war.
armies are bravtly sustaining the
weight of the Austrian forcea which
Not alone are the Italians and their
are attacking alonrj the front of the
British and French comrades in arms
Italian theater from the northwest of
in check the Austrian offenthe Asiago plateau eastward to the holding
the greater part of the
Piave river and thence along that sive along
battle front from the region of
s
stream to where it joins the
Trent to the Adriatic sea, but they
of the Adriatic sea, a front of
have turned aggressors on some of
100
miles.
nearly
the more important sectors, especially
ma-Jextenhi
The Austrian,
ving
in the mountain regions.
sive preparations for the drive by
Thus far the Italians, British and
in
bringing up strong reinforcements
French troops have made prisoner of
men and guns, many of tbem coming more than 4,500 Austrians, while the
from the former battle line in Ru- Austrian war office asserts that
mania and Gallcla as a result of the
prisoners have been taken by the
debacle in the east, is using tbem Austrians.
without stint in tLo effort to debouch
from the mountain passes and cross
London, June 18. On the front in
the Piave rlvor and gain the Vene- France the
fighting activity has been
tian Plains. Everywhorc the fighting limited to local German attacks at Iso!s of an extremely sanguinary characlated points. Against the French along
ter, especially cast of the Asiago pla- the Matz river the enemy failed. The
teau, in the Brenta valley and on same result attended a
strong effort
Monte Grappa.
to penetrate the American lines at
the
the
initial
In
enemy
struggle
east of St. Mihiel. The Amersucceeded in captu'.'in BeverU front Xivray,
ican artillery fire broke up the enemy
line positions in the mountain region attack with
heavy losses and only a
from the British, and also in crossing small force reached
Xivray, where it
the Piave. Counter attacks, however, was
Americans. An
out
the
wiped
by
the
have restored all the positions in
American secto
new
raid
the
attempt
mountains, including territory to a tor in Alsace
was
broken up
Sunday
depth of 1,000 yards along a
front captured from the British. by machine gun and rifle fire. Is
The Lys salient in Flanders
being
At last accounts the allied troops
to a heavy German artillery
everywhere w- e ctrongly holding the subjected
Is paying special atenemy and King Victor Emmanuel's fire. The enemy
men were gall, ntly striving to throw tention to the front southwest of
back the invaders across the Piave. Ypres east of Dickebusch lake and to
The Italians have taken more than the western part of the southern leg
re3,000 Austrian prisoners, among them of the salient where the British
eighty-nincently carried out a considerable local
officers.
As yet the Vienna war office has giv advance.
en only brief mention to the battle
Paris. French troopB have reoccu-plesaying that the Austrian armies had
Coeuvres et Valsery (southwest
invade the Sette Comuni plateau, ly
strategic
ing at an altitude of 3,400 feet north of Solssons, an important
west of Asiago, and that up to noon point from which the Germans have
Sunday more than 10,000 Italian Eng- been endeavoring to debouch their
lish and French soldiers and a consid troops.
erable number of guns had been cap
London.
British troops in a local
tured.
With the commencement of the long operation have captured the German
expected Austrian offensive, the fight- forward positions on a front of two
ing in France has simmered down al- miles north of Bethune, according to
most to subnormal, except southwest Field Marshal Haig's report.
With the enemy fought to a standof Solssons, where the French have
violent
delivered
several
attacks still, something like a stable line
in the Compiegne
against the Germans holding territory being
captured last week. Where the enemy battle. On the whole front between
week ago was throwing thous Montdidier and Chateau Theirry, the
men outlook Is now regarded in Paris with
of
thousands
ands
upon
a?ainst the allied lines between more confidence, but anxiety Is still
Montdidier and Noyon, Sunday saw expressed in London, where It is conhim worn out with his useless efforts sidered that great peril is yet ahead
and his forces sadly depleted through for the allies.
There are three goals at which the
men killed and wounded, unwilling or
enemy may strike, namely, Paris,
unable further to give battle.
In Macedonia the operations daily Amiens and Calais, and the allies, as-it
is assumed, have little chance of
increase In Importance.
Along the
the enemy's intention becertaining
of
front
have
the
there
greater part
teen heavy reciprocal bombardments fore the blow falls.
and Bulgarian troops several times
Washington. Three million
have endeavored to penetrate the albe under arms by next Aug.
lied lines. All their efforts, however,
1, the Senate military committee was
met with ill success.
told by Provost Marshal General
Crowder. Extension of the age limits
Dora
Swedish Ship
Sunk.
in the army draft will be necessary,
London. The Swedish steamship Gen. Crowder said, if the present rats
Dora, of 1,555 tons gross, has been of draft calls is continued. He estisunk without warning, presumably by mated that all the men in class 1
a German submarine, according to a would be exhausted after next Jan. 1.
Nine Gen. Crowder said that 1,347,000 of
dispatch from Copenhagen.
members of the vessel's crew were the 3,428,000 men placed in class 1 alkilled.
ready have been called to the colors.
ill-fe-
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Troop Arrivals Break Record.
London.
"Arrivals of American
troops In the last few days have
eclipsed all records," the Post de
clared. "Considered purely aa a ship
ping feat. It I something hitherto
never accomplished in mercantile anscenes at one army
nals. Week-enpost were amazing."

Ukraine Ne?r Revolt Against Huna.
Washington. A dispatch reaching
the State Department from Stockholm quotes a report from Petrograd
saying the whole of the I'kraine is on
the eve of a revolt against Germany.

Norwegian Sailing Ships Sunk.
Washington, June 17. The Norwegian sailing ship Kringsjaa has
been sunk by a German submarine
ninety miles off the Virginia coast
The Navy Department announced that
the crew was picked up by an American warship and brought to an Atlantic port The Samoa, a vessel of 1,051
King Accepts Cabinet Resignation. net tons, was sent down near the spot
n
Premier Radoslavoff has where the British armed steamer
Sofia.
was unsuccessfully
attacked.
tendered the resignation of the cabinet and King Ferdinand has ac- Thia makes a total of nineteen vessels rank on Virginia coast.
cepted it.

Forecast Six Billion War Lean.
Washington. A fourth Liberty bond
issue of approximately $6,000,000,000,
per cent interest,
bearing probably
is foreshadowed by a letter addressed
to the 7,500 national banks and 20,000
state banks of the country by Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo.

Terms
Objectors Given Twenty-Yea- r
Camp Lewis, Tccoma, Wash. Four
conscientious objectors who arrived In
the May draft have been tried by
and aentenced to twenty
years' imprisonment in the disciplinary barracks at Alcatraz, Cal., for refusal to obey orders.
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d
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court-marti-

Munitions Blast Kills 300, Injures 700.
Paris. An explosion in the Skoda
gun works, near Pilsen, on May 25,
killed more than 300 person and injured 700, according to information received by the Journal. The explosion
was heard 150 miles.

Publiahcrs Must Pay New Rate.
Reach Heme.
Chile'
To LauncH Sixty-thre- e
Banker John B. Co sg riff Dead.
Ship July 4.
Washington. The Senate finance
Denver. John B. Cosgriff, t o with committee decided not to attempt susGuayaquil, Ecuador. Six submarines
Philadelphia. According to reports
mad to the emergency fleet corpora- built for the Chilean government In his brother foanded the Hamilton Na- pension of publishers' second-clas- s
tion at leaat sixty-threship wlU be the United States arrived Sunday at tional bank in this city, died tn his mail . rates which become effective
an Ecuador port.
home here from a stroke of paralysis. JaJjrl. '
leavened oa the Fourth of July.
e

Final Attack With These Characteris
tic, by Troop Carefully Prepared
and Then Thrown In Without
Regard to Losses.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
With the American Army in France,
June 18. A German raiding party
took a few American prisoners on t.ie
Lunevllle front Monday morning. The

Service.

Washington, June 15. The purpose
of the United States 10 send men and
materials to Fiance until "any temporary inequality of force is entirely
overcome," was reiterated by President Wilson Friday In replying to a
message from President Poincare on
the anniversary of the landing of the
first American troops in France. The
President's cublccivni, made public
by the Slate Department said: "Your
telegram of yesterday was certainly
conceived in the highest and most
generous spirit of friendship and 1 am
sure that I am expressing the feeling
or the people of the United States as
wcil as my own when 1 say that it is
with increasing pride and gratifica
tion that they have seen their forces
under Gen. Pershing more and more
actively in cooperation with the forces
of liberation on French soil.
"It is their fixed and unalterable
purpose to send men and materials in
steady und Increasing volume until
any temporary inequality, of force is
entirely overcome and the forces of
freedom made overwhelming, for they
are convinced that it is only by vic
tory that peace can be achieved and
the world's affairs settled upon a basis of enduring justice and right. It
is a constant satisfaction to them to
know that in this great enterprise
they are In close and intimate co
operation with the people of France."
Messages of congratulation on the
anniversary of his arrival in France
addressed lo Gen Pershing, command-erinchleof the American expeditionary forces, by President Raymond,
Poincare of Franco, Premier Clenien-ceauGen. Foch and Gin. Peiaiu were
made public by Gen. March, chief of
staff.
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ATTACK,
INCREASE
BUT AMERICAN LINE HELD
AT ALL POINTS.
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APPROPRIATION BILL CALLING
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PEACE ONLY BY VICTORY

To Round Up Irish Spies In U. 8.
Washington. The capture of Jeremiah O'Leary,
leader,
under indictment, in New York, in a
mountain cabin in Washington will be
followed soon by arrest of a number
of other Irish agitators in the United
States on charges of treason or espionage. The government has considerable undisclosed evidence against
O'Leay and bis companions, it was
learned, and arrest of his
has been deferred only pending his
apprehension.
Holden Heada Central Rail Divlaion.
Washington. Territory west of the
Mississippi river was divided by Director General McAdoo into three railroad operating regions with R. H.
Alshton, director of the Northern
Portion headquarters at Chicago;
Hale Holden, president of the Burlington, director of the Central Division headquarters at Chicago, and B.
F. Bush, receiver for the Missouri
director of the Southwestern Dat St. Louis.
ivision, headquarters
Later a district manager will be
Mined for the Pacific
n

London. Battles can be won In the
end only by the army which takes the
offensive. This is the significant declaration made by General Foch, com
mander in chief of the allies, In an
article contributed by him to the weekly Journal, the Field, in which he dis
cusses tbe problem of the soldier ana
the way to victory.
"Modern warfare, to arrive at its
end and to impose its will on the en
emy," General rocn says, "recognize
only one means destruction of the
enemy's organized forces.
"War undertakes and prepares this
destruction by battle, which brings
about the overthrow of the adversary,
disorganizes his command, destroys bis
discipline, and nullifies his units as
far as tbelr fighting power is con
cerned.
No Victory In Defense.
"Our first axiom must be that to
achieve Its object a battle must not be
purely defensive. A purely defensive
battle, even well conducted, does not
result in a victor and a vanquished. It
is simply a game that must be begun
over again.
"From this it is an obvious corollary
that an offensive, whether started at
the beginning of an action or whether
it follows the defensive, can only give
results, and, in consequence, must always be adopted at the finish.
'To maintain our position is not
synonymous with being victorious and
even prepares for a defeat If we remain where we are and do not pass to
the offensive to fix the direction of attack, to guard against the plans of the
enemy, and prevent him from carrying
out the same maneuver, we must undertake to carry on and sustain numerous combats, each with determined
aim.
All Depends on Reserve.
"But since there remains no doubt
that decisive attack is the very keystone of a battle, all other actions
which make up a battle must be envisaged, considered, organized, provided with forces In the measure in
which they will prepare, facilitate, and
guarantee development of a decisive
stuck characterized by Its mass, its
surprise, its speed, and for which, in
consequence, it is essential that there
shall be the maximum reserve force
possible of troops of maneuver.
"The reserve that is to say, the
prepared bludgeon Is organized and
kept carefully instructed to execute
the single act of battle from which results are expected namely, the decisive attack.
Surprise, Mas and Speed.
"Reserves must be husbanded with
the most extreme parsimony so that
the bludgeon may be strong enough to
make tbe blow as violent as possible.
Let loose at the finish, without any
lurking idea of saving them, with a
well thought out plan for winning the
battle at a point chosen and determined, reserves are thrown in all together In an action surpassing in violence and energy all other phases of
battle, an action with proper characteristics surprise, mass, and speed.
All our forces really participate, either
by preparing it or by carrying it out.
"In this, oar supreme aim, we must
not be deceived by appearances. Although theory falls when applied by
feeble hands and when accessories obscure tbe main principle, history and
reason show us that in battle there Is
s single argument which is worth while
namely, decisive attack, which Is
alone capable of assuring the desired
result the overthrow of tbe adver-

sary."
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HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.

F. O. B. Denver, Carlea Price.
Hav.
Baying Prices.
Colorado Upland, per ton. .$18.00020.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 17.0001100
Prairie Hay. Colorado and
16.004
Nebraska, per ton
20.00(2
too
Timothy, perton
16.00j
Alfalfa, per
80.00
South Park, per ton
Ounnieon Valley, per ton.. 18.004
Straw, per ton
Urals).
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. 12.66
2.66
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
3.29
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.20
Corn in sack, selling
2.71
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.. 1.6
near.
98 lbs., sacked
Hungarian toPatent,
$4.7S
discount
subject
Hungarian. 43 lb., sacked, subject 2.36
to discount
(f

.

POULTRY.

Dressed Poultry.
The following; prices on live poultry
are net F .O. B. Denver:
32
30
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24 6 25
Turkeys, old toms
20
choice
6 22
Turkeys,
27
Hens, lb
27 6 80
Ducks, young
25 6 27
Geese
15 6 18
Kooster
Live Poultry-- .
10
Roosters, lb
23
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
20
Hens
25
Ducks, young
lb
Ducklings,
22
OeeBe
Broilers,'

'lVl8,'b

40

Eases.
(traded No. 1 net, F. O. 28
Eggs,
B. Denver
Eggs, graded No, 2 net, F. O.
B,

629

Denver

22

Batter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
28
Packing stock

44
40
36
fi 30

Fruit.

Annies. Coin., fancy, box. .. .12.50 3.60
2.25
Gooseberries, crate
crt i.75JZ.uu
Cherries. Colo., pie,
Strawberries, homes; n, pints 2.7563.60
Vegetables.
8
10
Asparagus, lb
12.0013.00
Beans, navy, cwt
9.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
1
159S)
Beans, lima, ID.
9
10
Beans, green, lb
10
Wax beans
30
Beets. Colo., doz. bunches 250
5.00
Beets, new, cwt
1.00
Carrots, cwt
159 20
Cauliflower, lb
6
70
Lettuce, head
60
40
doz
Lettuoe, curly,
20
25
Onions, table, doe
Onions, Crystal Wax .... 1 .360 1.66
25
20g
Parsley, flos
10
Peas. Colo., lb
1 .009
2.00
Potatoes, cwt
20
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 1 15
.256 1.60
Turnips, cwt
25
Turnips, Colo., doz. bunch. 20
HIDES AMD PELTS.
Pound.
2e
Flint, butcher, lb
26c
Flint, fallen, lb
16c
Flint, bull and stah, In. .
let
Flint, culls and glue. lb.
20& 22c
Salt hides. In.
to
Horse hides,
price of green salt.
Green Salted. Cured Hides.
t.

H

.

one-ha-

two-thir-

lf

12W13c
Over 40 lbs., lb
Under 50 lbs., lb
12(?lSc
10c
Glue hides anl skins, lb
9W10C
Bulls and stags, lb
Part cured, lh
le lesi
Green, 2c lb. less thRn cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool nelts. lb
4!45i
Short wool pelts
3740

Z7c
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, IB...
lOt
Murrain shearings, lb....
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow and Greaea.
Prime rendered tallow, lb
10M2e
No. 1 tallow, lbs
10 IK
No. t tallow lb
610e
Brown and Tellow tallow grease
id
stride
Calf and Kin Green Salted
28 0 11s
Calfskin, Salted
12
17
Kip. lb
lie
Branded, lb
each
Deacons,
$1.2501.60
76c
50
Rlunks. each
Horse No. 1, each
.95. 50l& 6. or
14. 506 6. 00
Horse No. 2. each
Glue and
82.508 J OC
each
50
0c
Colt, each
Green Salted Pelts.
each
50cS 12.61
Imb and sheep,
15S46e
Kprlntc lamb, each
lo60c
Rnearlings, each

No. 2

........

Praying for a Miracle.
Thomas A. Mott, superintendent of
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
the city schools at Seymour, tells the
story of a little girl who had been
Prices tor Metala.
New York. Lend 7.62 fe 7.10.
taught to believe in miracles. One
Copper 828.18.
night, following a hard examination at
8llver 99 'Ac.
school, she went to her room and beSt. Louia. Spelter 17.85 7.75.
Bar silver. 48 d per ounce.
London.
fore climbing into bed she offered her
Boulder. Colo. Tungsten concentrate
customary prayer. Her mother was 10 oer cent. 822.003122.50
oer unIL
ores, 80 per cent, 122.00025.00;
standing near and was surprised when Crude
za
10
cent,
per
per cent,
the girl prayed: "Please make Bos- $9,404) 12.20. iu.uvviz.ee;
ton tbe capital of Maine." When the
Grata
Cash
la Minneapolis.
prayer was finished her mother asked
Minneapolis. Minn. Corn No. 1 vl- ber why she wanted Boston the cspltal low.
$1.5601.85.
Oats No. 3 white, 7ir77ttc.
of Maine.
Flax $3.88 hi 8.90.
"Well, mother," she replied, "I wrote
Rye 11.97 6 1.99.
It down on my examination paper that
Barley 90c&$l. 22.
Bran $28.26 4j 33.26.
way this afternoon, and I want to have
M correct"
Indianapolis News.
Duluth. Minn. Linseed To arrive,
18.80; July. $3.92 asked: September,
$3.83 bid; October. $3.68 bid.
Visits
Hospital.
Queen
Belgian
Prleea at Sugar.
"There ts never
day when the
New
York. 8uger
Centrifugal,
7.46c.
jneen of Belgium does not visit the 8.006c; fin granulated.
hospitals and comfort the wounded
Chleawe Ltvw Stack (tuataMeaa.
t the front She encourages all amChicago.
Hogs Bulk, 81606 18 90;
bitious among the soldiers and has
butcher, 16.66?1.86: packing, $18.0
organised a symphony orchestra for 6 18.60; light, $li.80tf 17.00; rough,
18.76.
16.86;
$18.26
their entertainment" A cablegram $15.60
Cattle Beef pig.
cattle, good, choice and
common and medisays:
prime. $l.$5t18-00- :
um, $12. 36018.8a; butcher stork cow
"Paul Glnlsty, of the Petit Parisian, and
heifers.
eanner and
Just visited s Belgian school st the cutters, $8.76988.00O16.00;
8.00; Blocker and feedgood, choice and fancy selected,
front where 000 little war victims find ers,
common
$11.26(1 13.25: Inferior,
and
refuge. These children have suffered medium, $9.00611
25; veal calve, good
to
make
dons
choice.
and
Is
$16.60016.00.
and
everything
greatly
(Sheep-- Shorn
lambs, choice and
them happy. The hours of work are prime.
$17.26617.75; medium and good.
with
their
In
accordance
cuius
is.Duvif.vu;
arranged
eji.wei is.ftu; spring
D1U8, guuu ana cnoice, $19,006 20 .00;
years. In the dormitories on each bed ewes,
choice and prima. 1 13. 25 4, 1 31.76:
Is hung a gas mask.
megtlum and good, $11.60 3)13.00; culla.
00 08.00.
Human Machinery.
Batter,
Egge, Patetaee and Paaltrr.
We have headaches and colds, not
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 36 9
need
tn
Is
oar
nil
at
body
realizing
MEggs First. 10HtJ3tKc;
some
ordinary
good, pare oxygen.
ef
In- -,
at mark, case
firsts,
29 6 32c.
Mechanics take much better care of eluded. 26H30Hc;
Louisiana
Potatoes
and
Texaa
do
their
sack
of
than
their machinery
they,
ed triumphs, 32.808? 2.90: do white.
own bodies. They know 'that unless $2.2692.60.
Wisconsin, Michigan and
restMinnesota sacked, $1.5061.60; do bulk.
and
oiled
Is
cleaned,
the machine
$1,356160.
ran
not
will
proped occasionally It
Poultry Fowls, 27c
erly. Hew often do they think of the
Raa aa fltx
human
Importance of caring for their
Kansas City. Butter Creamery,
machinery? They ran It at the high
38fec; aeconda. 371c; . packing'
est tension, feed It en stale air sad
Egg Flraea, Me; eacenda, 26c.
Improper food and the become
Poultry Hena, 13c; mental a, lTttcs
if It rams down.
$(&
brollera,
(

sar-prta- ed

DAIRY

bat the lighting and ventilation

BARN CAN

BE KEPT CLEAN

:

Sanitation Depends Upon Proper
Construction Methods.
CONCRETE

BEST FOR FLOORS

Plan for Structure Should Be Mad
With a View to Providing Plenty
Of Sunlight and Air for the
tock.
Mr. William A. Radford
will answer
questions and slve advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
abject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, wittiout doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
The biggest criticism wlilcli may be
launched against the building of the
average farmstead Is that it was done
In a too makeshift manner. The temporary nature of many of our farm
buildings Is merely a sign of our agriculture. We are not yet settled to
farming permanently grandson following son and son following father on
the same ancestral acres. We are mostor perly exploiters as yet,
haps developers would sound less
harsh. There has always beeu a place
"out west" to which we could move
when the old place wore out. Now the
day when we could move onto pastures
new is over and and a new area Is no
longer available. It is "time to begin
to build our farmsteads to stay. Thpy
should be planned to last and built for

to build. Valuable aid may be secureI
from these manufacturing specialists
and It Is given cheerfully.
The old wooden fixtures have been re
placed by sanitary, enduring, attractive
steel tubing, and the simplicity and ef
fectiveness of the numerous patents on
stanchions, feed and litter carriers, and
every manner of equipment beggar description. The stalls are not large, cumbersome
but are of attractive design mid light. The stanchions. Instead of reminding one of the
stocks of old Salem town, are of light
steel so hung and Joined as to give the
cow almost as much freedom as when
she Is outside. They are perfectly comfortable und yet hold the cow Just
where the owner wants her In the stall.
By the use of feed and litter carriers
a vast amount of labor Is saved, enough
to pay for the equipment in a short
time.
Help is a shy article on most farms.'
Therefore anything designed to save
labor Is twice welcome.
My advice to thai man who contemplates a dairy barn would be to take up
the matter with his lumber denier. Vou
will And him a man ready to gladly
render every assistance, even going so
far as to plan the entire barn. The
value of the suggestions are often great
beyond one's greatest expectation, a
fact I have seen demonstrated time
and again.
Good Type of Basement Barn.
The accompanying design Is an ex
ceptionally good example of a high- grade basement burn, planned and built
in the approved style and equipped
with all sanitary and
dairy stable conveniences. It was built
In Winona county, Minn., where the
land Is rolling and there are a good
many side hills, yet you will notice
that the farmer and his building ml- lavor-savln-

ooo

i

prob-

lems solved Id the best way for his
particular location and atyie of barn,
The problem of equipment has been
absolutely solved for us by the uinnu
facturer, who should be consult)' for
Idea and plans as soon as one decides
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Floor Plan of Basement Barn.

little sense In
tumble-dowtemporary,
places which have to be done over in
a few seasons.
A dairy barn is usually a rather expensive structure too expensive to
. permit of making mistakes In planning
or equipping. A dairy barn should
first of all be a clean and sanitary
place, because here Is produced food of
first Importance. And, strange as It
iay seem to some people who are familiar only with the usual type of unhandy barn reeking with dirt, dairy
barns can be planned In such a way
and furnished with such modern equipment as to make them absolutely sanitary and capable of being thoroughly
cleaned at no great cost for labor.
Best Interior Arrangement
As soon as you begin to talk about
how a man should arrange the Inside
of bis barn you step on his toes. Almost every farmer has his own particular Ideas as to the ideal Inside arrangement of his barn. But In dairy
barns there are two possible ways to
dispose of the cows. It la generally
recognized that having two rows of
them is more economical of both space
and labor. The cow may be placed
facing the walls, or they may be stood
with rows facing each other across the
central feed alley. Since there Is more
work at feeding the cows than in cleantng out the manure. It seems that the
plan with the central feed alley and
the cow facing It should be preferred
aa saving somewhat more labor. Then
the same arrangement lets the light
s
and the
fall on the cow's
milker can see whether or not the udder la clean. Likewise, It Is easier to
see when cleaning the stalls, and the
drainage Is better when running from
the center to the outside. Also there Is
less of a mixup in letting the cows In
or out of their stalls. On the whole It
look a If most of the arguments favor
standing the cows In two rows facing
each other.
The dairy barn floor must be made
of something that can be thoroughly
and easily cleaned. Many substances
have been tried, but concrete seems to
be by far the most enduring In popularity. The biggest kick lodged against
It is that It is so cold, but the use of
plenty of bedding or of wooden platforms largely obviates the objection.
Sunlight and Air Essential.
Plenty of sunlight and air are absolutely essentiaL No farmer will build
a dairy barn until he Is sure that be
permanence.

There Is

e building
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hind-part-

vlsers had enough gumption to keep
away from the old side hill bank barn
style. They set this barn out In the
open where the basement could have
windows on all four sides.
They built a bridge to the haymow
floor out of
concrete. The
embankment Is hack ten feet from the
basement wall, and this distance is
concrete slab.
spanned by a
This Is the way to build n bridge
and a bank barn without a bank. The
old way makes a damp, dark basement
that Is more like a cellar than a sanitary dairy stable.
This born stables 38 cows In stalls.
There are also two stock pens, u large
room, a feed room adjacent to the silo, and In the other end
of the stable n partltloned-nf- t
washroom.
The foundation wall Is constructed of vitrified hollow tile, eight
feet high from the concrete footing
to the floor Joists. Moisture will not
penetrate through this kind of a wall.
The cells of the tile Interposa several
dead-ai- r
Rpaces to break up the wall
and prevent the transmission of moisture or cold.
full-siz- e

IMPORTANT

Korean Woman Statu.
In Korea women occupy a place to
society which has no parallel elsewhere In the Orient They are both
better and worse off than In China or
India or Japan better off because
there are more fields open to them,
worse .because they are overworked,
and until recently
often
were actually enslaved.
Always Left Behind.
After all the evidence on this point
which has accrued since men first began to amass wealth, we should think
our prominent tightwads would begin
to realize that they can't take It with
them, bat not a few living around here
don't seem to. Ohio State Journal.

ITEM

Cleveland
Auto School Head
Gives Its Purpose, Construe
tion and Troubles.
CLOGGING

IS

DUE

TO SOOT

May Be Caused by Too Rich a
From Carburetor, Indicated
by Black 8moke From Exhaust
Best to Let It Alone.

Mix-tur-

e

What la the purpose of the muffler, what care does It require und
to what troubles Is It subject are questions frequently asked of Clyde H.
Pratt, president of the Cleveland Automobile school.
The purpose of the muffler, he says,
Is to diminish the noise of the exhaust The gas escapes from the exhaust vulve at high pressure and
the resulting noise Is disagreeable
uuless it is muffled.
It Is necessary to reduce the pres
sure from each explosion and to allow
the gas to escape so that a great deul
of Its force Is dissipated and its disjointed nature completely changed.
The gas then passes out quietly with
only a slight pulsation or throbbing.
The methods by which this is
brought about are simple. A gas passing along an ordinary pipe would be
slowed down and spread out But this
arrangement would require too long a
s
are used to
pipe. So
make the gas turn corners and force
Its way through small holes In the
plates.
In some mufflers the gas enters an
expansion chamber. All this time It
Is losing heat and so contracting and
thus It slows down more and more.
The final effect Is, as stated, to have
the gas issue from the muffler In a
steady, quiet manner.
Let Muffler Alone.
The care of the muffler Is to leave
It alone until It becomes clogged. It
does its work without attention and
requires nothing from the driver. The
only time we think of It Is when we
wish to find out if the engine is missing explosions. Then we cut out the
muffler and listen to the sound of the
exhaust.
Do this cautiously on the road, us
there are laws aguinst It In ninny lo
calities. If the sound of the exhaust
Is not sufficiently loud it may be ln
creased by retarding the spark and
opening the throttle part way. The
Sound of each cylinder will then be
brought out distinctly and any weakness will be noticed immediately.
About the only trouble to which the
muffler is subject is that It becomes
clogged with soot. This may be caused
by too rich a mixture from the carburetor, indicated by black smoke from
the exhaust, or it may be caused by
oil working up on top of the pistons,
giving the bluish white smoke char
acteristic of too much lubricant
Carbon Clog Muffler.
Another cause Is where the carbon
has been scraped loose from the cylinders, but allowed to fall on the piston.
This la carried Into the muffler, and so
helps to clog. In order to clean It, It
must be taken apart and all the carbon deposits removed. If the small
boles are closed with soot they must
d
be reamed out with a
file or bearing scraper. The parts are
then reassembled carefully and replaced on the car.
It Is easy to tell If the muffler Is
clogged where there Is a cutout Bun
the machine op a fairly steep hill. If
the car speeds up with the cutout open
It shows that the muffler Is clogged.
A well designed silencer should not
cut down the power of the engine
more than 3 per cent This difference
will hardly be noticeable on an ordinary hill. So the fact that the car
slows down would Indicate back pressure due to clogging.
baffle-plate-

three-cornere-

Get Car Out of Mud.
A email metal paddle damped to
either rear wheel of the automobile
which has become stuck In the mud
will help the car out In less time than
it takes to adjust tire chains.

CARS

ARMY

TJncle Sam la not overlooking the
importance of efficiency from every
angle In the motor transport and ambulance division of the army. These
machine must stand a wear and tear
probably never given to
vehicles since their birth aa an established necessity in every day and International life.
One of the most Important factors
entering Into the final analysis of a
motortruck ambulance which will
eventually see service "somewhere In
France" Is, In the estimation of mo
tor war officers, the efficiency of the
brakes.
The motors, especially the
trucks, must travel hundreds of miles
hack and forth from the front amid
the most difficult surroundings. It has
been stated on authority that for 300
utiles up and down the fighting front
there Is an almost continuul stream
of trucks, ambulances, couriers and
motorcycles running In such close proximity that unless the brakes are In
perfect running order hundreds of cas
ualties would result almost dally.
Hrakes form only a background for
their more Important sister, upon
which the real burden rests the brake
lining Itself. Thousands of miles of
brake lining are being used dally by
the government, and owing to this fact
Uncle Sam has ordered tests to be
made (of the various makes. These
tests are now going on in Washington.
Lining made under the therniold-hy- process Is said to
be regarded as best adapted to military
use In France on account of Its moist
ure and
quulitles.
motor-drive-

draullc-compresse- d
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SAFETY

DEVICE

FOR

AUTOS

Invention of Georgia Man Relate
tlcularly to Machine Employing Cranks.

Par

The Scientific American, In Illustrat-

catch for automobiles Invented by M.
S. Lanier of Koine, Ga., says:
The invention relates particularly to
attachments for automobiles employ-ln- g
cranks at the forward end of the

jr---
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Federal Aid Read Act Exert Important Influence on Legislation
in Many States.
(Prepared by the United State Department of Agriculture.)
Federal-uiroad projects, unquestionably, are ready for construction In
every state this year. Under the federal-aid
road act of 1010 every state
In the Union Is now In a position to
with the federal government In the building of highways.
Results of
Importance
and of even greater potential value
than the appropriation of federal
funds have already been accomplished
by the federal act Among the impressive results is the establishment outright of state highway departments In
Delaware, South Carolina, Texas, Indiana and Nevada and the strengthening of other state highway departments so as to remove all question as
to the 16 states which were not qualified to obtain federal
at From the Time Cattle Are Rounded Up for Shipment Until the Roast Reaches
Your Refrigerator, the Beef Haa Been in a Succession of Grand Rushes.
the time of the passage of the federal
act.
In the past winter more construcultimate consumer. So anything that
tive stute highway legislation has been
interferes with quick delivery, that
placed upon statute books than has
causes shipments to be delayed, quite
ever been enacted in any similar
often means loss. The principal live
period since the American republic
stock producing sections are a long diswas founded.
The conditions laid
tance from the principal
down by the federal act as necessary
centers of the East, which makes
to participate in its benefits operated
them dependent almost entirely upon
to
about
the estabpowerfully
bring
facilities to
lishment and strengthening of state Study of Some Things Which Af- adequate transportation
keep supplied with fresh meat at any;
highway departments, the placing of
and all times.
fect Final Delivery of Food
a vast amount of road construction
nnder skilled supervision, the systo Consumer.
tematizing and correlation of road
FEEDING YOU
d

FEEDING CITIES

Front Elevation of Device.
power shaft The object Is to provide
a catch which will engage the crank:
In case of back fire and to obviate
Injury. A further object is to provide

a catch which may be readily positioned at both sides of the starting

crank and mounted in connection with
the vehicle frame. The catch has a laterally yielding movement to permit
the passuge of the starting crank. The
movement Is such that the catcli Is
Immediately brought back to operative
position by a controlling spring.

TO IMPROVISE

A JACK

Writer Explain

How Wheel Waa
Raised by Use of Rock and
New Tire Mounted.

The writer recently had the misfortune to have the lifting Jack removed
from bis car during the night and un-

aware of It drove Into the country
the following day only to have a blowout occur on the open road. The wheel
was raised first by driving It upon a
fiat rock suitably placed. With the
wheel In this position It was a question merely of looking around the road
side for another rock or log which
could be placed under the raised axle.
When found, the flat rock was forced
out by means of a sledge and the
wheel thus remained off the ground
ready for the mounting of the new
tire. Another method which could be
used consists in huvlng one man use
a fence rail to pry up the front end.
This could be done after the lugs have
been removed so that no time will be
lost In slipping on the new tire and
rim.

-
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A three-mil- e
line of motortrucks for the army making its way through
New Tork city on the final stretch from Buffalo to the government piers.
There are more than 150
cars In the procession, which was the
longest ever seen. The motor train presented a most unusual sight (Censored and passed by the committee on public Information.)
slate-colore- d

Where It la Difficult to Use Liquid
Polish Finest Grade ef Emery
Cloth le Best

FOR CITIES MUST BE RUSHED.

OF RAPID TRANSIT

Fresh Meats and Other Perishable
Products From Farms Must Be
Speeded Up at Every Stage-D- elay
Means Shrinkage.

.,",S- - .l'-

PLAN TO KEEP BRASS CLEAN

BUILDING OF GOOD HIGHWAYS

QUESTION

(sj

K!-J,-

FOOD

IS BIB PROBLEM

ing and describing a safety crank

PLAN

Department of Afrleultnre.)

(BpeclsJ Information Bervlee, United State

n

LINE THREE MILES IN
PASSES THROUGH EMPIRE STATE

LENGTH

I Our Part in Feeding the Ration

Government Make Thorough Examl-natioof Truck Before Being
8nt to Firing Line.

ARMY MOTORTRUCK

feed-mixin- g

Barnacles on Warship.
Warships have to be cleaned on the
outside. On one ship alone 200 men
worked nil day scraping off 600 tons of
anlmnl and plant growth from its sides
and bottom. This tremendous quantity of sea life had accumulated in less
than two years, during which time the
ship had traveled many thousand
miles. The weight of the barnacles
was so great that from 25 to 40 per
cent more coal was consumed In maintaining the normal speed of the boat

TEST BRAKES ON

MUFFLER CARE IS

polish, which has the characteristic of
staining the surrounding territory, including the rubber footboard covering.
It is better to stop using the liquid
here and to polish the brass with the
finest grade of emery cloth. A piece
of this cloth that has been used somewhat elsewhere and so has lost some
of Its cut Is best for this work.

Some of the brasswork of the car,
tecanse of Its position and the work
K has to
perform, is apt to get Into a
tough state that makes it difficult to
Storage batteries win freeze unless
keep dean. This applies to the brass
trip edging the running boards and kept rally charged. Tires should not
the foot plates on the door sills. It is be allowed to carry the car's weight
Ufficult to dean these with liquid brass when put away for the ariatar.

Getting Road Level Preparatory, ta
Improving Highways.
work so as to provide the Improvements most needed to meet traffic requirements, the creation of large funds
for construction and maintenance und
the establishment In many states of
definite provisions Insuring maintenance of highways from the date of
their completion.
The working season of 1017 marked
the opening of actual construction
work under the terms of the
provision of the federal act, as necessary legislative and administrative
work made it impracticable
to get
construction projects under way earlier. On January 31, 1918, the secretary of agriculture had approved 253
Individual projects, aggregating 2,849-.4miles and calling for an expenditure from federal funds of
and from state and local funds
of $9,917,143.70, making a total of
These projects represented applications from 44 states.
post-roa-

d

8

$7,824.-721.7-

CULVERT

2,

OF BEST MATERIAL

Than Folly to Use Board to
Take Care of Road That Have
Cost Much Money.

Worse

If the culverts are not built of good
material they will have to be rebuilt
In a few years, whatever the quality
of the roads they are mude to serve.
Defective culverts vitiate one of the
elementary principles of highway economics, and the Interests of the taxpayers require that the annual cost
of every part of the roads built for
their use be reduced to the lowest possible figure consistent with efficiency.
Manifestly, It would be worse than
folly to build culverts of boards to
take care of roads that have cost hundreds or thousands of dollars the mile,
and it would be none the less foolish,
or worse, to waste money In work of
this sort with the use of bad material.
Speed Up Good Road.
"Speeding up construction of good
roads Is an Integral part of government war work. Efficient transportation Is necessary to reduce the margin between producer and consumer."
United States Food Administration.
Federal Aid for Roads.
The theory that federal-ai- d
road
construction will not be sanctioned
during the war has been exploded by
the fact that the government has
fixed the price of cement for this
work.

One of the fundamental factors In
the problem of feeding towns and cities is that of transportation. ' Since
city dwellers are so dependent upon
transportation for their foodstuffs, it
may bo interesting to study some of
the things which uffect the final deliv
ery of food and especially meats to the
consumer.
Transportation difficulties begin with
the stock raiser, whether he Is a
rancher in the West, a corn belt farmer or other agriculturist who produces
live stock for food. In the early days,
before our railroads were in existence
or before they were tne principal
factors In getting stock to market.
cattle, hogs and sheep had to be
driven or hauled long distances to
reach a selling point or a point from
which they could be shipped by boat
or rail. This was a very expensive
way of moving stock ; it not only took
a long time but the loss of animals
and the loss of flesh by these animals
was also considerable, even though the
values per pound Vere very little compared with toduy.
Trouble of Stock Grower.
The first trouble the stock grower
or dealer today has In getting his
stock to market Is to get to a railroad
point to ship his animals to one of
the various large stockyards to be
sold. Bad roads, adverse weather and
perhaps a long drive or haul to the
shipping point all affect the length of
time required; then there may be a
temporary shortage of cars and stock
must be held in the railroad stockyards and fed until cars are provided.
Once loaded Into cars, however, there
is a special effort made to get to the
market in the shortest possible time.
Delay means abnormal shrinkage; if
the cars are on the road 30 hours the
stock must be unloaded for feed and
water; or the market may drop suddenly; hence the necessity for speed.
Shipping Fresh Meats.
In order to ship fresh meats successfully they must be thoroughly
chilled before loading and then transported in refrigerator cars, especially
during the warmer weather, although
this practice Is followed the year
round. These cars have Ice tanks at
each end, which are filled with Ice
and a percentage of salt and the car
chilled to about 35 to 3S degrees
Also they are provided vith
ventilating or circulating systems in
order to keep the temperature in all
parts of the car as nearly uniform as
possible. In making long shipments,
and especially during the warmer
months. It is necessary to ice the car
one or more times en route to keep
the temperature as low and as constant as possible. Even then on
account of bad weather, wrecks or
any other condition that causes undue
delay, the meat may not be In first-clacondition on Its arrival at the
destination and must therefore be sold
quickly even at some sacrifice in price.
Speed Is Essential.
Speed is vital from the time the
stock leaves the producer's hands until It reaches the packer and from the
time the product, "fresh meat, leaves
the packing house until it reaches the
ss

Garden Near the House.
garden near the
house Is worth more than a large one
half a mile away and will be more often
used.

The average city man has
probably never realized that getting his feed to htm on time Is
one of the most troublesome
things with which the country
has to deul.
In ordinary times it was not
so Important that the city man
have such a realization, but now,
In war time, It Is an Important
part of "Our Part In Feeding
the Nation."
The subjoined statement from
one of the experts of the bureau
of markets, United States department of agriculture, will
serve at least as an Introduction
to one phnse of the problem.
Mobilizing Harvest Labor.
Steps for the systematic mobilization of farm labor In Kansas were taken at a meeting held In Kansas City,
May 14. This is the first of a series of
meetings which are to be arranged by
the department of agriculture In a
number of cities to unite the efforts of
all agencies working to secure labor to
help farmers In harvesting their crops.
At the Kansas City meeting a committee was appointed to direct the work
of the various agencies In the state
and to see that registrations are held
In the cities where city employees
who will do farm work during their vacations can register. It Is estimated
that 80,000 helpers will be necessary
to harvest the crops In Kansas this
year, and the commercial organizations In Kansas City have undertaken
to supply 10,000 of this number.
Army ef Extension Worker.

An army of 5,051 extension workers
Is ntding In the department of agriculture's food production and conserva-

This Is an Increase of
the number doing similar
work on July 1 of last year. Of this
total 3,049 are in county-agework,
serving 2,450 counties; 1,690 are in
tion campaign.

3,405 over

work, serving In
and 012 are In boys'
and girls' club work. In the 15 Southern states 2,624 workers are busy carrying out the plans of the food campaign, and In the 33 Northern and
Western states 3,027 ore employed.
On July 1 of last year 1,640 were employed in the Southern states, ami COG
In the Northern and Western states.
In the Southern states there nre 130
negro county agents and 160 negro
ogents.
1,675 counties;

Protecting Fighters.
inspectors of the bureau
of animal industry, United States department of agriculture, are now with
the army inspecting the meat and meat
products supplied for (he soldiers and
30 others are similarly engaged with
the navy. Operations are under federal supervision from the time the live
animals are driven Into the slaughtering houses until tho finished product
Is delivered In good condition to the
mess cooks.
Sixty-seve-

n

Survey of Food Stocks.
An inventory of commercial stocks
of grain, flour, meal and other food
products is being taken each month by
the bureau of markets. United States
department of agriculture, and the results published in a new monthly publication called Food Surveys, two
numbers of which have already been
Issued. These monthly surveys began
April 1, 1918.
In small-graiand bay farming no
feature of weed control is more important than the use of clean seed.

A small kitchen

n

No green crop should be allowed to
go to waste. If It Is not needed for
to Seed Rape.
corn
Before
the
is up the ground can soiling or the silo then It should be
A good way to seed rape Is to broadbar- saved for hay, grain or forage.
cast three pounds to the acre ahead of be harrowed with a spike-toot- h
the cultivator at the last cultivation of row to good advantage.
Good Way

the corn.
Beet Forage Crop.
cowpeas and rape are
the best forage crops to grow In com.
Soy beans,

The general farm which provides the
Jirgest number of days of profitable
labor per man and horse Is the one
that is most likely to pay best.

Land broken early holds more mois-

ture than late plowed and brings the
vegetable matter turned nnder into a
better state of decay by the time plant'
big ccur

NO ROOM IN LOYAL
HONEST BEN PANKEY.
STATE FOR HERR HEARST
In a letter received this week from
F. E. Jordan, of Topeka, Kansas, he
Two towns in New .York
says he read with much interest the
big bundles of Hearst papers
sketch which recently appeared in after
had eviscerated the Methe State Record, relative to "Honest morial they
Hay proclamation of PresiBen. Pankey" in which it was stated dent Wilson,
and had done their
among other things that many of disloyal utmost to make it a colorMr. Pankey'a friends arc favoring ' less document. In the
city of Santa
his nomination for governor at the Fe the Hearst
papers have been barin
convention
coming Republican
red and it is urged by those at the
this state. Mr. Jordan sayst
state capital who were responsible
"The slogan, if you might permit for
barring them out that the rest
it to be called that, "Honest Ben. of the
towns in New Mexico follow
I'ankey" struck me as being au ex- the same course. The suggestion is
time
term
be
this
to
cellent
used at
worth following..! There is no room
when honest, patriotic men, whose in a state
that is as loyal as New
be
cannot
by
questioned
integrity
Mexico for traitrnus rags like the
anyone for our higher official posi- Hearst papers, ami the sooner they
tions. I read a very able editorial are barred
completely from the mails
article in a recent number of
of the, entire country the sooner
It was will
Evening! Post.
a veritable plagur spot be cleanbeaded, 'You may win the Wa .' In sed. Diming Headlight.
the article the editor stated that
candidates for the coming fall elecSCHWAB GETS RESULTS
tion should be stood up and looked over by the voters in the same
The United States is now turning
way that they might do if buying out one 10.000-toship or its equia cow or horse. He statrd that there valent
single., day. In six
should be but three requirements months every
will be turning out two
it
this time, brains, honesty and pa- a
day and in twelve nlonths from
Then dig back into bis three
triotism.
to four a day
on
see
measures
how
and
he
history
These wen- the figures given out
theseEveryone, who knows him at by Charles.- - M. Schwab, Director
all knows that there can be no General of the
Fleet
Emergency
question in his past about any of Corporation, following a flying trip
these. I wish him every success."
to officiate at n double launching at
"Brains, honesty and patriotism,"
of the Standard Shipbuild
the qualities the Post emphasises, the yards
ing Corporation at Mariners Harbor
are certainly well exemplified by Mr. Staten
Island, which added a 75.000
Pankey in all his conduct, and deal- ton cargo farrier and a mine sweepings and his habits along those lines er, both steel to America's (rrowinci
are so well tixed that there is no merchant and war fleet.
question but what he would carry
'I think if we turn out 3.000.000
them into the executive office, should
itons this year we'll be doing- well."
he be chosen for that
'said Mr
"but I expect we'll
and from the many favor- do it and Schwab,
I'll be pretty badly dissa- able comments we hear and receive
if we don t do more
i
.i . pointed
.i
a do lit L:
t
mm it criiia ycry im
iikciv
aai.
inai
..ft ... via
.
he will be.
;
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to grass. The shipment was made
from Las Vegas. Santa Rosa Voice.
Steers Skipped From Arizona
T. L. Lewis of the Cabra Sprs.
Ranch, unloaded 510 head of stelrrs
here, last week. They were shipped
here from Arizona.

man claiming to be a divine healer,
is in Las Cruces to heal the sick and
discouraged with prayer. In an interview with Mrs. King she claimed
to have brought the recent rains to
this valley and also in Texas. Last
week we laid the matter to the weather man and accused him of holding back the rain on the cattle ranges. We want to apologise to the
aforesaid weather man. The reason
we had no rain was because Mrs.
King was in Texas. Las Cruces

BERNALILLO

Cuervo Clipper.

LUNA

Lost Man Surprises Searchers
That's Tha Stuff
A party headed by Sheriff Rafael
The Los Angeles Examiner, one of
Manzano
for
Garciathe
started
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New MexEntered as second-clas- s
the Hearst papers, which are i all
in
of Robert
search
mountains
is now trying to buy
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
E, Perry, who was reported lost.
space in the newspapers of the SouthThe searchers met Perry riding to
west to show up .their side of the
Albuquerque in a wagon. He had
$1.55 per year
the publications.
Subscription
charges
against
spent the night at Coyote Springs.
Courier turned down their proThe
Perry and Griffin Oxendine were
in short order. We have no
position
SANTA FE, N. M, JUNE 21, IMS.
prospecting in the mountains .Thursspace to sell at any price for such
day. They became separated. Oxen-din- e
purposes. Columbus Courier.
made an effort to find his comadministration senators for the purAN INTlMATfl ACCOUNTING
panion but failed, so lie came to Al- Will Rash Stamp Sale
Hardy Ships Cattla To Clovis
he
buquerque and reported that
At the request of the Treasury
pose of gagging the senate, and
J. M. Hardy, of Loving, shipped
was lost. Aibuquerque Journal.
Said the President of the United used it to such tremendous advanDepartment the merchants of Las a bunch of cattle from his place
States in his address to Congress, tage as to force the administration
Cruces have patriotically undertaken to this section recently. Mr. Hardy
Estate Valued At $100,000
to put through the sale of $12,5 !0 says no rains have fallen in his secMay 27th, on the necessity of revenue senators to go to the President for
court
'
of
off-sto
application
Upon
probate
the powerful
legislation!
something
worth of Thrift Stamps. Manasse tion this spring and many people are
the
estate
an
for
for
administrator
are
elections
the
we
and
Senator
at
hand,
The
Brothers have cbarge of the stamp shipping their cattle out to get them
arguments presented by
of the late Leroy O. Moore, an at- sale and the amount
ought as soon as possible to go and from New Mexico. Later Senator
already sold to grass as the losses have been very
render an intimate account of o'lr Hitchcock read a letter from the
torney who died recently, it became last week is very encouraging.
heavy there. Clovis News.
valued
is
at
known that the estate
trusteeship to the people who delegat- - President to Secretary Lansing, in
more than $100;000. The will of the
ed us to act for them in the weighty which was found the following:
Structure Completed
j Handsome
QQY
this is no time to act as
and anxious matters that crowd
attorney has been filed in probate
lie iiandiiun sillily uuiiuillK llvw
be
will
not
contents
its
but
court
certhe
of
resolutions prescribes, and
critical
upon us in these darys
receiving the finishing touches, is
disclosed until the probate judge Shipped 2,400 Head Of Sheep
choice and action. But we dare not tainly wlien 1 pronounced for opi.ii
a handsome structure of brick, SO by
it
aproved
i
elections
until
have
we
jas
not
there
meant
that
the
to
or
diplomacy
go
son,
Larisnan, 75 feet. J he actual cost of building
J. nams
Fe
Theodore M. Espe of Santa
should be no private discussions oi
done our duty to the full."
.
,
shipped 2,400 head of sheep exclusive of all furnishings, amounts
was named aam ni.str.nor uy Jimge recently
Finel An intimate account. Then, delicate mattvrs, but that no secret
fmm tncir ranrh in the lower Pecos to $8,0.10.
,
G. A. Garcia.
Albuquerque Journal. va,u.y to i,jttk.field, Texas, where
we take it, the people are to be in- agreement of any sort should be
The first floor comprises an auinCrna-tionaformed how the colossal sums of enured into anil that all
l
tliey will be pastured. Unless rain ditorium with a seating capacity of
relations, when fixed, should
in the near future it will be 300, a social room for reading and
money which have been placed to
j comes
CHAVES
"
be
of
above
credit
administration
the
the
board, and explicit
open,
by
y iu .imp iimisi ui iuc sncr) writing, a lunch room where prices
As the amendment
s
the peoples representatives in
in this section to other parts of the will be kept at absolute cost, lavasupported by
Will Crow From Hills
have been expended. We are to the senator from New Mexico was
state where there is Ktter grazing tories and shower baths. A living
Will Crow of the hill region is in order to
be told how much went into the air- - only for the purpose of openly dit- keep them from starving room and dining room combined,
in
the city
spending several days
01 interna- Press.
plane programme, and what it has i.ubiik mute uiaucr
five bed rooms, each with a closet,
Hope
i
interests.
stock
after
while looking
w.us.i.
KBiu-iilais-produced; how many millions fur
nau
"
u.j
a kitchen, pantry, bath and roomy
a
been
have
Rains
on
neg- School Addition To Be Built
foolish experimentation; what has ready been "fixed1 or agreed upon,
his'range
sleeping porch make up the. second
been expended
for ordnance, uni- we suggest that it really takt a
ligible quantity and slock men are
V" following ""V months, contin- - "still
Joe Clayton has the contract for floor.
itne
bole
card."
at
their.,
small
caliber
and
looking
,
don't very superior mind to determine r.FK crADPn
forms,
a $2,000 addition to the school buildTW FN
guns,
AsoLS uv x,r. Schwab, when the shipbuild- Adjutant and Mrs. L. C. Bennett,
Roswell News.
forget the amount spent for some that an international agreement is
who have charge of the work, arrivTHORNS
ing at Hope.
full swing. He de
into
get
yards
jmtf
21,000,000 pairs of shoes and 19,000.
ooara
ir
ana
buutb
not secret
uprn,
ed in Deming from the St.- Louis
liie intnt inn ennn
rlrfd it w:ia ctirioc
000 blankets.
We are to have an it is to be negotiated in private, at
Big Yield Of Alfalfa
Cattle Shipments
Bill LaPoint must have seen a mnnmirnt
It itn e
nf
.
headquarters, June 5th. Deming
w. rnmrwt .s.w.s
Prof. G. C. Hanna, of the assessors
. I
, or l
I
itemized statement of George Creel's least for all those "delicate' .......
.1
mall. nnnsi.
H.
five
cars
a
J.
or
shipped
Headlight.
nia inin ninar Minn
among the various plants through- - office had his four acre alfalfa field of about Diljihunty
expenditures in the way of propa- 200 head of cattle to Okla,w
the country, awarding honor on the Berrendo farms harvested
.7 ih,"ll"c,n,,!on' "."
ganda, politics, and piffle, and the
homa
last
week.
Sewer In Camp Cody
$500,000
pasture
the
yard and
week and the four acre tract
ir
statement should show who is on united
Green
will ship four cars
senatorial nomination and relieved me which mak. the hrst stinwintr last
Major Frederick P. Simonds. contons and 360 pounds of of cattle I'ssery
Creel's pay roll. We are to be told have .been tixed .
eight
yielded
to Camargo. Oklahoma on structing quartermaster at Camp
in the contest.
fine hay. He sold the bay in the
how much has been expended for
We have written the above for no
"i.- ,1,,. rmnlilii ans nnniinalp
18th where they will be pastured Cody,
has i. received
m:.i
instructions
is," Mr. Schwab con- - field the crop netting him $140.00 the
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theory
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"
l'mtii the north for the U. S. Senator- finifpd. "that the
from Washington to prepare for the
C
during the summer.
fi"" f "B
lliviaill,
IlllfJiy
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nrlr mil,t he ilnne It
not how much tbe squabbling"unuij
certainly pays to raise alfalfa in I N. Jones will also slr.p frmr installation
cost give one illustration in words, of ship he may he defeated.
he of- - j
of a complete sewer sysyaHs and that the enthusiasm the Pecos valley. It looks like the car1; of cattlr to
the country up to the time that the many reasons why the adminthis time belongs to southern and SI,;rit
pasture in I''c Park tem at Camp Co.lv. the ro.st of which
in wnerc
must be
Ilerrendo farms country is coming Crli'.-i5chwab stepped into the several istration will take the remarkable tice
18th.
on
New Mexico and it the party
the
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run
about
will
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ynl, r;in Lr(.t nlr,n. ou( intoown this year. Roswell tle were all loaded from the Carls-hubreaches. We are to have the informaposition of opposing for
t
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l the camp relief, the sewer system
tion requisite to inform ourselves the one man in the United States
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the wall. Hilly
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be
will
the
pens.
writing
largest piece of construcat Washington,
on the merits of the "cost plus" sys- senate who is for every possible ac- .hanr.s ., being elected will h.
tion that has yet been carried out
Considering the fart that the
To Investigate His Good Luck
tem, as compared with other meth- tion for quickly winning the war,
Thrift Stamp Sales
enhanced.
here. Deming Headlight.
mergencv Fleet Corporation had 110
A. n. Jones who spent several days
ods of DMyintf for contract work. and who made possible the passage
The sale of war savings stamps
I,.
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disturbed erally realized that all of the exist- - extent of his
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account should show how contracts had by the President.
good
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ire wagon near the drouth had caused many to
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hip
that the big yards of the S. H. Bostick and Schuvler Smith ities company
pare the taxes paid by the various or otherwise, sees far into the fu- - wall: and nominate either one of
factory. The drivjer was crossing! the their cattle in search of grass. The
Corporation were not started until 'have
returned to Roswell from track
sections wiin the benefits derived ture and is not afraid to back his
.u..
..ki: -- . 1
when
the
accident
early gardens, too were threatened,
!last September and that the winter
from money which all th people judgment of the needs of the future the north east or west,
Mo., to which
place and did not see the train, happened
or hear but the abundant rainfall gives proincluding montns nan practically put them out Springfield;.
subscribed. The amount might well by word of mouth and vote of re- either Mr. Catron, Mr. Ervien,
they accompained a large shipment it, the engineer failing to sound any mise of
Mr. of business.
bumper . crops. Cloudcrofter.
of cattle, which they placed on pas
include the cost of maintaining in cord, and generally tries to force
Mr. CunCrampton, Mr.
warning whistle. The driver escapied
ntear that city.
ture
the ranks of noncombatants,
the all concerned to make their records ningham, or Mr. Raynolds,
by jumping and the horses ran away Many Guests at Cloudcroft
Otero, the chances
thousands of officers and soldiers and plain. This always embarrasses sowith only the tongue of the wagon
Walton would still be as PREDICTS REPUBLICAN GAINS
Contrary to prediction. Cloudcroft
sailors who have the physical qual- meone, here and there, and although of Billy
as a relic of the once fine vehicle has opened for the summer season
COLFAX
good as those of holding a war tank
are
ifications, at least, to serve in the Senator Fall has been for giving with
to
Jhe;
Kiepublicans
going
which
to
shoe
had
a
been hitched.
with as bright, if not brighter, prosthey
string.
line in order that the people may ex- ("resident Wilson all the power askThen Mr. Laroint grows reminis make great gains all through the
pects than ever before. The cottage
press themselves as to whether it ed for, and more besides, he has cent and works out a puxzle in West in the congressional elections, Loyal Santa Fe Workers
are
filling Vapidly and the Lodge has
A splendid
GRANT
and inspiring sight,
to Col. Archie M. Stevenwould, or would not, be better to been condemned because he also in- "what might have been" without
according
a
any
large number of guests.
have older men, anxious and ready sisted that the responsibility go with
to Maud Muller, (perhaps son, Republican leader of Colorado, emphasing inthe loyalty of labor to
apology
to serve their country, take over the power; he has made posible th he saw this also in the handwrit- prominent
in
this war, was the parnumerous
national the Union
Pinched
these less exhausting positions, and passage of administration measures ing on the wall).
and other iRepublican ade of the employees of the Santa Happy"
QUAY
hands conventions Col.
he
"Happy." a dark skinned son of
Anyhow
tbus release several divisions to work against the advice and opposition of Governor Lindsey the
Stevenson recently Fe in Raton last week, in which 204 Ham,
gatherings.
a local saloon, beat
following
porter
tbe extermination of the Hun. In his party colleagues, but he has ac bouquet of kale blossoms decorated made a thip through the West, going mem, each. carrying an American came infatuated with an amber hued Revival
la Progress
as far as California. In his opinion, flag, marched. Every branch of the woman of
fact the items which this intimate companied his support with a free with
thornst
A big revival is being, conducted
"society" ' who visited
.
account should render are
service
was represented
the Republicans will control the next railroad
ernresion of the diarru.t l
beien
"Had
for
Infatuation
Lindsey
Lordsburg recently.
running
got at the. Center Street Methodist
Th people will have their confi- - tains for some of the assistants
down to the shop apprentices.
the last time he would House of Representatives.
the better of "Happre's" judgment, Church in Tucumcari and the atin the Administration much ex- - ployed by the President, and ha has governor
"In many of the Western States
have been swamped. Paste that in
which caused Judge Marsalis to fine tendance has been a record breaker.
panded if they are taken into the been condemned for that; he has
hat and ponder over it before the Republicans will elect Republi- Robber Still At Large
ten dollars for illicit love. Splendid sermons, inspiring music.
The party who blew the safe in "Happy"
confidence.
Democrats now occupy
ted for each and every piece of leg. your
and the woman got ten davs in the (drawings and paintings have been
enthusiastic about urging his cans where
getting
As to the remark "the people who islation asked for or desired by the nomination.
in
the
is
believed
Steven-soFrench
Col.
seats
said
recently
depot
Congress,"
We'll admit that he
bastile. Judge Marsalis, in senof interest.
'We shall gain a member from to be the same one who entered city
delegated us to act for them in the administration, but he has made
means w. 11, but has the knack of
tencing "Happy" ga-warning that jeatures
Raand anxious matters which self obnoxious to the long list of
Denver in place of Mr. Hillard.
thje Vaughn Candy Kitchen
at
off
on
the
foot
was
ami
not
unthe place for
wrong
Chicago Firm Buys Bond
crowd upon us," it has been the pre- - dependents by insisting upon such getting
open the Lordsburg
that is a
habit for a sol.li.r do not know who will be chosen by ton last Sunday and blew
lawful doings, and all offenders, irBids were opened for the City
the Republicans, but any Republi- safe securing $300.09 in cash and
vailing opinion in this country that wise amendments as have been tried tn get in costly
to."
of
would
bonds which were voted in April
meet
color,
respective
the
the delegating was done by the peo-- 1 and found effective,
can will win. There will be cains in some checks.
same punishment if thev violate thc for the purpose of improving the
California and other States. Indeed.
pie under a misconception that we
Therefore, we wHI find the admin-halaw. Lordsburg Liberal.
ALMOST REGULAR CRITIC
streets and city water works. The
II expect to see the Republicans con Indians For Farm Work
been kept out of the war. Mr. istration forced alinged, to an
amount of both was $25,000 and the
told the young voters at his tent, against the man who has done
About 50 Indian boys were unload--i
a substantial ms'
the
!
House
trol
by
The New York Times, one of the
successful bidder was the John
r'or-spa- r
summer home, just before election more than any other man in the
nf
It is not a
of patrio ed from Nn 10 Fridpv afternr.
Paul I.isso and H. M. Maple of F! Nuveene Co., of Chicago, paying par
of the administration sup jority but lust one matter
of understanding last week and taken to the French Paso have
that, "the certain prospect of the United States senate to make the strongestfeels
tism,
over the ore hatti and a premium of $5.30. The repreitself under the neces- on
success of the Republican party is success of administration measures porters,
inr pari oi ine voters mat tne tract where thjey were apportioned ng! contracttakjen
held by Jack Arnold for sentative who was here says the
M
that we shall be drawn, in one
are better able to run out to the farmers for farm work.
form possible. This opposition will be suf of the
Republicans
T
'
administration.
rrltmey will be ready within a few
fact, it is ,i.
or anotner, into the embroilments ticient to keep him from the endorse-o- f
These .boys are from Albuquerque
'"J. v"
weeks Tucumcari News.
a.
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the European war". On Septem- - ment which was giv;-""van
Rio
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and
the
live
,B
Grande
and
there
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will
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,
to Nelson,
great
'nes at Rerrorr to the railroad
ber 30. 1916. we were told that "tbe of Minnesota, even if it does
.rii n me aleaurrs or lne standpoint,
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uomical and practical ,,rll, mJ cr.,,.1, nt tl,,t eit
not
will Delivered Truck
recent issue it
Thc. "ew
election of Hughes would mean war" succeed in bringing
in agricultural
repuDiican press, in
"?
when the war is over
pursuitsSpringer
against him
of four
condemned the. "watchful waiting" government
one 3 Farr Herring, of Tucumcari, deand the President assured the good the influ-nce- s
One does not hear a great deal Stockman.
of the entire adminis-peopl2
5
ton and one
ton trucks and livered a two ton Denhy truck to
policy with iregard to the Kussian
of Cincinnati that "this is the nation.
about
nominations."
.
.
two
ton trailers. It is thc in- New Mexico Silica & Pumice Co.,
.l excess continued (id. Stevenson. "Mo Eradicating Prairie Dogs
j tne
j
last great, war that involves the
enator. rail is admittedly one of iuuiiuud,taxanaof arnouncea
tention of the new transportation last week Logan Leader.
.
the present revenue
,
S. V.. Piper, state biological
profits
fl
world that the United
out my way is for Col
everjbody
agent,
be"laid
law
management to operate the trucks
but in.
keep out of , whil? some time before ate, and as he is from a sta'te of tween as,sections discriminatingly
and arrived from State College and ac- day and night, moving
about 65 tons Prospects Encouraging
of the country, and Roosevelt,
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I .
that in - ; A A r t f ..
Western States there is compained county agent Martin eau of
other
many
ore per day. They will use two
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, "".
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I VII.,
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:
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i
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more
than
r..n,
Lordsburg Liberal.
plains, sfttd report a fine rain in
causes do not touch us", and in 1915, because of actual ability. Since th the worker and.1.- benefits the rich." made good as governor and he has instructing and assisting, the farmers
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.... , to- - ..
Tl..
::.:. u wide reputation.
. .
i ,
their section of the country last
in the eradication of prairie does.
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war his intense
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week, and some row crops up lookward it, because some of us are ner- - beginning
"We are l'!...1 out West to sre Raton Rantv.
h.ich stops at no ner- - 'wj
I
ptr:otinm.
J
Superintendent Freycr was in ing fine. Mr. Sehestyen made apvous and excited. He did alter his sonal snrrifire
Washington m.i.1c good on the K'e.l
Dim the Pol Off.ee
tor
.
town
gained
for
the plication for final proof on his .120
making arrangements
b.nrln,..l
Cross subscription." concluded t'o. "The Liberty Cafe"
""""a'' ln1nK oai even though, an ddiMo-- al influence which i her administration
activities. Par- Stevenson.
shipment of a car of hiarh grade ore acre homestead while in town. San
we declared war f,r..t and prenwred
( 'arli
Louis
has
rented
tbe
"Colorado
him
a
has
Dwyer
been
one
making
nationa ticularly is the Times dissati.fi d
stronger
the Caeser
Brock propertv. Jon Sentinel.
for the war ff'erward. but tinm
of the leaders in the Red Cross and building on Rio Grande Avenue, Ra- - from
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about 20 miles north of Lordsburg.
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r
the country
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jok for. by its political value,
etely overhauled, repainted and pap- - gold, silver and lead values.
The Lobby, for years a
e
An inward five rhort months the people geographical location. population, or important legislaton Congress is
reci. preparatory to opening a tirst crease in
boiler capacity will be in- thirst slaker. at the end of North
called upon to enact, it would seem.
would have
to the pre3ent
near fut,,rec'att
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,he
HOW
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IS
CONSCRIPTED
stalled
at
an
in view or the criticism ot thv manSecond Street, has closed its doors
early date.
Administration the task of conduc- The licensed period expired for the
agement of our foreign affairs, the
NO CAUSE FOK GRIEF
ing our war with Germany?
We talk about conscripting wealth
CURRY
of
fiscal year June 1, and from June to
instruwork
on
service
the
Developement
Last
operation
public
to meet thc com of the war.
We
Chance mine is going foreward at a October, when a dry country goes
MAKES HIS RECORD PLAIN
No class of American citizens get mentalities, th? enactment of reve- arc K vying war taxes in unprecenue laws, and other features of adrapid., rate under
Superintendent dryer, is too short, that is, coming
'
New Principal Selected
so quick a hearing or so
a ministration work, that the Times dented amount on our corporations.
Since the breaking out of the nrent response when in actual prompt
Mr. Earl C. Parker of Livingston, Trtndt. Twenty men art" at work and too quick, to justify the license and
need of should soon be in a frame of mind to If the latter go broke who will pay
high grade ore bodies have been the occupation tax, so Big Guss
Montana, has accepted the principal-shiEuropean war there has been a very att ntion from tb
the war taxes? Representative
says come over to the Bank on West
of the new high school. Mr opened in the bigin stope on the
..
sepoire.
generally expressed demand, from the farming class.
calculates
white
that
Englevel; also
the drift on the Main and meet him there. After
,ne land has
"ou"-.,the people, of all nations, and par- Parker is thirty two years of age,
Ask sn, honest and
been
20
meeting
level
only
and
per
on
October you will find him
kawU6' ,nat
the
unmarried and a graduate of Baker level as
ticularly from labor, both organic tiller of the soil today if he h
cent of her war expenditures
well. The owners are high- oil on his Brown County,measuring
by
"
Texas,
D'"t
fd and unorganized, of all ,h civi- - cause for real greivanc. In, ITela
taxes, the United States is raising University, Kansas, an honor stud- ly pleased with this splendid showestate. Tucumcari American.
nations of the earth, for the thr country over and he will tell you
ent in that University
where he
.hi per cent.
and
will
increase
nearly
ing,
the
'
abolishment of secret diplomacy, that he has not.
JZ7Z
Destroy the corporations and ev- taught under a fellowship. He is an force as fast as developementworking
work
and one of the most pronounced de- He be, the ,t
ROOSEVELT
market he ever CUT PLAT'NJM JEWELRY FAD ery other taxpayer would have, his all round athlete, his teams having will permit
manas ot organized labor in every had. urder the highest scale of
won state championships in tennis,
burden
increased
and
he
would
also
The
Bureau
of
Mines
calls
and
He
basketball.
in
comes
recthe
upon
ar.d the most favorable laws,
war has be n
engaged
have to be a heavier purchaser of
highly
'
Blamed Good Suggestion
for an open discussion of all treaties. The Department of Agriculture, all patriotic women to refrain from me
as a teacher and superGUADALUPE
unerty loan. Note a few subscri- ommended
There
the
to
no
further
an
lonccr
use
appears
he
o that all the people of all the
and
of
visor
Clovis
purchase
plat-e
Journal.
postal service, the rural redit
ptions to the latest issue by the big
doubt the Germans having, a sub'on. wou'' have a voice in the ne- - systems, and a score of state and na inum jewelry and upon jewelers to corporations; United States Steel
Need More Rain
marine base somewhere on the MexWill
Dedicate
srotinCons which direct the future tional helos have been crea d and discontinue its manufacture.
School
Building
$.15,000,000;
Prudential Insurance,
Grass in this section
is erttino- ican coast. When established beyond
The supply is not half enough to
of their governments. These treaties extended for his special benefit,
The new high school building at
Mutual Benefit Insurance,
Clovis will be dedicated August the RTeen ana tne pastures are looking question that the Mexican govern
control the wars of the world, and
The financial page of the Chicago cover the demand for purely war $3,000,000. Republic Iron and
Steel 29lh. An elaborate
fine, but we nec
mora rain.
ment is backing this movement, or
the argument has been that as the Tribune this week had a shoving purposes including artillery, explo-- I company. !W. 00. 000; United States
program and .en
that it is giving its consent to this
Vaughn News.
sive, electrical and chemical uses.
tertainment will be rendered.
people must pay the price in both that mortgage fund; were not in
Alcohol
Industrial
$1,500,
Company.
of the metal has come from
arrangement, the. American people
and treasure the people should mand.
rural credit loans w.e Most
030;
Mvers
I
Tobi.cco
Co
Ligtrett
Windmill
Erected
should at once take steps to wipe
Russia in the past from mines now mnanv. $1 .00(1.0(10 Corn
snake the d cisions from which war going begging, farmers aBACA
DE
Pr,.,l.-l- ,
D.
PeTea
20
a
whole blamed outfit off the face
erected
the
Eugenio
in
foot
the possesion of the Huns, and
or peace wo-ilresult
rich.
fining Company, $1,000,000 and so on
wind mill last week over one of hu of the earth. Portales Journal.
On January 8. 1918, President
present prospects are not encour- down
Farm mortgage dealers are
the list.
Wells that he just recently comple1470 Sheep Stolen
addressed Congress in the folbusiness constantly erowin into aging to secure the required amounts.
Over Inch of Rain
J. A. W. Bell, the sheepman tells ted. Vaughn News.
So far as appearance goes the di- is The tremendous burden of the war
lowing language:
with
dullness,
little
demand
carried
greater
on
being
by everybody, the Leaderman, that he is 500 head!
To the east and south of Portales
. vmonev.
rector of the Bureau of Mines says but the heaviest
"It will be our wish and ournoi.- rrrom farmers tor
is
laid
on
the
Business
part
And Pleasure Combined
for ten or twelve miles a rather
of sheep short and unaccounted far
hat the prorcssrs of peace, when
Fanners are paying off an unusu platinum has nothing to commend great industries which are profiting believed
Geo.
Ford
Eagan,
to be stolen, but of which
agent at Tucum- general rain fell last week. sThe
are t.eg'in. sinii tie ahsnlntelv al percentage of mortgages. Seven-ope- n it as jewelry, hut the price, which is oy .tne war and which are
imy and
cari, was in Santa Rosa Thursday precipitation averaged over an inch.
willing no trace, has so far been found. M
that they shall involve and ty percent of the farm mortgages high. It is slightly less beautiful and able to pay. The trouble
has
atter
new
also
Fords
Bell
three
which he tonk North and west of Portales. around
M.
that
Casaus
is
J.
than pewter or lead for jewelry), ei- been
says
permit henceforth no secret under- - maturing are being paid off. Only ther
to understand the meaning of shy iO head
Clovis and Melrose, the rain was
of which no trace can from the local agency. While
of which might be substituted our new
oi any Kino. i ne nay ot sv percent are being renewed or
tax laws. It would add to be found. Fort Sumner Leader.
he visited the Twin Lakes and made heavier. Portales News.
for it to advantage 'in appearance
and aggrandizment is gone tended.
s
the
revenue and be a
a catch of 75 fish. Santa Rosa Voice.
government
'
a'o THE DAY OF SE- - And th!. in the season of the year by those preferring white metal."
relief to taxpayers if the war reve- Immence Rattle Snake Killed
Cattle Shipped To S. D."
nue act were made broader and
entered into when farmer hay nothing much to
LUivr.ftAii.i
Bennie Good delivered 167 head of
Mrs. M. Frost, of Taiban, recently Shipped 600 Ewe To La Vega
in the interest of particular govern-- 1 sell. What will be their condition of
TRY THIS
clearer. Leslie's.
R.
F.
2
the
Baca,
commission man.
encountered.- an
immense
rattleyear old steers Monday, that he
jnenis ana nneiy at some unlooked- - aft 'uence when th epresent bumper
week
last
600
sold
snake
head
of
while
out
to F. Knight for $5000 per head.
bought
ewes
riding and after
for moment to upset the peace of crooi are harvested and cashed,
of State Lansing con
The
ac- a considerable
Arao-nand
Secretary
from
Nolasco
wethers
motor,
were shipped to S. D. Kenna
Liberty
in
battle
succeeded
They
the world."
Yet there is a school of socialistic demns criticism, that I not
cording to a statement by the war
it. The snake had 16 rattles. of Elvira. The sheep were driven to Record.
senator rail evidently took that and political agitator telling the
and want the critivs t department weighs 825 pounds and killing
Las Vegas and delivered to E.
to mean that President Wilson wa farmers their lot that of the
& Son. Santa Rosa Voice. Wa Oil Indication
point out something that will aid developes 450 horsepower, or a weiANA
DONA
favorable to th open discussion of derej Russian peasant and that plan
1A
the
win
nation
the
war.
here
of
Well,
ght
pounds per horsepower.
they
At a depth of 260 feet in a well
peace treaties, and be went to the are th prey of the beasts of the goes, for a starter; "Call
Cow Shipped To Kaaa
on the Hirfh tower ranch. 5 mile
Tasmoort of tbe Borah amendment jangle, alia Big Business and the Wood out of retirement and let bim Don't criticise. Unless
Not
Did
It
criticism
Ram
S.
W.
of
Los
Why
Tanos shipped west of Melrose, last week the drill
your
Huitt,
a now rales propMoJ by th organized middleman.
is constructive, and will help.
Mrs. Rosetta King, a colored wo- - 225- cows to fccott City, Kansas
fight Han as bars! a he'd lik to."
(IjOntinued on page seven)
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INDEPENDENCE DAY

GREAT WAR ON

Governor's Proclamation
T tha People of the State of New Mexico
The people of this state will have the opportunity oa
June 28th, 1918, of showing their loyalty and eouaeoration to
by pledging
the great enterprise this nation is engaged upon
themselves to eave and economise and inveet in war earing

HEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

CELEBRATED IN A

TUBERCULOSIS

:

atajnp.
The material neede necessary to successfully prosecute
the war can be met only if the people of this uation i deny
not

It
themaelvee tome of their customary expenditures.
is
enough to furnish thoubaudu of young men an this iUte
Suredoing. Those men must be clothed, fed aud equipped.
ahould not
ly when they are eo willing to giva their live we
hesitate to lend our savings.
The people of this etate are expected to eave and invest
in War Savings Stamps to the maturity value of $7,000,000.
Similar allotments have been made to other states and the
President of the United States has called on the people of the
various states on June 28th to Indicate their willingness to
required of all of us, by
practice the patriotic
"War Savings Stamps during
to
themselves
purchase
pledging
the remainder of this year. This state has always responded
will be
fully to calls made upon it and I feel sure the present
no exception.
In order that this state and its people may not fall behind other states in responding to this call, I hereby proclaim
Friday, June 28th, as
WAR SAVINGS DAY
for the start of New Mexico, upon which day all persons shall
and
give their pledges for War Savings Stamps at such times
Hallet
places and in such manner as msy be appointed by
Reynolds, war savings director for this state, acting under the
and pursuant to
authority of the secretary of the treasury,
fhe proclamation of the President of the United States.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
esmsed the great seal of the state of New Mexico to be affixed.
Done at the city of Santa Fa this, the 4th day of June,
A. D. 1918.
W. E. LINDSEY.
Attested :
ANTONIO
LUCERO,
(Seal)
Secretary of State.
self-deni-

SERIOUS SPIRIT

MUST NOT STOP
'

This year, American Independence
Day. the most sacred secular day
oi all the year, affords an opportu-rnt.to our adopted citizens of foreign
bmli and descent to demonstrate
heir allegience to the principles of
ipresrntative equality government
Within the I'nited States, approximately one million members of organizations representative of foreign
nationalities have expressed a desire
ami intention to join in the celebration of the one hundred and
anniversary of the adoption
of the Declaration of Independence
along with those of us who are descended from the Fathers.
So fixed has become the custom
the
of our people to commemorate
anniversary of Independence Day
that special call in ordinary case is
superfluous; but. in this tender by
of our citizens for
the foreign-hora display ol their
loyalty to the
I'nited States in its war for civilization, an opportunity is afforded for
kindling the fires beneath the melting pot to that intensity required
for the production of a commeon
for the production of a common
in behalf of all the
I, therefore,
people of the State of New Mexico,
welcome and commend the tender
of our citizens of foreign birth to
join in patriotic celebration,
JULY FOURTH,

Willi oiir nation in the miilst ui
the most colossal war in llie world's
history, il is only natural that the,
thoughts anil efforts ul every
should be tlireitcil toward
war activities ol every kind Noth- tug less would be worthy ol out
pa t r 1c1tis.n1 or our sense of notice
lint regardless of the ureal necespossible
sity of preparing in every freedom
of
way 10 meet the enemy buttle-luliland democracy on the
of Kurope, we would do well to remember that we are still at war with
another foe equally cruel and fully
as treacherous as the unscrupulous
Cerman, namely tuberculosis.
Mutt Not Lose Advantage
It has taken years of patient and
persistent effort to organize the forces that are engaged in combatting
this meriless scourge, but within the
last few years the tide of battle has
been turning in our favor. Hence
we should iealously guard against
losing the advantage gained If we
become so absorbed in the war
auainst autocracy as to make a truce
with this enemy within our borders
all that has been accomplished and
in time and
all the expenditures
money will have been in vain.
Add
Victim
War Will
Moreover it is certain that a large
number of the young men now in
military service will become victims
of this disease, which will add maantiterially to the burden of theTheretuberculosis
organizations.
efforts
fore, instead of relaxing our
at this time, we should prepare to
meet tin- enemy with forces organized as never before It is acknowledged that a premature peace with
the Hun would be an inexcusable
mistake, but we believe that a truce
with this arch enemy of mankind
would be nothing short of an iire
trievable calamity.
Let us then, regardles of cost, de
to lorce the
termine to continue
lighting in the wai against King T
li. until his forces are utterly routed and he totters from his throne
Courage Of The Mutilated
Shown In Comic

forty-secon-

Trad

Why is it that United States Tires
are setting new records for mileage
and serviceability ?
Why is it that the sales of these
tires are constantly mounting by
leaps and bounds ?
The answer is found in the factories where United States Tires are
made.

Standards of construction for
these tires are higher than ever
known in the tire industry.
Makers of tire fabrics tell us that
the standards we have given them
for United States Tire fabrics are
higher than any previously known.
Likewise through every process
of construction from crude rubber
to finished tires we have set new
and higher standards everywhere.
These standards work out on your
car in the practical economy demanded by
United States Tires will raise any
car to higher efficiency.
There is a type to suit every condition of service.
The nearest United States Sales
and Service Depot dealer will cheerfully aid in selecting right tires for
your requirements.
be-fo- re

vm

May all the people of the State of
New Mexico, on that day, whether
or
citizen by birth or adoption,
whether still a citizen of an allied
Nation of people, fighting in this
war for the preservation of liberty
and against the powers of reaction

war-time- s.

United States Tires
are Good Tires

in

What we
ace, American-trainean Ameinan

Paper

j

Canadian Vessels Armed
Travellers )ust back from the West
Indies say that all Canadian steam-- '
ers in those waters are heavily arm-- i
ed while American sleaun rs carry
The O.tiadian Government
no Knns
We
has not underrated the foe.
have learned a hard lesson in the
New York
school of experience
Commercial.
two countries that will
the Americans. One is
the other is (irrmanv
Star.

General Foch impresses us as a
man who is always careful to arrange not to have any bad luck in
thr I., in rim Ohio State lonrnal.
-'

I

Jump from Bed
in Mowing and

motor

I.ibrrty

a

I. con.

let

bin thc

Wood,

it--

him

Hartford Times

1'h l.ul, lplii.i

won't

linpind

IF KIDNEYS ACT
BAD TAKE SALTS
Bays Backache is a sign you have bsso
eating too much meat, woioh
forma uric acid.

'

When you rake up with Imckuch Mil
dull misery in the kidney region It gen- erally meuim you have Ixvn entinp too
much meat, uya a
authority.
Meat forma uric acid which overwork
the kidney in their effort to filter it
from the blood and they become tort of
paralyzed and loppy. When your kidney
get 8lup0sh and clog you mutt relieve
them, like you relieve your bowel; reurinous waste,
moving all the body'
el
you have backache, aick headache,
atomach
aour, toB,'tie
spells;
your
dirry
in coated, and when the weather is bad
you havn rheumatic twinges. The urine
is cloudy, full of sediment, channel often
get sore, water seal da and you are obliged
to Beek relief two or threw times during
the night.
Either consult a good, reliable physi-- ;
cian ut once or get from your pharmacist
utxiiit four ounces of Jad Salts; take
a (alilcxin(ul in a gnus of water
More biculfast for a few day and your
kidney will then act fine. This famous
salU is made from the add of grape
and lemon juice, ootnlined with litbia,
and ha been used for generation to
clean and stimulate sluggish kidneys.
also to neutralise acid in the uriue so it
no longer irritate, thus finding bladder
weaknett.
Jad Bait ia a life saver for regular
meat eater. It is inexpensive, cannot
injure and makes a delightful,
lithia-wate-

r

drink.

CHICHESTER SPILLS
BRAND

DIAMOND

A'.
e.

Drink Hot Water

LaDlB9 f
a A
Aah Mr llrwnstst for C
IJIAUUNU liKAND PILLS in a so sndA
Oold metallic boxes, s ealed set lb Blueu
RiLOon.
Takb ho otu . Bay eSyearVr
Bw.l.t ..J A.S- tmm I I.
miAB Pi La, lor twenty-As- a
as.aitt,i
years regarded as llet, bales!. Always aeliabla.

Talta why varyona ahould drink
hot water aach mornlna
before breakfast.

SOLD
CTh? la man and woman, half the

time, feeling nerrotie, despondent,
worried; aome day a headachy, dull and
unstrung; aome days really Incapacitated by Illness.
If we all would practice
what a gratifying change would
take place. Instead of thousands of
anaemic-lookin- g
half-sicsouls with
pasty, muddy complexions we should
see crowds ot happy, healthy,
people everywhere. The rra-sois that the human system does not
lid Itself each day of all the waste
which It accumulates under our present mode of living. For every ounce
of food and drink taken Into tbe system
nearly an ounce ot waste material
must be carried out, else It ferments
and forma ptomaine-lik- e
poisons which
are absorbed Into the blood.
It Is to clean
as
aa
Just
necessary
the ashes from the furnace each day,
before the fire will burn bright and
hot. so we must each morning clear
the inside organa of the previous day's
accumulation of indigestible waste and
body toxins. Men and women, whether
sick or well, are advised to drink each
morning, before breakfast, a glass of
real hot water with a teaspoonful of
limestone phosphate In It, as a harmless means of washing out of the
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels the
Indigestible material, waste, sour bile
and toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary canal before putting more food
Into the stomach.
Millions of people who bad their turn
at constipation, bilioua attacks, add
tomacb, nervoua day and sleepless
nights have become real crank about
A quarter
the morning Inside-batpound of limestone phosphate will not
cost much at the drug store, but Is
sufficient to demonstrate to an yon a.
tta eleanalng. sweetening and freabev-laffect Boon tbe aatem.

TtVK

BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE

THE MARTIN SHOP
POWER RATE
200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
AO

in excess of the abort at 4c per K. W.

Special

Sates for Cooking.

SANTA

FE WATER & LIGHT

CO.

iessseeeeesssesseeseseesssssssssss

COUNTY

VALENCIA

Hit

ul

Office

Public

ol

CuBinilasionet

Lends,
Santa Pe, New Mexico.

it hereby given
of an

chat pursuant
Act of Conto the provisions
the
1910,
June autn,
gress Approved
laws of the State of New Mexico, and
rules and regulations of the State Land
Office the Commissioner of Public Lands
wilt offer at public sale to tbe highest
A. M., Tuesday,
bidder at II o'clock,
of Los
August 6lh, 1918 in the town of
New
Lunai, County of Valencia, Siste
Mexico, in front of the court bouse therein, the following described tracts ol land
and timber, vis:
Notice

Sale No.
Sections
28,
of

Sec.

30,

R.

1212
8,

34;

-

24,

11
W..
W., All
N., R.

Sec. 4; All ot
22, 24; 26:
12
W. All

WKWS4.

10,

T.

18,

14,
V

N.,

Sections 2, 4, 6, 8,
18: NWJi. SH, Sec.
22.

12
10

,

32,

28.

20,
R.

30,

ZO;

EH.

14;

12,

10,

32, 34;
SWW, Sec. 32; T.
of Sections 4, 6,
26,

All ol

T.

oec-lio-

10

N.,

N, R.
32; T.
Sections i, 8,
10

8,

13
W
All of
30;
32;
26, 28;
18,
22,
24,
20,
12,
14,
Sec.
R. 11 W., SEKNEM.
J4, T. 11 N
R. 13 W.. NHSEj,. Sec. 12;
2; T. II N
R. 14 W
WH. SEX, Sec. 26; T. 11 N
All of Sec. 2; SEX. Sec. 4; SH, Sec. 6:
SV.NWv..
SWM. Sec. 8: All
HWUNWK.
18,
20, 22, 24. 26:
of Sections 10, U, 14,
All
T. 12 N., R. 12 W
28, 30, 32, 34;
of Sections 2. 4, 6, 8, 10. 12, 14, 18;
Sic.
WH.
26.
28,
30;
20, 22, 24,
32;
EHNEtf, SHNWkf. SH. Sec. 34; T
13
R.
N
12
W.. N4, Sec. 24; NW
SWXSEX. Sec. 32; T, 12
NEW, EfcSEX.
N.p R. 14 W.. All of Sections 22, 26; EH.
R. 15 W, All
SWH. Sec. 34; T. 12 N
R. 13 W.
of Sections 32, 36; T. 13 N
All of Sections 2, 4, 6, I, 10. 12, 20; SH.
Sec 22; WH. SEX, Sec. 26; All of Sections 28, 30, 34; T. 13 N R. 14 W.. WH.
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; EK, Sec. 8; All
of Sections 22, 24; NEK, Sec. 28; T. 13 N.,
R. IS W., All of Sections 2, 4; Eyi. Sec.
8; All of Sections 10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26,
R. 15 VV
T. 14 N
28, 34;
containing
68,1)54.71
acres, referred to as schedule "A
lands in form ot contract primed below.
estimated
at
The timber on this land is
No bid on
340,000,000 feel board measure.
the land will be accepted for less than

SE,

shall br
4 The unit area fur cruising
one or more sections at any one cruisthe
on
The
cruiser
completion of
ing.
any cruise .hall submit his estimate of
the amount of the standing live limber
All
on the area designated to be cruised.
timber with green lops shall be deemed
shall
Such
estimste
live
be
timber.
to
be so made as to show separately the
amount of standing live timber estimated
to be on each forty (40) acres or each
of any section. His
fractional
estimate shall br based on the Scribncr
Decimal C Rule, or such other Log Scale
Rule as may be adopted from time to
time by the United States Forestry Department in this district but nobe allowmade
ance for defective timber shall
in his estimates and such
by the cruiw-the
with
filed
shall
he
estimate report
All live timber with a
Commissioner
diameter of ten (10) inches or more inside the bark and three (3) feet from the
ground shall be included by the cruiser
The Commissioner shall
in his estimates.
furnish to the Purchaser a copy of such
snd
acceptance or rejection of
report,
same must be made
by the Purchaser
within thirty (30) days of receipt of such
copy, and in no event shslt the timber
covered by such cruise be cut or removed
until thr amount of stumpage has been
agreed upon.
5.
The Purchaser will pay for a mini
teet oi
mum ot ten million
tlu.uuujiwu)
timber during each year beginning with
tanuarv 1st. 1919. and not less than one
twelfth of such minimum annual payment
shall be paid in advance on the first
day of euch calendar month, beginning
Orl'ber 1st 1918, together with a penalty
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day additional
for each and every day during which
such monthly payments may be in deIn the event that the number of
fault.
feet of limber on the sections cruised
at the request of the Purchaser in any
year after 1918, shall be less than ten
million (10,000,000) feet, board measure, the
t
difference between such minimum
and fhe price of the timber so cruised
shall be spplied to reduce the payment
to be made for timber in excess ot such
minimum
amount in any future year or
request of tbe
years in which, at the
Purchaser an excess shall be cruised. If
cruised at
the timber upon the section
the request of the Purchsser in any one
year shall exceed ten million (10,UUO,OUOI
feet, payment shall be made on December
3Ut of each
year for such excess for
the preceding year.

ed.

At any time when there ehsll renot more than ten (10) sections ot
the lamia uncut, but not later than January
1st, 1937, ihe Commissioner will submit
estimates ol all the timber resuming unthe
paid for upon the lands herein, sad sfter
Purchaser shall within thirty (30) day
of such notice, advise the Com.
receipt
missioner of its concurrence or non-co- n
in the correctness ot such estimIf Ihe Purchaser shall concur, final
ates.
settlement shall be made upon the basis
If the Purchsser shall
of such estimates.
refuse to concur In the estlrantss so sab
nutted, then the amount ol timber io diss cruise aad
pute shall be determined by more
cruisers
estimate made by one or
ippoinied by the Judge of the United Slate
District Court for the District in which
the Capital of New Mexico may Ibea be
situated.
ia
Payment shall thereafter be made as
for in Paragraph Five (5) hereprovided
of; but if the timber on the sections cat
upon during sny one year shall exceed
(W.OOO.OUO)
en million
feet, euch eaces
31st, for
shall he paid for on December
On
or before January
the preceding year.
1st. 19.19. vayment in full for all lands
and the timber thereon must be msde in
to avoid forfeiture of the contract
,iud all previous payments.
In the final year of cutting, if there
shall remain less than ten million
feet ol timber on the lands, the
rare
monthly payments provided for ia
graph Five (5) hereof, ahall be made on
ol the amoaai
a basis of
of such timber so remaining.
14.
It is understood and agreed by both
purpose of making
parties hereto that theannual
payments oa
provision herein for
the purchase price of the lands is strictly in the interests of and for the benefit
and protection of the State ol New Mea
inico ,it being admitted to be in tb
terest of the State to require s more
stringent contract in this regard than Is
.pei ified by ststute.
15.
It is understood and agreed by
both parties hereto that Inasmuch, ss the
sale of the lands and timber herein described, is made at public suction and upon advertisement setting forth this contract
ol this contract
in full, no modification
or ol the terms thereol shall bereaftat
13.

main

In the event thst the purchaier shall
unwilling to accept the cruiser's
as bs9is for p,yroent for the timber,
a joint cruise shall be msde at the
of the Purchaser, by one etuiser
named by the Commissioner and one named
and the amount of
by the Purchaser,
timber thus determined may be taken as
of
the bans
settlement, but acceptance ot be made.
the
rejection of same must be made by
16.
This agreement shall inure to the
within
Purchaser
thirty (30) days of re12
le, J6; ceipt of
N., K. IS W., All ol Sections
of report of joint cruise, benefit cl and be binding upon the parties-- 11
11
their respective successors and assigns.
IT. 11 N.. k. 11 V All ol Sec. Jo; r.
cover-ei- i
no event shall tbe timhr-and
in
oi Commissioner of Public
16, 30; T
N., R. 14 W., All ot Sections
hv uch eruiue be cut or removed un- the office
V ,
lo, 36; j til the amount ot
shall be abolished, the public ofAll ot Sections
It N., K. 15
stumpage has been agreed Lands
must
ficial
T. 10 N., R. 11 W . All ol Sectioin lo.
nearly
performing tbe presrm
uc
men
anil it lue parties snail
12 W..
All ot Sections 16, ipon;
duties of the Commissioner of Public Lands
.!&; T. J N., R.
iiiwilling to accept the amount determine.10 ;
All of Sec. lo; T. d
shall br auhstiluted for the Commissioner
T. 14 N., K. 15 W
the
Conuaiasioner
such
by
joint cruise,
Public
13 K.
14 W., All of Sec. 16; T.
13 N , R
l.an,!s for all purpose ol this
)ili demittiate a scaler to be paid by theio of
15
It.
W., S'i, Sec. JO; All Ol sectioui
agreement.
urchaier,'((jrwho shall msrlc trie timoer
11 N
R. 14 W., All of
and
a), 30, U, 34;
,be
aoJ lc,,f
usamepild the Scribner
AGREES
j.
that tbe
THE PURCHASER
Rule
Decimal C
by
set
SWW. Set. 34: T. 11 N.. R. IS W.. refer Scale, 01 by such other Log Rule log
as may paymenta to be made as hereinbefore
oa the
sad
of
msde
be
will
lsnds
loroi
"B"
in
promptly
red to as schedule
theu be in use in this district by the forth, on which
contract printed bslow.
they become due andr
I'n.ted States Forest Service; and in the dates
"seas-fopayable and that all taxes
of a scale being had as provided
"ssed ea
to sub-mi- e.enlherein all ol the
Each bidder will be required
live standing timber meats that may be levied or
a separate bid oo the timber aud having a diameter ol ten (IU) inches or such land shall be paid by said Purchaswi ason
bid
the land otiered, mote inside the bark, three (J) leet (ram 'hat tins .onliact shall not be sold,whata separate
ot transferred in any manner
and
luglu st total amount ollered by the giouud, uu any section shall be seal
and
ia
d
soever
the
land
snd
for
both
brreint
provided
one
bidder
except
All
live
any
trees ten
ed and paid lor.
mhAll u be
veut
old. stMCtwo or
the umber will be vousideied the high
(HO inchet, or more in diameter iuside the
to
whatvoever
manner
trurmftTml
id
est hid.
iojr
bark, three (3) leet trim Ihe ground,
ociation ol
The any per ton, coipu ration or
for
shall
he
marked
cutting.
lo purebftot
Anyone
desiring to hid must, before Purchaser shall then pay lor all such pvrft(.n, v.ho atfihenot qualified
extent embraced here
MMe land
tt
iimhee iia determined bv said scale and mark
bidding
deposit with the Commissioner
land ia being pure baaed lo
t In
Lands or his agent hold- ing.
of Public
Within thirty (30) days alter the in, thai
7 in if
ol
are
ut
and agriculture
ot
it
V5.000.00
ihf
sum
in
uoie
ihe
this
sale,
exuiration oi six (o) months from the
ing
cash or cerohed exchauxe ol the char- commencement
tlit while tbe land herein contract- ol the cutting on a seconly;
... I
tl fur 1st hfilaVd tO be CAMDtiaaliT
t
..I
acter set (ortii in paragraph ten ol the UOQ HO Blriir
, .
un nmurr maiaru duu
t
fotm of contract
T"
"m'underttooa
printed below.
uutut Btia.1 be measure., ami itimtM
by
'Za
Purcii-ntc- .
thereon
it
it
cftpreatly
the
tor
t:Aler
and p.M
the
by
baaed
hit
contract
i
ant-rebe
that
will
r
Upon
it
The successful bidder
required No deduction tor detective timuf-- oi log
the express condition that tbe mineral
to execute
the following cosilac-- ou or jli ill be in i tie in scaling or settlement.
ikrr-i- n
ahull lit and are reierved tO lb
bef"le October lit, 1918.
:
..
fund or institution to which tb land be
v.m
i
t
IJCiTIU I.UUIHIUCU luail sjj. s as .tv.
iSmillDV
w.th right ol way lo t
CONTRACT
oldertogether
longs,
from
to prevent the Commissioner
limber ( ommissioner, or any one setinsr aadei
ing at his expeuse a scale of the
made snd entered
THIS AUKKEMKNT
;
on any section or mors, ana upon a scaie
and mine and re.
............ day nci to ord(.r,d
into in duplicate this .
upon
m,dc ,he Purchaeer move
the minerals therefrom without Ws.
of the scale ,nd, move
,118. by
pay on the bss.s
ssia
no
But
or
hindrsnce.
,
,.
hi-between the Slate of New Mexico, acting
the rruiae.
,k.
l.
.n,l tt,rt,h Ifr.t.err P. krvien. it. i.'om.
erls shall be made in deeds STtvea assart
niiiMoner oi Public Lands thereunto duly; Tjle Commissioner
shall designate byl'he terms of this contract for lands aot
'
and
hereinafter tailed the Commissioner,
ik .
be made on the basis of i.uantities at the tune ol Ihe eaecutioa ot
Six (61, and all ot such timber such deeds.
;
prJKTip,
party of til second pari, snd hereioaltci ,hall tr paiJ fot h lne pim:riser whether
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD AUD
cut or not cut.
AGREED by and between the parties be-tthat time is the essence of this
WITNESSETH:
in
this
as
used
"section"
The
word
I.
and that II default is mads by the
shall be construed to mean all
contract.
I.
That foi aud m conn deration of the oj Ihf ,u1 lu uoy ODe section which is purchaser in any of the payments ss provided
hereiu, or if any of the conditions
sum of
secby the Slate, whether a lull
iij agreements set out herefa sr aot
Dollar, cash in hand, being ten per cent ,,,,tj
Ijim ot otherwise,
said
of the total purchase priLc ot tbe lands
truly krpt snd performed by themanner
lu
the limber) described
(not iniludmg
as used In this nurcliaser at the time and in tbe
The word "stumpage"
Schedule "A"
ttsrhid hereto, comprising agreement, shall
be construed to mean the as herein provided, then this contrsctof caa
the
at the option
timber in board feet, determin and may be cancelled
amount
laCommissioner, snd all payments, with ap-oper acre, but at a price ol not less than ed by cruise, scale ui estimate, as pro
ir rest, shall become liquidated damages,
Ltollara and Piftren Cents iU.li) vided lor herein.
Three
aril
the
failure ol
purchaser to comply
per acre, and in further consideration ol
the agreement to pay the remaining ninety
1.
The purchaser shall br emitted to thirty days' notice of intention lo cancel
lo the address given hsresa, and
(W) per cent of the sid purchase price
cover- - mailed
receive a deed tor sny of tlie lan-tall rights of the purchaser to ecouirs the
with interest at the rate ot lour l
per ej oy nl, cuntracti
above land ehsll cesse, snd bis rights la
uetciieii ufuiui, ,u au.puv
leui uil
deetribed manner:
m the following
When payment in full for all lauds and thereto end, and the Commission
s.
s.
Interest st four (s) per ceut per an- Slid all timber shall hsve been msde ss shall be entitled to immediate sad acl
num to be paid at the date of the delivery
for herein; but tbe Purchsser shall sive
possession ol tlie herein described
ot thia contract, upon the unpaid ninety truvided privilege of making lull payment premises to repossess and enjoy ss though
had never beea mads.
contract
of
the
ot the purchase price
(LSJI per cent
at any tune for all the lands snd timber, this
lauds, up to and including December Jlst, and shall ibereupon receive s deed in fee
AND
UNDERSTOOD
IS
Fl'RTHER
IT
IVIB.
simple lor such lands snd timber.
thai possession to lands herein
AGREED,
held
tor
ander
and
contracted
b.
eaietiag
Uu January 1st. IV19. interest to be
of
this
At any time after the date
b.
do aot ones
,,,'eemenl the Purchaser shall be entitled leases at the dale ofhereol,
paid at the same rate (or the year cudthe purchsser aatil
iug December Jlst, 1919, on the said unpaid to a deed lor all ol Ihe lands owned by into the possession
hereoL
date
October
1st, following
the State in any one township affected by
purchase money.
this contract upon full payment for lands
c.
On January 1st, IVM, one twentieth and umber in such township.
(Signstures, etc.)
ot Ihe unpaid purchase money shall
a
SW, Sec. 20; All ol
Sah No. 122J
be paid and also interest at the
ai
time after the d. te of this
c At
M, JO. 33, 34; T. 11 N., R. 14 W..
rate upon the remaining unpsid purchase agreement, sny
the Purchaser shall be entitled
10.
12, 14, 2Z, 24. 2;
price,
to a deed tor any number of outlying All of Sections 2,Sec.4,
34; T. 11 N., R. 15
exterior JK; tty., SWtf, "Lfll acres.
sections forming
sections, or
No bid oa this
d.
In like manner thereafter on January boundarirs
of the lands deuribed herein, W.,
for less thsn UU
be
will
tract
accepted
Purthe
lots!
each
until
of
1st
pnrchsse if selection shall be made by tbe
year
to be paid as provided ia Parapries shall have been paid, the payment chaser so as to clean np a line of bound- per acre,
These
ol ninety (90) per ary sections running Last and West or graph one of the above contract.
of
12 of
cent ol the ssid purchase price, together North and South,
aa lurthrr explained thus: lands sre referred io m paragraph
with interest oa tbe anpaid portions ol for instance ia Township 12 North, Range ssid contract as schedule r'B" lands.
an12 West, the
the ssme st four (4) per cent per
Purchaser must select first
SH. Sec. I; All si 1st
Sals Na. 1224
num ehsll be paid.
either sections 12 and 24 or 2, 4, and .
Sec. 6; SH. Sec I. All of Sec.
The Purchaser sgrees to select, it sny. 4; EH,
R
T.
N..
U W.. NEW, NySSKJ.
II
;
All payments oa tb
purchase price of the outlying row of sections first snd then
R. 14 W.. SWJa, NwB
lands or limber herein provided for. aad later to select those sections adjsceat and Sec. 2; T. 11 N..
N
Sec.
un6;
4NEH, SWJNEM.
SEti,
ot tbe town
interest thereoa remaining due sad
... BWM,
VTilying next toward the center
Sec I; A iT ol Sec.
But no deed lor such lands shall NW JSES
paid, shall bear interest st the rste si this.
Sec
30;
Ev,,
N'NWi.
one (1) per cent per month aad the
be given by the Commissioner until all
$?,nh!nw!;
; wys. sec
shall be considered to be ia de- of such sections and the timber thereon 2i; All ol sec.
12
fault oi this contract upon lailnre to pay shall have been paid for ia full, ss hereiu '.EtfNWK. SWHSWJ. SKM. Sec 34; T.
any or all ol the sums due (or lands or provided.
U N,
I.' N , R IS W., All ol Sec, 31;
timber or interest tnereon under lne terms
. u
H. swh, sec an,
in
stt..r fhi. . r.ntei.. I 1. delivered K 14 w
hereut, alter thirty days' notice o( aame
is,
eras. No bid
by registered mail; but no notice of month- - tDe' Purchases agrees to deposit with the IS W . containing S06s.su
t3.U
for
thsn
less
be
i'I
per.
accepted
a auHiiBirc im in,
r
f e
"
commissioner.
in Paragraph
Five (5) hereol shall be
nd amaular the acre, to be paid as provided ia psrasrspa
ol .11
iorrr,.ni- terms hereof, s check in the sum ol ne of tbe sbove contract.
given or required.
'i.

be

,j

J,II ,,

,,.,,

-

t.

ii

AND IN FURTHER CONSIDERATION
the covenants, agreements aad conditions
hereinafter set out lo be kept snd per
formed by the Purchsser, tbe Commissioner agrees to coavey by a good snd sufficient deed to the said Purchaser, the
lands described ia Schedule "A" attached
hereto, when paid foe ia full ss herein
provided.

n

RICHARD & FIDEL

AND TIMBER

-

d

THE POPULAR STORE

FOR PUBLICATION

OF PUBLIC LANDS

the following described
at llu.OUJ.lXO leet board
ollered for sale together
on the above described
total estimated amount
feel board incisure.
of timber 45O,(JU0,000
No bid on the timber will be accepted
want is an American fur less than 315 per IO00 leet Ouar.i
All of Sections lo. 36; T, 12 N
d
and flying in measure.
12
W , All of Sections lo, 3o; T. I?
built machine driven by K.
16,
Jo; T.
N., K. 1J V., All of Sections

Inside-bath-In-

We KNOW United States Tires are GOOD tires.
That's why we sell them.

NOTICE

woodsman shall hsve police power and reside within or adjscrnt la the lands sod
tirnbri cover'd by this contract.

assemble together
autocracy,
convenient community and celethe
brate
anniversary of the birthin America, '"with 3.15
day of
per acre.
bonl'iifs and with illuminations and
The timber on
with all the manifestations of exlauds estimated
ultation, jfratitude and joy"
measure, will be
W. E LINDSF.Y,
with tbe timber
Governor lands, making a
and

Some eight months ago a rnoilf-- l
htlle newspaper put in its appear
Many have done so
ante, in Paris
during the war, but thr singularity
is that it
ulis a"l.a lirefie General"
funny paper, and its mono is
"Laugh Anyway" Heartless as it
is
this
comic
papi-sounds.
and inspiring
the most touching
for
it
is
rim
oi
publications.
entirely by those whose face' have
been mutilated in battle The gieatest minule ol surgery are practised
The operations are
mi these men
attended with torture, and in many
The
cases arc only an expedient.
patients will test the real politeness
of the French, for the situation will
demand that they shall not be pitied,
even by a glance. Their paper, they
announce, is meant "to communicate
to Frenchmen at home a gayely not
in the least feigned, not at all face
tious. in a word, real and sincere.
We do not wish to excite the pitv of
our contemporaries, being ourselves
very well satisfied with our wounds."
The paper, accoring to the Foreign
News Ittireau of the Woman's Com- mittee. Council of National Defense,
where we find the item, was held
up a day because the editor had to
undergo another operation; he came
out from the anaesthetic and continued making jokes

There are
never forget
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on, and across tbe sail lands, With eight
ol ingress anu egress at an simva iw iikh.
purposes And ibis contract Is Issas sak-)oi lo all valid existing rights, casements,
lights ol way and reservations.
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It Is understood snd agreed that
the timber on all of the lands described
in Schedule "B", attached hereto sad made
a part hereof, shall be sold, cut, loggsd,
and paid for, under all snd singular the
terms and conditions herein expressed. Aad
in Ihe event ot the sale ol any or sH
of the said lands described la ssld Senednse
"B" to other tbsn the Pttrchsssr hirll,
or if the said lands are not sold
for cutting, logging, and
operating iberron, shall be reserved, and
the same is hereby granted to the
Bui if Ihe lands la ssld Scbedal
"H" shall be bid ia by and ssld to the
Purchaser herein, then said lsnds seas! b
subject to all of tbe conditions ia this
contract which are applicable to the lands
described in Schedule "A" hereto attach-
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Second Registration day marked
the enrollment of a total of 1,873
Xeiv Mexicans who have reached
the age of 21 years since June S
of last year. Of this number, 1,730
are of Group A, which means that
all are white American citizens.
In Group B there are 7. The definition of this group is as follows;
"(1; Citizens of African descent, and
(2) declarants of African
descent
from countries with which the United States is not at war."
In Group C there are 136. This
trroup is defined as follows; "(1)
All aliens, not declarants, from countries with xvhich the United States
lis not at war, (2) all aliens from
countries with which the United
Stales is at war, irrespective
of
whether or not such persons have
declared their intention to become
n
Indians.
citizens, and (3)
The first Registration Day showed
approximately the enrollment of
Washington's estimate on the
second was that it would be 10 per
rent, of tJie tirst. ihe second in
this state was only a little greater
than 5 per cent, of the first. This
is lor the reason that so many who
would have been included in the
second had enlisted and already
were serving with the colors before
the second arrived.
The registration by counties is as
follows ;
Bernalillo
131
84
Chaves
122
Colfax
67
Curry
De Baca
11
Dona Ana
52
66
Eddy
125
Grant
55
Guadalupe
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When the switchboard operator has connected your

telephone with another telephone the distance between
the two has been annihilated, but clear speaking, attentive listening and courtesy are still demanded.
,
In the Bell System there is untiring effort to insure
good service. Education, organization and the

of every factor that enters into the service have been
supplemented since the war by the conservation of every
telephone facility for the most essential public service.
More than ever the
of the public is necessary,
on

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

im-i-
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STATE TREASURER'S QUARTERLY REPORT
v

FUNDS

SECOND QUARTER OF THE SIXTH FISCAL YEAR.
Balance
Transfers Transfers
Receipts
To
March 1,1918
From

Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income
Agricultural College Perm.
Armory Bonds, Int. and Skg.
Blind Asylum
Blind Asylum Income '
Blind Asylum .Permanent
Board of Health
Capitol, Rebldg. Bonds Sink.
Capitol Contingent Expense
Casual Deficit
Cattle Indemnity
Charitable Institutions
Common School Income
.
Common School Permanent
Current School
Chaves County Income
Deaf & Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Perm.
Constitutional Amendment
Codification of Laws
County Agric. Extension
Eradication
El Butte Water Users Assn.
Fees Fund
Game Protection
Governors Spec. Contingent
General Refunding lids. Skg.
Historical Soc. of N. M.
9
Hydrographic Survey
Insane Asylum
Insane Asylum Income
Insane Asylum Permanent
Insurance Fund
Interest on Deposits

'

$17,880.40
8.709.61
2,093.63
8.17.27

3,068.74

3555
277

2219.40

4370

ll
Payments

Balance
May 31, 1918

$25,382.96
..11,11974
25,000.00
60.00
-12,780.96
2,112.41

345.57

6,489.98
164.02

.

3,909.91

1,1224
586.73
1,140.99
8,883.04

.

91.70
63,60000
..749.68
9,006.87
208.45

1,067.27

6.404.42

.80276
14.037.24

4,535.53

58,48043

8,604 34

3,992.07
28.67

3,588.02

28.008.43

501

4606

95,889.20

.i

'
.

2,62422

5.00
1.41626

'

655.40
.
14.96
85.00
5,709.16
556.84
15,952.02
225.00

5,059 69
1,190.31

1.747.15
15,952.02

225.00

..634.24

5.65
1,500.00
10,100.00
52.93
1,135.10

1,135.10

8000

6.40
360.91

3,631.16
8,011.35

J3

2j646.05

'9.352.59

13,407.81
266.52
5,298.21
57,673.66
34.740.35
27,007.08

lOO.OOOjOO

5.65
1,500.00
10,100.00

-

22SJ00

225.00

5.055.95

Interest

Improv. Rio Grande Income
Improv. Rio Grande Permanent
Legislative Expense
Maintenance of Public Lands
Miners Hospital
Miners Hospital Income
Miners Hospital Permanent
Militia
Miscellaneous
Museum of N. M.
Military Institute
Military Institute Income
Military Institute Permanent
Military Institute Interest
Normal School, Silver City
Normal School. Income
Normal School Permanent
Normal School. Las Vegas '
Normal School, Income
Normal School, Permanent
Normal School, El Rito
Normal School, Income
Normal School, Permanent
Normal School Eastern Inc.
Normal School Eastern Perm.
Penitentiary Income Fund

Penitentiary Permanent
Penitentiary Convicts Earn.
Penitentiary Purchase of Land
Penitentiary Hospital BIdg.
Penitentiary Equipment Oper. Room
Penitentiary Board
Penitentiary Current Expense
Penitentiary Trans. Disch. Convicts
Penitentiary Maintenance
Public P.ldgs. at, Cap. Income

Public Bldgs. at Cap. Perm.
Reform School
Reform School Income
Reform School Permanent
Rio Grande Commission
Rio Grande Drain. Survey
State Road Fund
School Building

784.80
461.40
59.575.87
17.465.11
7.894.34

7,558.57
95.006 08

12.99971
46478

12,999.71
694.61
11,851.85

7.717.48

7,125.00

1,0304 .
27,482.42

1,321 56

"

10,01179
4.334.36

3,142.94
24.00
I.1.657.53
249.64
983.75

823.40
6,140.25

315.37
5,514.63

921.80

1,867.25
1.012.4.1

75.9.1
19..17
218 85

,

1,402.69
647.47
9.427.51

12.499.48

25,026.98
. 987.92

1,1.1001
18.1.42
1.852.35

16,507.99

32.3884

1.492.42

480.19
1,901.09
86.01
1.503.99

172.02
3.007.98

1.7.19.71
,

2.431.19

2.908..15
1,047.98
7,902.81
5.692.51

11.673.62

'

289.61
6.99.1.52
229.16
4.010.64
3.090.31

1.001.58
299..15

83,6847 7

750.00
1,0)0.00

625.00
1,125.00
4,17.50
1

987.50
275.00

-

60,934.12

4,868.06

6,359.67

1,375.94

229325

1,665.78
7,482.62
50.12

. 978 5.1
4,784.64

947.55

36,520.15
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,125.00
1,000.00
1,125.00

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00

6,1912

687.50
1,000.00
1,125.00
53,417.10
11,789.65
8,197.21

2,921.37
478.03

1,76059
250.00
1.666.79
1.5.19.27

80.211.28
39691
4788.3.1

'

47.85

265

2685
6.462.42
422.10
7788.27
42,980.89
9.770.20
27,719.80

8,020.68

88,2.11.05
698.04
826.45

7.8716

.8O.OO0JIO
35S.42

7,30872

6,517.29

1.067.27
114.64

15,118.88

5.68

"

8,108.75
12,766.08

7.125.00
80,000.00

26.437.50
i

75.80

TORRANCE

(Continued from page four.)
encountered a gas flow that lasted
four days. Below the sand was a
strata of shale and under the shale
was a strata of sand, that is believed
to be oil bearing sand. The Melrose
Oil Company leased the Hightower
land and will drill the hole on down.
Portales News.

22189

10,0358
52,309.60
28204 80

5324.70
9,630.46
5.17403
10,839.81

Neat And Attractive Office
The Encino postoffice is being
moved into the new building that
recently was fitted up and a large
number of boxes installed making
a neat and attractive office the

citizens

4,00428
8,703.26
5.100.83

8.57021
5,181.01'
8,484 15

4.667.19
5,100.57
5,000.00
2.202.87
8.999.07

801.49

'

SIMM Each
Jack Miller and Robert Anderson,
of Clovis. who were arrested recently at Elida in the company of two
girls, were fined $100 and given six
months jail sentence each last week
by Judge Henderson. The jail sentences were suspended' The saloon
keepers at Elida was fined $5X10 and
costs for providing the booze.
Serious Shootinf Scrape
John Trotter. a rancher living
southwest of Clovis was shot Satanother
urday.- by W.
Watland,
rancher, in a controversy over cattle breaking into the latter s field.
Trotter's condition is critical, his
injury resulting in total paralysis.
Waltland is in the custody of th
Roosevelt county sheriff, in wliieh
county the shooting occured.

SAN

Sheep Moved
Mr. Topia had about 3600 head of
town.' last
sheep driven through
Wednesday morning. Encino
Some Good Showers
The rains that fell last week were
local showers .being heavier in the
north end of the valley and on the
east side. Parts of the Venus district had good showers, while others as well as Mountain valley and
northwest of town have had practically no moisture since the snows.
Moriarty Messenger.

JUAN

Favorable Indications
Moves Sheep To Ranch
It is reported that the drillers
transPilon
Odilion
of
Blanco
was
8,408.80
for the Toltec Oil Co., putting down
4.4.16.92 acting business in Aztec recently. He
well about twenty miles east of
6.1.11 35 was making preparations t," move his
Moriarty have struck some very fav5,005.35 sheep to his Pine river ranch last orable indications' As near as
ltX302.ll week.
learn, they are down somewhere
8,267.98
from, 1JOO to 1,500 feet. Estancia
Into
Blew
Aztec
10,040.87
Herald.
I.1J75.19;
Neumeyer Bros., of Center,
blew
in
Aztec
into
recently
radj
UNION
their Mercer racera They loaded out
54,778.73
8.300.3fi about 600 head of the Frank Wood
in
4.556.52 cattle, which will be pastured
Killing at Campana
6,207.tiO Colorado.
Last Sunday afternoon a couple
8.316.95
of citizens from Old Mexico who
4.K0O 28 Missed
Getting A Ducking
were
employed on the section at
1L !
Abrams was called to his
II. 714.63
Campana. a few miles below here,
on
near
and
Durango,
8,04022 sheep camp
undertook to settle a few personal
missed dropping difficulties in the modern
5 185 48 hie way narrowly
way with
"
"'"-- :
tnc resnlt
one
to the Bondad shot with that
5.204 13! over the approach
of
thirty-t- :
K.7U..35 "rijige. rne o.rt ana rocic approacn
(,;ed almost Instantly. Jose Muno?
,
200.00js1.il fed into the river leaving his car was tak(,
for
trial
La,
the front wheels on the
1(1.652.10 suspended
of ,he ,i(.ccased.
tlie
the rear hanging oyer Mos pro kiIlinf,
br.d. and
Sns
i. '
.line
lull ill l;
wiiii i it r
O.l.ll l.tio the
He secured help, at tin
8.055.06 'he car.
Registered Cows Arrive
17,368.40' Frazier ranch and managed to get
Ed. Bergen of Mt. Dora, unloaded
8.230.1.1 h is car onto the bridge without
ia car of Registered Ilolstein milk
68 age. Aztqc Independent.
.cows one day last week. He bought
12.411 1.1'
them up in Kansas
.18.914. 19 Each Own Big Overland
Robert
Martin
and Roy Palmer. Fine Bunch of
3.1,909.95
''
Cattle
Indians located near
5,171 24 two Navajo
Will O'Brien of Amarillo. Texas, ar8440.10 Carriso. Arizona, were in town this rived last
Wednesday with 800 head
his own bin of 2
17.577.59; week, each driving
year old steers. He will pasare
Overland.
the
in
They
engaged
30,92977
ture them at Mt. Dora. They are the
business besides owning fitV St lot of cattle that
8,294.27 mercantile
tin
hpen
Martin was i
26,8.17.08 lorwe flocks of sheep.
shipped in here for some time.
8,359 03 educated at Ft. Lewis Indian school
30,344.09 and later was interpreter at
Rain Badly Needed
Palmer, who is nothing more
28,313.07
Although heavy shower have
than
a
was
educated at Ship-rocboy,
4,0U! .15
in certain localities, the Mesa,
Aztec Independent.
5,1(X)83
for the greater part, is still suffer10,571.83
ing for the lack of rain fall. There
15,394 82
are a few wheat fields that will make
SAN MIGUEL
10261.15
a lirht yield but still others are en6,19982
tirely lost. Mosquero Sun.
3,34; 54 Indicted For Criminal Libel
Among the indictments returned
5,116 55
10250.53 by the San Miguel county grand
3,58009 jury is one against Florcncio C. de
8.402.98 Baca, editor of La Voz del PuePERSONAL
5,104.24 blo, charging him with criminal libel.
Baca was arrested last night and DO
4,569.73
UNEF.DA .SWEETHEART,
wife or hus- lodged in tlie county jail, but was Uinji
;n...,.. -- 1... .........
$1,104,221.88 only there Friday a short time, be- - ing hundred! wealthy, worth up to SMO.000
Tell! vol how to
released on furnishing 1.000 bond. ,
150,996.69 ing
.
. r n
yours.
T1ne
Messenger Club, Lot Angeles, Caj,
is rne re- No
mtiinmcni 01 uaca
$1,255,218.57 suit of an article published in the
La Voz del Pueblo, assailing the! WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
Would marry. Addrc Mary.
rharacter of Nazario V. OalleRos.- -- Boor,h,5M- - 5i()0n?
Lot
Las Vegas Optic.
-' '
i

.

Mountaitiiiir
Nara Visa
New York Civ
New York City
New York City
Portales
Portales
Raton
Katun
Roswell
Koswell
Koswell
Roswell
Roy
San Antonio
Springer
Silver City
Silver City
Silver City
Silver City
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
San Jon
Santa Rosa
Santa Kosa
.
Socorro
Taiban
Taos
Taos
Texico
Tucumcari
Tucumcari

y-tr-

.1N

,

I

7

Ship-roc-

f.it-le- n

CLASSIFIED
o.

Mi set

'"'"

Santa Fc

1

Total all Banks

. 26666

II. L. HALL.

4.11.49

6.145.66
W.

42 275.16
2.004.12
74.157.30

n

'-

State Treasurer

ATTRACTIVE
YOUMi WIDOW. 34, worth
ffentle-man- .
$S5.(J00, Anximia to marry hnmrHble
Mil. Warn, 2Jlov; Temple St. Loa
AnKclca, Cdl. No. 209.

Will Drill Second Well '
The Gypsy Oil company have ar- ranged to drill a second well on the
.M.s.wai ram-r- i ai.our twenty live MARRY IF LONELY; for rrsutta, try ra- -;
miles south of Las Vegas and the v best and most auccraaful 'Home Maker";
Imndrnli rich wish meirriajtr aoon; atrictly
i Xpert
to begin work inunidiatcK
ex- o
most reliable:

F. CARROON.

Deputy State Treasurer.

16.382.53
14.524.05
157.50
4.485.7.1
18.856 00

prond of.

people to smile and continue smiling, so that their faces are shortened. All who had stopped planting
are going ahead in earnest. Moun-taina- ir
Independent.

8.965.28
7,654.88
24,006.2.1
9,145 89
4.112.66

arc

Their Facet Are Shortened
We had" a fine rain last Thurswhich
caused
the
day evening

9.072.49
8.007.50 Fined
10.800.83
9,203 02
21,422.11
15,351.14
7.595.72
16,023.66
8,3.11.30
32,709.21

Wagon Mound
Willard

First National Bank

540.52
25.000.011

Tyrone

14,090.63

2j005.36
6.899.03

$

News.

........
VSF TV TV
Tf f T? T.......
.Tf

ON HAND

Mills

1,530.62
507.73

170.00

50,1.99
5,000.00

615.27
. 42,591.04
1,222.48.
. 290.86

3.669.19

1,098.02

4297.00

220.713.57

3,000.00

3,000X10

5.614.60

950.21
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Bank & Trust
American Trust & Savings
American Trust & Savings (special)
Citizens Bank
First National Bank
First Savings Bank & Trust
State National
Peoples State Bank
First State Bank
First National Bank
First National Bank
First National Bank
Exchange Bank
National Bank of
First National Bank
'
State National Bank
Union Co. Trust & Savings
First National Bank
State Bank of Commerce
First National Bank
Stockmens State Bank
Bank of Dawson
Bank of Des Moines
Deming National
Bank of Deming
Dexter State Bank
Kspanola State Bank
Farmers & Stockmens
F.stancia Savings Bank
First National Bank
San Juan Co. National
First National Bank
First National Bank
Citizens National Hank
Mi'Kinlev County Bank
Gallup State Bank
Bank of Hatch
First National Bank
.
First National Bank
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First National Bank
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First National Bank
The Union Bank
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F'irst National Bank
American National Bank
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Torrance County Savings Bank
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LOCATION
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
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Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
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Las Vegas
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Las Ycgas
Lakewood
Carrizozo
I.ordsbnrg
Lovington
Magdalena
Magdalena
M elrose
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20,882.52
593 07
7.900.66
448.22
43,921.04

MAY 31,

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS

quantity, and while the government
is taking the full crop, the price-wilbe good and the man with a
bunch of sheep and a good wool clip
is to be congratulated. Magdalena

l
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SEVENTH

Of course, he said to himself, noth
ing of the sort would happen; but, to
make assurance doubly sure, lie culled
the concierge to the door, und did not

EPISODE

The

Man.

speak as among friends here now
that our err und has been done and
we're close to home uguln. This young
lady, Miss Warren, has been on the
same mission thut you und I buve been
on."
The mun on the front seat gave a
Jump. "She, sir! And you, too, the
same errund as mine I"
"Yes," said Van Cortlandt. "You
probubly guessed when you were introduced to me, over there, that you
weren't the only one sent."
"I no reason was given me to think
that there were others," stammered
Jacobs. "I supposed thut mine was
wuh the only message."
" 'Messuge' Is ruther a good word for
a cautious man like you," laughed Van
Cortlandt. "You're quite right, there's
only one real 'message,' us you cull
It; but there are three ot sorts, und
each of us is carrying one, Kveu I
don't know which is which. It Is a
strange thing that all three should
have been brought together in this cur,
when only one should have come this
way, unother by Flushing, another by
Ilotterdam, as un uddltiunul precaution
In case of 'followers.'"
"It Is strange Indeed," said Jacobs,
glancing stealthily at Christopher.
"Oh, Mr. Itace Isn't In this, except
that he's taking us till to London us
fast as he can get us there three
passengers instead of the one he'd engaged to transport. lint he's absolutely to be trusted. You must have heard
of Mr. Christopher Itace. As for Miss
Warren, she's rather a celebrity, too.
If you were an American Instead of
what do you call yourself, Jacobs?
you would probably know something
about Miss Constance Warren, who
writes for the papers. When this day's
work Is over, she will be privileged
to make of It what she would call a
'story.' I got my uncle to employ her,
so thut she might get u little kudos out
of the thing ufter It was well over, uud
the secret could be allowed to come
out."
Before them now rose the spires nnd
the clustered roofs of a vllluge, and us
they entered It Jacobs turned ugalu to
spejik to Van Cortlandt.
"It would be a great favor," he suld,
if you would he willing to make u

ly settled In his place, there came a
sharp explosion, and Scarlet Runner
had burst a tyre.
The sudden Bound gave Jacobs a
shock, which caused him to grip the
seat nervously and cry out. He had
never been In a motor before, he exclaimed, and thought that someone
must have shot at the car.
"What was It you threw on the road
before you got In Just now?" asked
Christopher, already out, and preparing to Jack up.
"Nothing," answered the man Innocently.
"I saw yon put your hand In your
overcoat pocket and then scatter something," said Itace.
"Ah, I was merely feeling to see If
I had an extra handkerchief In my
pocket," exclaimed Jacobs, "and dipping my fingers into a mess of biscuit
crumbs, I got rid of them, If that's
what you mean. Here are more, left
behind." And, as If to prove his words,
he displayed In the pnlm of his hand
a few broken bits of biscuit.
To doubt his explanation seemed
ridiculous, even monstrous; yet Christopher hud Just discovered a bit of
broken bottle-glas- s
deeply embedded In
After about two
the deflated tire.
thirds of the run to London, Jacobs
complained of henduche nnd vertigo.
It wus, he supposed. In an apologetic
murmur, his inexperience in motoring,
as well as having been somewhat upset
at sea, which, caused him to suffer
now; but Christopher suggested that
it was fur more likely to be the weight
of his big overcoat, and advised him
to tuke It off.
This, oddly enough, Jacobs seemed
unwilling to do.
"Tuke the thing off and sit on it,"
said he, "if you've got any
In the pockets which you're afraid of
losing."
"Whatever I may have in a pocket of
that coat is safe in any position, I
assure you, sir, protested the other,
consenting at Inst to follow the advice
of the majority. And indeed, looked at
closely, the garment did appear to be
of rather unusual make.
Still, he felt no better, and on comroading in sight of an
side Inn not far outside the dark fringe

remove his eyes from the car for more
"What u queer place fur u rich mini's than a minute
at a time.
relatives to live!" thought Christopher,
During one of the moments when
looking tip In a puzzled way at lie tall, Christopher's attention was diverted
dilapidated linuse in the Jewish quur-te- r from his
Dossession. Mr.
of Amsterdam, In front of vvli it'll he Van Cortlundt
left his seat and began
Kunner.
Scarlet
.slopped
examining the car with frank interest.
Christopher, who liy special ununge-liien- t His back was turned to the door of
mid extra pa.vineiil hail brought
the lintel, where Christopher stood
Hie motor across from lliiglund on the
but when the owner of the cur
guard,
J K 'I
lioat to the llooli of Holland, came
out, acciaiipauled by
hurriedly
had spun along good clinker roads, a
porter with the suitcase and a waitbowling his ear anil his one passenger er with a neat
parcel, the passenger
into Amsterdam in time for a late was
peering into the petrol tank.
breakfast. That meal he had taken at "You're
sure there isn't rather u queer
a hotel, while his employer (unknown
smell?" lie
"I thought as we
to him a few days
lnul driven came there Inquired.
was bad carliuratiiin, or
off in a nib to the house of a relative,
who was expected to Join the party for something."
Christopher, quick In defence of his
a week's run through Holland. Indenied the bnd carhuratlon.
structions went thai, after breakfast darling, bad an uneventful
drive to the
They
and n couple of hours' rest, Chris- Hook.
The two spent the seven hours
at
was
to
a
call
address.
certain
topher
of the voyage ueross the Channel toHere he was, then, in front of the
gether, never for a second out of sight
secretive-lookinan
house,
ancient,
of Scarlet Kunner.
building and n vague suspicion of mysIt was the gray, misty dawn of a
In
his errand suddenly stole into
tery
day when the boat slowed
Christopher's mi ml.
into harbor. As Christopher and his
The young man who had engaged
were somewhat out of the
him and Scarlet Ituiincr the young companion
way of the passing crowd, and could
mull with the features, bearing, and not leave
the ship until everyone else
the name of a Dutchman, Van Cort- had
they would In all probability
land! had seemed frankness Itself. havegone, off
as they had got on, withgot
Christopher was lacllui'd to like, und out meeting n soul, had not a young
admire bis passenger.
woman, with a modest air of wishing
When' lie bad sat In front of tin to
escape observation llitted out of the
house for a quarter of an hour Chris
way of the passengers pressing up
it
the.
was
anil
topher stopped
motor;
from the cabins. She carried In her
just after he had done this that tin hand a leather-caseroll of music.
door opened anil a girl came out. Jit
"Iiy Jove!" muttered Van Cortlundt
watched the girl us she walked to the under
bis
and instantly it was
corner, and at the end of the street clear to breath;
Christopher that he was not
smv her hail a cab. Immediately after
alone in recognizing the pretty, girlwards a man who had been staring ish
figure.
aimlessly al the bottles In a cheap
Ituce kept silence; but the other
hairdresser's shop on the other side started forward
and, without joining
of the way hurried off briskly In the llie
approached near enough to
direction the girl had taken und also call girl,
her In a low voice without being
found a call.
heard by any of the more distant pas''Doesn't look like the sort of fel- sengers.
Watching intently, Chrislow who could afford to drive." Christopher saw her start, peer anxiously
to
Interestsaid
himself, faintly
topher
through the blue cloud of her veil
ed, and so forgetting his own affairs
(which she did not lift), and then Hit
for tin- instant that il was a surprise
quickly iif) to Van Corilandt. Kvideiit-l- y
to
Dan
Mr.
see
Van
suddenly
It was us great a
for her
Munding in the streei.
to see lilin as it was for him to find her
"Sorry to have kept you waiting," on linn ril. I Jut they talked together In
said the oilier
"It was unavoidable. whispers, speaking with Intense earAnd I'm sorry too, that all my plans nestness, the
girl's back turned to the
are changed. My cousin, who was to groups ot passengers who stood or
have pine with ine on this motor trip, moved about on deck.
can't no. I've made up my mini! to
Among these, however, was an elder
go back to Knglnud today."
ly, spectacled man, with
ho
was
but
Christopher
surprised,
Separating himself froti
showed no astonishment.
the line of passengers forming to leave
' "We will
go back now tn your hotel,
he ship, he strolled towards the re
"We Arrest You All on a Warrant, Charged With Theft."
please, and pick up the suitcase which tired spot where Van Cortlundt and
I asked you to leave there until my the
girl in the blue veil were talking short stop here, sir, only long enough of London suburbs, he begged that the
plans were settled," said Van
together. Then suddenly his eyes he for me to send a telegram. I dou't cur might pause at the door long
hind his spectacles lighted upon Van know If your uncle mentioned to you enough for him to get a glass of
When they lind arrived nt the hotel Cortlandt's face and lingered for un that my wife is 111 and worrying ubout bruudy.
Van Cortlundt suggested that, as Race instant, his
this trip of mine?"
The whiskered face was gray with
expression changing.
had arranged for the disposal of the
It was at this moment that Chris
Van Cortlandt consented to the dust, therefore it was impossible to
topher became awure of the man's ex slight deluy, and Christopher stopped see the nuturul state of the sufferer's
istence. He saw him glance at Van the cur in front of the vllluge post complexion ; but he sat with eyes half
Cortlundt and turn away with some olllce. Jacobs scrambled lightly down, closed and bead bowed forward, as if
slight suggestion of haste; but evi- like a younger man than he appeared on the verge of unconsciousness, and
dently Vun Cortlundt had recognized to be; and Christopher happened to Van Cortlandt Jumped quickly out to
In him another acquaintance.
The notice that his hands looked strong order the bruudy. Miss Warren sprang
face of his employer was turned from and muscular. As he hurried Into the down from the car also, coming round
Christopher, but the quick start for post office Vun Cortlandt strolled after to the front for an anxious look at the
ward lie miiile told Its own tale.
him, buying a few stamps and standing sick man's face, and to ask If she could
"Jacobs, is It possible?" Christopher near enough to take a glance at the do anything. She had her leather- heard Van Cortlundt ask.
in her hand, and
address on the telegram. This was not cased music-roThe other man hesitated as if un- because he distrusted Jacobs, but be- Christopher saw the dulled eyes of
willing to answer, nnd Vun Cortlundt cause he had much at stake in this Jacobs glance at It, from under droopspoke again sharply. "Surely you rec- venture, and could not afford to take ing lids.
ognize me? Surely you know who I chances. The cipher message was un
Then, Just as Van Cortlandt would
am?"
readable, hut the name of Jacobs stood have entered the Inn, out burst three
"I suppose so," the stranger admit- out plainly at the top, nnd Vun Cort- policemen, "We arrest you all on a
ted at last.
landt wus satisfied, as he hud expected warrant, charged with theft," culled
"Then In Heaven's name, tell nie In to be.
out one, "und It jvlll be better for you
the name of all the demons why you,
The telegram was handed In quickly, not to resist."
too. are on board this boat, when you yet Its sender begged to remain long
Hut Van Cortlandt did resist, and
ought"
enough to see that It was really dis- violently. Not for himself alone, but
Hut Itace caught no more.
The patched without delay. Then lie re- for the girl.
man moved closer to membered that he wanted change for a
Instantly Jacobs hnd waked from his
Van Cortlandt, and the two fell Into banknote, and wus curefully slow dazed state Into vivid alertness.
The
earnest conversation, to which the girl ubout counting his money over when third policeman, who attempted to
listened without Joining In.
he got it, fancying a mistake, and catch Van Cortlandt round the waist,
As the last group crowded the gangapologizing nt length when he discov- was sent reeling by a backhanded blow
Van
Cortlnmlt
came
to Race, ered that there had been none nfter from a strong fist In deadly earnest;
way
leaving the girl and the elderly man all. If there could linve been nny rea and, seeing this violence, seeing also
standing together.
son why Jacobs should wish to linger the little crowd which quickly gathered
"I suppose yon won't mind carrying deliberately, after getting eft the mes- at Vun Cortlandt's cry of "Help!"
three of tis Instead of one?" he suld. sage to his sick wife. Van Cortlandt Jacobs slipped out of the car, lithe as
vexed nnd suspicious; a snake.
Christopher answered that Scarlet might have
Kunner would not feel the difference. lint lie remembered that this elderly,
"Don't resist safer not to resist,
Indeed, he looked forward to un
man was fnmous among sir !" he cried ; and, while apparently
easy run, the one thing that he dis- those who knew him, cr knew of him, wishing to aid his patron, so stumbled
liked being the long chain of intermifor his trustworthiness.
against him as to fling hlra Into the
nable suburbs, with skiddy
At Inst they were off again, but they arms of the tallest policeman.
which he must meet before he reached hud not gone far when Jacobs cried
Seeing himself trapped, Van Cortthe heart of London.
out that his handkerchief had Just landt cried to Race, "Ninety-nin- e
Park
"What kind of a person whs It who blown away. It was one he valued; Lane !" and at the same Instant somefollowed you, Jacobs?" Van Cortlandt Ids wife hud embroidered his initials thing was tossed Into the tonneau.
leaned forwurd to ask, after a long con- on It Really, he thought he saw It Quick as light, Christopher took his
versation with the girl. They were all caught In a hush a little way behind. cue and dashed off at speed, Jacobs
comfortably seated in Race's cnr.
By Van Cortlandt's consent, Chris- and one of the policemen tearing after
Jacobs swallowed heavily, and Chris- topher reversed the car and went back him.
"Ninety-nin- e
Park Lane! Ninety-nin- e
topher saw his hand tighten on the for half a mile; but the handkerchief
back of the seat as he turned to an- was not found, though Jacobs got out Park Lane!"
"Don't You Know Me, Inspector?"
swer: "Don't you think, sir, that I
and thoroughly ransacked a group of
He seemed to hear Van Cortlandt's
bushes to look for It, being gone some voice still calling the direction In his
luggage, he find better he the one to that that It might be wiser not
Van Cortlandt laughed. "Oh, I see, time. Returning, he rejoined the road cars.
ask for it now; otherwise there might
be R misunderstanding. Also he was to you think I'm incautious in talking ahead of Scarlet Runner, which stood
At first the number had no special
order something to eat anil drink on business before outsiders? That's like throbbing, impatient to be off; and meaning for him, but as his first hot
wondethe Journey. C'hrlstoper agreed,
your prudence, which my uncle
Christopher thought, as he advanced excitement cooled he realized that 99
scribed to me when he showed me your towards the car, shaking his head and Park Lane had some association of
dering, half humorously, half anxiously, if the pint consisted In making off photograph the other day, and told me bemoaning his loss, that he scattered Importance In his mind.
with Scarlet Runner during hi
what sort of man I must expect to something by the way. Starting on
"By Jove, It's Maritz's house !" he
find. But, as a matter of fact, we can again, with the nervous old man bard- - exclaimed. And the mystery of hi
I
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CELLO

PLAYING

HARD WORK

Experiments Show That Four Ton of
Energy Are Necessary to Play
Single Selection.

air played on the violonfor a total expenditure of
energy equal to two and
pounds per note or more than four tons
of energy for the single selection, notes
Popular Science Monthly. This Is
vouched for by Piwf. Poffenberger of
A simple
cello calls

three-quart-

Columbia university, who made some
experiments In bis laboratory with the
aid of the famous Dutch 'cellist
Michael Penha.
A special apparatus Is necessary to
conduct the tests. Against the surface
of a revolving carbon cylinder Is suspended a chalk point which is actuated
by a slender wire attached to the
musician's finger. At each pressure
the tension vibrates along the communicating connection and records the
energy expended.
At a recent test Michael Penha at

times raised the point to a distance
equaling three pounds In weight, that
being the record of the forefinger. The
pressure alone required to produce the
characteristically luscious tones of a
simple Bach aria averaged two and
pounds per note. The
total energy expended amounted to
9,414 pounds, or more than four tons.
This same amount of energy would
be sufficient to carry a laborer through
hi entire day's work. Yet It took but
five minutes for the artist to exert the
same amount of force.

ARE GIRLS

BECOMING

UGLY?

Englishman Makes the Assertion That
Beauty Is Fading as One Result of War.

three-quart-

'Women will be not only physical
wrecks, but they will become decidedly
ugly if they continue to do men's work
for an Indefinite length of time. They
will be unfit heirs to the heritage that
will be handed down to them."
The words were spoken with em

tour and the experluuce attending It my nephew, whom yon knew as Mr.
uppeared suddenly to flush with rain- Van Cortlundt, must have given you to
bow colors, clear and bright For bring me, or he weuld certainly not
Maritz was (and Is) a South African have sent you away from him with
d
millionaire, president of the Blue
your car."
Dlumond Mines Limited. A rumor
"I tell you be gave me nothing," perhad been flitting about that he had sisted Christopher, beginning to resent
bought from the company that great the piercing glance of the millionaire.
diamond lately found in their own
"I am as sure as I am of my own
and life that my
fields, named the New
nephew would not have
favor
that, with the view of currying
voluntarily remained In the hands of
In high circles and perhaps securing a
thieves, sending you and your motor
title, be Intended to present it to the on, If he had had on his person the
Crown.
thing I trusted him to bring back to
slowed down Just me," said Maritz, with grim confidence,
Christopher
enough to make It safe to turn his "He himself did not know whether he,
head and give a quick glance behind,
to see what thing had been thrown
into the tonneau at the moment of his
flight
and
It was Miss Warren's music-rol- l,
she must have contrived to toss it
there on learning from' Vun Cortlandt's
order that the cur wus to make a break
for freedom. In his haste to aid his
employer, or to mingle in the tussle
COURTING
TROUBLE.
In some way, Jacobs had jumped out,
leaving his precious overcoat; thereIt was a
day for Pat
fore it was not strnnge thut he hud
For the first time he was a
run streaming after Scarlet Runner.
member of a Jury. Dressed In his best
"From the first I thought he wus dis
suit he was about to depart for the
guised und anxious to screen his fuce
courthouse when his wife asked him
from the light," Christopher thought.
where ha was going.
Before Scarlet Runner hud got her
"Shure, on' It's to coort Ol'm gospeed again three uniformed figures
ing," replied Pat.
leaped from behind a clump of trees
The next day the same thing hapto line up across the road.
pened. However, on the third mornOne of these policemen was a
Mrs.
ing things came to a climax.
"motor trapper," with whom
Flnnegan agaip asked the question.
come
into
had
friendly
Christopher
"Shure, it's to coort Ol'm going,"
contact more than once. Whatever
said Pat.
the men at the Inn a mile back might
Mrs. Flnnegan took the rolling pin
be, these were genuine servants of the
and got In Pat's way.
law; and a brilliant Idea danced Into
"Now, Pat," she replied, "take off
Race's mind. With the view of makthem good clothes; yer not going to
ing It useful, he slowed down Instantly.
coort If there's any coortin' to be
"You've done the measured distance
done, shure, ye'll do It here, an' do
at a speed of fifty and a half miles an
It with me!"
hour," said the Inspector of police
whom Christopher remembered, his
Had Her Way.
In his hand. "Where's your
Patience So Peggy's engaged to
license?"
Paul at last?
"Here It Is, and here s my card, an
Patrice Sure. She's landed him.
swered Race. "Don't you know me, Van Cortlandt Did Resist, and
"You know she always would have
In
And
of
the
dust?
Inspector
spite
her own way."
don't you know Scarlet Runner?"
"But will she now?"
Miss Warren, or my old servant Jacob
Mr.
Ruce, I recognize you was carrying back the real thing oc
"Why, yes,
"Of course, she will. He asked her
now," said the policeman. "I'm sorry an Imitation ; nevertheless, as he knew to name the day, and she wouldn't do
to say, however, as you were going at the chunces were one in three that ho It. She insisted that the ceremony
such a speed "
hud the right one, he would have died should be performed at night."
First offense, isn't It?" laughed ruther than
risk breaking faith with
Christopher. "And when you've heard ue."
A HINT.
a word or two, I think even you will
can give you no explanation of
"I
say I was Justified In exceeding the the
"Mr,
mystery," said
legal limit. Summon me if you think Van Cortlundt who,Christopher.
I suppose, did not
right; but go buck now to the next even trust nie with his reul name conpublic-hous- e
and rescue my passen- fided not
at all in me, therefore I hud
gers, one of whom Is, I believe, a no
responsibility except to obey Inof
the
I'eter
millionaire,
nephew
structions. If I happen to guess thai
Maritz. He and the lady with him
you employed three messengers, each
ure the victims of u plot, and have one
of whom was to bring buck (as he
Just been arrested by three thieves disthought) something from Amsterdam,
off
wus
I
as
sent
guised
policemen.
whom met by accident in the
to Mr. Maritz, whom I want to see as and ull of
same boat, I have absolutely nothing
I
us
can, and if you nnd your to
quickly
go upon except my own suspicions."
comrades can get to the scene before
,
"Now that you are here, In my
the thieves huve hustled their victims
there is no reusou why 1
uway "
The inspector waited to hear no shouldn't confirm your suspicions," replied Murltz, in a more conciliatory
more.
tone. "You ought to huve with you
Christopher arrived nt the million- the New
of which you
aire's home Just as the gates had been
must huve heurd. You see I huve cuusc
opened, perhaps, for un electric for
nnxiety, und huve hud cause
brougham which stood before the
door to pass out, and the servants In enough ever since the truth about mj
of the finest diamond found
livery glared daggers at the reckless purchase
Father Agnes, Is that young Jdn
chauffeur who dashed in, risking a col- In a hundred yeurs unfortunately
lision. Hut Christopher stopped Scar- leaked out. I was ccrtuln that a well- still there?
Daughter Yes, papa.
let Runner at a safe distance, and known gang of diamond thieves would
In
Father Then ask him to b'
called out that he wished to see Mr. be on the lookout for the stone on ltt
way back from Amsterdam, and I did the morning paper before he goes, sill
Maritz on urgent business.
At the sound of that name a gentle- my best to guard It It was my you, dear?
man looked from the window of the nephew's idea to employ you and yout
car. As for giving you a false name.
Exactly.
brougham, and his face had been he did
By subterfuge he got away
nothing ot the sort. His middle
made familiar by the same methods
From copi on the qui vlve.
name
Is
Van
Cortlandt
Is
his
the
last
which immortalized his mansion.
And so became, as one might ear,
A tubterfugttive.
"I come from Mr. Van Cortlandt," same as mine; though be has lived
much
for
abroad,
and, luckily
my projadded Christopher, this time addressis
known
You
as
here
ect,
Too Busy Knitting.
yet
ing himself directly to the millionaire. can seescarcely
why he did not wish to give
"I proposed to Miss Peacher last
"You have a message for me from
own
his
on
account ol night"
name, Maritz,
Mr. Van Cortlandt?" asked Maritz.
"Did she accept you?"
"Not exactly a message," answered the association. The mission was not
his
own, but mine, though If he suc
d
"She said, 'Yes,' In an
Christopher. "But I have news of Imceeded he was to be made my private way, but I'm afraid that Isn't final."
portance."
"Why not?"
"Come Indoors with me and tell It, secretary, with such a salary as to
"She was knitting at the time. I
keep himself and a wife, If he chose to
then," said Peter Maritz.
take one Miss Warren, for Instance don't believe she understood what I
Christopher looked doubtful. "I'm
In luxury. Now you understand what asked her."
not sure about leaving the car," he re
upon success, for him, and you
plied in a lower voice. "I may be car- hung
must see that be would not easily full
Nowadays.
rying something of er considerable me. If
Beggar Could you spare a hungry
you are hiding anything bevalue."
you haven't been man a nickel?
Maritz asked no further questions, cause you think
"
Cholly Yes, if you'll tell me where
but mounted to the seat beside Chris treated fulrly
Christopher broke in with a protest, a man can buy anything to eat with
topher which Jacobs had last occupied.
cut a nickel.
Ruce did not begin his story at the when a loud clung at the gate-behim short.
but
near
the
slurr
beginning,
very
end,
Rustic Plutocracy.
"Keep everybody out !" cried Maritz,
ing over what hnd happened until he
"Thousands of dollars pass through
"What If It is your nephew himself!"
reached the episode at the Inn. When
a bank teller's hands dally."
Murltz heard thut Van Cortlandt and exclaimed Christopher.
"That's nothing. Think of what
"Then let him in," amended the mas
Miss Warren had been seized by men
a farmer's hands who
in the dress of policemen, his dark ter of the house; and an instant latet passes through
the small gate at the side of the great milks twenty cows."
face suddenly puled.
"But my nephew told you to drive ones wus opened to admit Van CortIn These Days.
with Miss Warren.
on, to come here?" he demanded
"It's as useless as the fifth wheel to
"Hurrah, uncle!" cried the young a wagon."
tersely.
"Yes. And I came as fast as I could, man. "We hired a motor nnd came on
"That adage Is out of date. All auafter sending back three genuine like lightning after the rescue. Pool tomobiles carry extra tires."
old Jacobs was drugged on hi
policemen to the rescue."
--men wnere
is that which my way to get tne diamond, it seems)
Not Always.
and who but the notorious Tom Astlej
nephew trusted you to bring to me?"
"Talk is cheap."
"He trusted me with nothing ex did the trick and disguised hlmseil
"Not when you tell a policeman
cept the sense to understand his mean- so well I think even you would not your opinion of him, and have to pay
Van-ehave
detected
Miss
But
the fraud bo well he $10 and costs."
tossed her
ing.
music-rol- l
into the car as I shot away was exactly like Jacobs' photograph
which
from the Inn."
you showed me and got the
Natural Inquiry.
"That was clever of her, and showed parcel. But he's caught, and his three
Father of Family The new ship, I
that she Is the right kind of girt But, confederates ; and the diamond's In hlc understand, beat her record.
Small Boy I say. Pop, did she do
though she thought she was carrying overcoat This girl Is the trump I told
something of Importance, as a matter you she would be, and her packet she It with ber spanker?
of fact she wasn't. She was a kind of threw Into the car, as Mr. Race must
have told you."
A Sleepy Humorist
decoy duck."
"But yours yours, Ean : that's what
"The man Jacobs, who I venture to
Mrs. TImmid John, wake up!
believe Is a fraud, disguised to look I want," almost panted the millionaire. There's a man downstairs; I'm sure I
like Someone else, left his overcoat be
"I stuffed It into the petrol tan- k- heard a noise that sounded like a
hind, very much against his wiU."
just room to squeeze It In," said the yawn.
"No doubt It was against his will. young man calmly. Then, turning to
Husband Oh, go to sleep. What yon
If he had put a little parcel he ought the girl, he caught her band. "Won't heard was probably the rubber plant
to have had Into one of Its pockets. you have a story' to writer he cried. stretching Itself."
But there's nothing In that overcoat
'And It will have to end with our
Just Reward.
which can Interest me. And for the wedding."
moment I'm not Interested In this
Weary Willie Dat's the worst pie
"Forgive me for everything. Mr. I ever
tasted..
spurious Jacobs, who was probably Race," said Peter Maritz. "You must
Mrs. Jones Walt Just a minute and
furious at being seen by Ean on. the come to that
wedding."
ril give you a dollar. That pie was
boat What I want Is the thing which
(END OF SEVENTH EPISODE.)
baked by my husband's mother.
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phasis by a man who should have
known what be was talking about
It must be admitted that the health
and beauty of our women are In these
troubled times suffering on a colossal
scale, but it is the war's strain and
not the nature of their work which la
causing the mischief. Any work Just
now must come as a blessing in disguise to the majority of our women.
The novelty ot the duties of tram
guarding, working on the railways,
farm laboring and other kindred occupations brings diversion, and In many

The Work Hater.
instances saves the reason of many
"This Idea of an age limit la all
overanxious wives, sweethearts and
right" said Plodding Pete. "But It
mothers. London Answers.
tops too quick."
"What do you mean?"
Phrase That Are Familiar.
"There's nothln' to look forward to.
To Barton Booth, a prominent tragic A man soon
gets too old to fight, but
actor of Queen Anne's day, we owe the he' never too
old to work."
quotation "True as the needle to the
pole," and to Thomas Denman, once
Direct.
lord chief Justice of England, that faJack I cannot love my neighbor as
miliar description of a disappointment
"a delusion, a mockery and a snare," myself.
Bess But you can surely respect
used by him aa a fit characterization
him a lot more if he' half way
of beauty.

mriovu imiroui ihteiNoTiohai
He Is no more. Gradually there ha
appeared In his place a stern young
American, trained and alert, musket
In hand. There is no hyphen to his
name. His forefathers were Africans,
but he Is loyal United States.
When the colored troops marched
down Fifth avenue for the last time
before going to France, the newspa(By REV. f. a. n'jaWAifcH. D. D..
By BOOTH TARKINGTON
Teacher ot English Bible In the
pers reported that they were given
Of The Vitilmnl
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)
"tumultuous ovation." As a matter of (Copyright,
11I, Wrstern Newspaper I'nlon. I
fact, there was little cheering. The
s
masses
dense
lined
that
the
In wortime the strike la not the remLESSON FOR JUNE 23
and filled the windows andoverhang-ln- g
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SENIOR AND ADULT
strike does Interfere with such effi- too
for noise. The resurrection and the Christian's assurance
ciency, and therefore means a larger crowds gave them the deeper homage of immortality.
casualty list and Increased danger to of breathless surprised silence. They
I. The Ministry of Love (vv.
the country. That Is to say : If I am a came to applaud Mistah Johnston and
1. lty whom (v. 1).
war Industry workman on strike I am beheld In Ills
a bold warrior who
place
Mary Magdalene, the mother of
prolonging the war and adding to the commanded their respect and
James and tialome.
risk of America's defeat In the war.
2. When (v. 2).
This means that I cause denth and
wounds to a certoin number of AmeriEarly In the morning, the first day
THE NEW LIFE
of the week.
can boys who would have come home
safe and sound to their mothers if I
(3) Their perplexity (vv. 3, 4).
They questioned as to who should
hadn't gone on strike. That Is the simBy ZOE ADKINS
roll away the large stone from the
of the Vigilantes.
ple truth ; and If I am Impeding a war
Industry by going on strike, I might This Is an Intermission: Time stands mouth of the tomb. To their surprise
till.
Just as well have torn and tortured the
they found the stone removed. They,
And we aa lost as children In a haze-- To like
us, find their difficulties are rebodies of those boys myself. The retake from some heritage ot other
moved before thpy come to them. If
sponsibility Is so terrible that no workdays
man who understands it would take It, Forgotten faith and unsuspected will;
they had believed him. their anxieties
We have gone back, like children, to our and sorrows would not have been.
except to avoid a greater amount of
knees,
II. The Angel In the Tomb (vv.
torture and death at home through
And we have learned the aad and splen-di- d
Jesus knew that these women would
starvation wages.
pride
Ot those whose dearest gloriously died, come to the
Arbitration will give him what he Knowing
sepuleher with unbelievour own face Death across the
needs and what be Justifiably wants.
ing hearts, so he had an angel waiting
seas.
there to announce to them the fact of
The whole country understands that a
workman cannot live today on the Oh, after this when
ring out his resurrection. How many times we
peace,
are helped out of doubts and difficuwages of ten years ago. Wages have
And home our
heroes come
lties by on angel which the omniscient
got to advance, of course, as the price
again,
of commodities advances; and the Shall we not vow ourselves, when war Lord knew would he needed at a parshall cense,
ticular time. With such companions
price of commodities advances, of
To a new life, and prove that not In
and helpers no place need seem lonecourse, as wages advance; though It Is
vain
to the advantage of the workmun to We saw the Prussian sword drawn from ly, and no condition need affright us.
The angel's messnge:
let the price of commodities begin to And Its shenthlands
and children fall beneutral
1. "Be not affrighted" (v. 0).
advance first. But his wages must
neath?
What comforting words these must
take account of higher prices, and perhave been to these bewildered women.
mit him not only life, liberty and the
THE FASHION OF 1918
The open tomb Is the cure for fear;
him
but
allow
of
pursuit
happiness,
It steadies our hearts when things look
to save, as well. That is all that any
dark and we do not understand.
man on this earth is entitled to whethBy I309EL FIELD,
2. "Ye seek Jesus of Nazareth, who
of the Vigilantes.
er be be garbage man or kaiser; and
It Is all that Is worth getting; and the
Her hnt was plainly old fashioned, was crucified (v. 6).
This three-foldesignation with
Ideal of this country Is that every man and the ribbon that adorned It had evishall have It. This Is what we are dently been cleaned and pressed with marvelous clearness shows:
(1.) His humanity Jesus.
fighting for; that no man shall take a hot Iron ; her tailor-madsuit, though
Nazareth.
(2.) Lowly residence
away this right from another man, well fitting, was faded In color and cut
(3.) Ignominious death crucified.
that no man shall make another man In the mode of year before last; but
3. "He Is risen; be Is not here; behis slave, as the Germans have made she walked down Fifth avenue among
women In the world hold the place where they laid him"
conquered labor their slave and as the
they would make slaves of us If they with a swing of the skirts nnd a noble (v. 6).
These words throw light upon ids
conquered us.
condescension of glance that attracted
Now such Is the temper of our counI watched her with in- birth, humility nnd shameful death.
my attention.
In lowly
try that the responsibility for a strike terest, sauntering a little ahead and He who was born
nnd suffered the shameful
which means more death, more crip- stopping at shop windows to study her
death of the cross, Is now the conpling, more blinding, more shot away as she passed.
of death. His resurrection
of
sons
men,
our
for
young
faces,
. Was she a great
painter, authoress queror
gives meaning to his donth. If Christ
wprkingmen and sons of capitalists, or poet puffed up with her
his death would
fighting side by side and comrades
fame? No, her face was not famil- had not risen, then
"over there," as they will be over hern iar, as, In these days of newspaper have been meaningless. "If Christ be
not risen, your faith Is vain; ye are in
when they come home the responsiphotography It would be were she of
bility for such a strike is an infinitely the elect. Sh'; was neither young nor your sins" (1 Cor. 15:17).
4. "Go your way, tell his disciples
heavier and more dangerous thing strikingly beautiful, yet why the grand
than those who rashly assume that re- manner as of one above the common nnd Peter" (v. 7).
As soon ns It was known that Christ
sponsibility can know, and no decent herd?
had risen from the dend. they were to
human being could be so selfish and so
to
me
beside
she
paused
Suddenly
of
treacherous to his country as knowing- cast an Indifferent glance at a dazzling toll it to the disciples. Knowledge
Christ's triumph Involves the responsiwindow
a
In
ly to bring about such a strike.
diamonds
of
shop
array
It. The
And the temper of the country In and then I discovered the secret of her bility of witnessing concerning
blessed news,
these days Is to know causes as well proud beurlng. What need had she of disciples all needed this
since he had so
as results. Where the greediness of a line clothes or feathers In her hut? but Peter especially
denied him. Wonderful grnce,
openly
a
his
caused
has
of
strike,
In
the
m.iney
the
was
dressed
She
profiteer
height
will not be envied him for he shall not fashion of 1018. On the breast of her thlst
5. "He goeth before you Into Galihave It, nor his liberty either. And It shabby Jacket she wore a little service
Is unthinkable that American work- bar and on that bar were three blue lee: there shall ye see him" (v. 7).
Christ hod told the disciples that he
men, or workmen who are human stars
would arise from the dead anil meet
unthinkIs
It
matter
for
that
beings,
them In Galilee, but their unbelief
able that they will strike, even for mere
EXPOSE EVERY ONE
kept them from this blessed truth.
Justice, without having to the last utThere are many today who are In
most atom of their energy pressed for
blind unbelief as to Chrlst'H second comsettlement by arbitration.
By HARRY V. MARTIN
ing in glory to take his disciples to
The syndicate service, founded by
of the Vigilantes.
himself. Many will bo In more conSamuel Gomprs and representing the
Willie we are at It, reporting Gerfusion nnd fear when he comes. thnn
man spies to the federal government, were these
point of view of the American Federadisciples. Oh, that men
tion of Labor, reports an address by vhy not go a little further and give
remember his words, "I will
William Mosses, president of the Pat- pmr local food administrator
the would
and lie ready when he
tern Makers' Union of Great Britain. smes of those grocers and butchers come again,"
!
Mr. Mosses was speaking In the Labor v.'ho are charging more for their goods he comes
III. The Appearances of the Risen
Temple in San Francisco. He said:
By helping to
they should?
"We were requested to abrogate our frvce up the cost of living, already Christ (vv.
These appearances had as their obworking rules and agreements . ,
ducedly high, these petit larceny
ject the restoration of the disciples
i j give op everything that tended to re profiteers, although waving the Amer-l.ufrom their awful failure and discourstrict output. . .
Being convinced
flag at every opportunity, are
and the convincing them,
agement
we
de
unless
was
.his
safenecessary,
that
really helping the kaiser. Their
of a doubt,
sired to see the entire world subjugat ty lies In the fact that they are too without the peradventure
Since his
resurrection.
Christ's
of
we
recom
German
ed by
autccracy,
insignificant to come under the notice
mended that our unions submit to the of Investigators employed by Uncle resurrection was to be the. central
theme of apostolic preaching, It was
request made by the government. Sam.
that they have certainty of
. . . This meant that there was to
Here is your opportunity, Mr. or necessary
be no stoppage of work during, the war. Mrs. or Miss Citizen. A chance to air knowledge ns to this matter (Acts
or
It meant the acceptance of compulsory that detective Instinct that Is within 1 :3). Without the resurrection
arbitration. . . . We have secured us all. A very good way of "doing Christ, his death would be meaningbetter results through arbitration than your bit," and one that is bound lo be less. Out of the ten or more appearselects three.
by resorting to the strike, which should appreciated. It stands to reason that ances, Mark
1. To Mary Magdalene (vv.
be used as a last resort after all else the food administrator in your town
Mary's heart responded to the Sa
has failed. If this Is done, the strike and county has bis hands full taking
viour's gracious deliverance of her
a
weapon will rest In Its scabbard."
him
Give
the
care of
big things.
Her sufferings were no
And Mr. Mosses said another thing lift by appointing yourself, this very from demons.
Is the first to the
worth thinking about. "Today labor In Instant, as one of his assistants to fer- doubt terrible. She Is
reward'
Great Britain Is more prosperous ret out the meanest men and women tomb. Her devotion to amply
meet the risen
the first
ed
being
by
who
than ever before In Its history. . .
criminals
In all the. world, the
come to the
Our Influence Is greater than ever be- see In the war a chance to get rich lord. Light will surely
loves the Lord,
fore and our workers are enjoying quick at the expense of their own heart that really weak. She went at
though the faith Is
wealth beyond the dream of avarice.
countrymen.
once and told the sorrowing disciples.
arbitration
la
Not only
necessary,
but they refused to believe.
but It pays!
Seme Consolation.
2. To two disciples on the way to
After carefully examining the dress
Emmaus
(vv. 12. 13).
her mother had made for her out of
PASSING OF MR. JOHNSTON
Luke gives full fjirticulars concernber older sister's dress, Ruth said,
Jesus had
appearance.
"Mother, weren't you the next to the ing this
and eaten with them.
By ISOBEL FIELD
oldest sister In grandma's family?" walked, talked,
them that the Lord Is risen
of the Vigilante.
Upon being Informed that such .was convincing
24:13-35The testiThe traditional Englishman, he of the case, she said, "Well, then, yon indeed (Luke is
trustworthy.
man- know what It means, too. to hsve to mony of such
the eyeglass and the haw-haChrist appeared unto them while
ner, has been thrown Into the discard. wear madeover dresses."
for
sitting at meat, and reproved them
The last four years have changed our
their disbelief, "because they believed
views on many things and today when
Japanese Rice Cultivation.
not them which had seen him after he
Twelve thousand square miles
we think of a Britisher It is not as
acres constitute the rice land was risen." The fact that they stubwe nsed to see him. In caricature, bat
nation of bornly resisted the testimony that
as he Is, a simple, likable, friendly of Japan, which feeds
were
s
on
an
man."
50,000,000
about
average Christ had risen, and afterwards
and
people
"a
lighting
chap,
In the procAnother figure has gone, never to of a pound a day for each person. It willing to risk their lives
g
takes 135 days to grow a crop of rice, lamation of this truth. Is strengthening
return: the dancing, bowing,
In
and In Japan the laborious work of to our faith.
the
very
opposite
Alphonse,
3. To the eleven disciples (v. 14).
every particular to the real Frenchman cultivation Is done almost entirely by
IV. The Commission of the Ristn
me have come to know, whose very hand.
Lord (w.
name is the personification of valor.
Whal aa Food.
After the disciples were convinced
Guiseppe, he of the organ and monIn the fifteenth century the whale of the truth of his resurrection, Christ
key, with a stiletto In his belt and
sent them forth to "preach the Gospel
plate of macaroni In the near dis- was frequently brought Into requisi
bold Alplnl tion for gastronomic purposes. It was to every creature."
tance. Is displaced by
The supreme duty of Christians todashing, found on the English royal table as
fighting In the clouds, or
gallant Bersegllere defending bis cous-tr-y well as on that of the lord mayor of day 1 to fnlfi11 th' commission.
London. The cook either roasted It
to the last drop of his blood.
What a glorious and supreme task Is
There is a personage Bearer bone and served It np on the spit, or boiled this! "He that belleveth and is bapthat we must be prepared to lose. It and sent XlAn with peas; the tango
tised shall be saved ; but he that belter
and the tail were favorite parts,
Mlstab Johnston, the Dsrktora
tfli not shall be damned (v. 10).
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Arbitrate!

Knitting Bags, Work
Bags and Catch Alls

THE
KITCHEN
CABINET

Lesson

side-wall-

We get bark our mete as we measure,
We cannot do wrong and feel right;
Nor ran we give pain and gain pleas-ar- e

For

JtflHlce

Some of your hurts you have cured,
And the sharpest you still have survived,
But what torments of grief you endured
From the evils which never arrived.

avenges each slight.

8UMMER DRINKS.
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There is posn'.bly no more cooling,
refreshing drink lo
thirsty throat
thau one made of
As
lemon
juice.
lemons nre so common they may be
procured anywhere
the year round. A
nice lemonade always ready Is the
following : Add to
a cupful of strained
houey two cupfuls of water and a
third of a cupful of lemon juice, boll
together 12 minutes, cool and place
In a bottle or jar and keep in the Ice
chest. A few taklespoonftils of the
sirup In a pitcher of water makes a
most delicious drink, which may be
garnished with a bit of fresh lemon
or a sprig of mint.
For those who like ginger the
ginger water is most satisfying. Adil honey to sweeten, mix
well with a tablespoonful of ginger
and a pint of chilled water. This has
been a harvest drink for the field
workers for years. In the old days the
sweetening was molasses and it gave
the drink a piquant flavor.
Canton Punch. For ginger lovers
tills is a great favorite: Chop half a
pound of Canton ginger, add a cupful
of lmney and four cupfuls of cold water. Cover and let stand 30 minutes.
I rl nit
gradually to the boiling point
f
and let boll 15 minutes. Add
cupful of orange Juice, the same of
lemon juice-- ; cool, strain and add
crushed Ice.
Shrub. This delicious
Raspberry
f rill t sirup should be prepared during
the. fruit season. Take three pints of
raspberries, put Into an earthen Jar
wllh two cupfuls of elder vinegar;
cover and let stand 24 hours, then
strain through a double thickness of
cheesecloth. Pour this strained liquor
over three pinrlt of fresh berries and
let slnnd again 24 hours: strain again,
ndd to each cupful of Juice a cupful of
sugar, beat slowly and mil 20 minutes,
liiittle and seal.
Chocolate Milk Shake. Melt four
squares of unsweetened chocolate, add
two cupfuls of honey, a pinch of salt
and l'4 cupfuls of boiling water, boll
five minutes. Cool and keep In a jar.
A few talilespoonfuls of he Rirtip, one
egg beaten nnd a cupful of milk; add
ice and shake.

Before cleaning a room with painted walls, if possible choose n damp or
rainy day. Then place
a large pan of wnter on
the stove to boll, close
the room nnd let the
steam fill the room, then
proceed to clean the
walls; the steam will
have softened and loosened the dust onhe walls
so that It cleans much cutler than
without this treatment.
Mirrors nre quickly cleaned by using
a cloth dampened In alcohol. The polish Is enslly put on, but care should
be taken not to rub a vurnlsheiT frame
with an alcohol cloth.
Old pieces of outing flannel make
fine cleaning cloths; It Is soft und easily wrung dry.
A cheap floor wax may be made by
melting a pound of beeswax ond mixing It with three pints of turpentine.
Melt the ax cut In small pieces over
hot water.
Melted pnrnffln wax mixed with turpentine makes a fine mixture for dust
cloths; dip the cloth Into the mixture,
wring out, and It Is ready to use for
several months.
A little paraffin used on the kitchen
range keeps It looking much better than
This Is a good
any other treatment.
dressing to give stoves left during a
season (unused), ns it prevents rust.
Clean paint brushes by soaking them
In vinegar (hot), then wash In soap
suds and they may be put away soft
tind clean.
Muriatic acid will dissolve the lime
in the teakettle, and the deposit of
Iron In the sink nnd the toilet ; use It
veson a swab In the porcelaln-llnesels, and be sure not to leave It too
long or It will dissolve the enamel Itself. If used In tbe teakettle, great
care should he used to boil it out with
fresh water before using again, as (he
acid Is poisonous.
Before working in the garden fill the
nails with soap, then there will he less
manicuring to be done after the work
is over.
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CAKES.

tliree-fourlh- s

One-fourt- h

Wiedom In Tolerance.
The tolerant man is the
man, the mentally-balanceman,
the understanding man. He knows that
he himself Is not the sole repository
of human wisdom. He knows that
wisdom will not die when he does. He
knows that usually he can learn something from the humblest of his associates.
open-minde- d

d

Rich Platinum Rock.
Platinum Is now being secured In
from dunite, a conglomerate

"

three scallops at each end of the
strip. Then tbe handle is slipped
through a small slide made of the
ribbon and when It Is drawn through
tbe bag falls In tbe form of an umbrella. The tassel Is sewed at the
center of the circle of silk.
Work bags that will serve for
knitting as well as other kinds of
work are made of strips of plain
and brocaded ribbon sewed together
lengthwise like that shown at the
right of the umbrella bag. The top
Is cut in scallops and draws up on
narrow satin ribbons that run through
a casing sewed nlong the base of the
scallops In the plain ribbon. Small
rings sewed at the sides of the brocaded rllibon nre covered with crochet silk and the narrow ribbon hmif
ers pass from the casing through
them.
Helow this bag n smaller workbng
Is gathered over large glass rings. It
Is made of plain satin ribbon Joined
wllh shlrrlngs over cord nnd finished
The bag at the
with silk tassels.
right Is made of narrow strips of ribIts
bon feather stitched together.
mouth Is n smoll embroidery hoop so
It Is always open nnd rendy to catch
It
what may be dropped Into It.
hangs from four cords' of silk and Is
finished with a tassel.

Silk Street Suits

THE QUEEN OF BERRIES.

More women patients, three to one,
are sent to hospitals than men, In
time of peace. This conies, in large
women live
degree, from the fart that
indoors, and breathe ilust-laile- n
atmosphere.

The cakes tlmt patriotic women Indulge In are few and on those when
frosted which Is sel
dom honey, sirup (ma
ple or corn), is used in
stem! of sugar. In many
cakes hurley flour may
be substituted for the
wheat entlrelv. making a
most tnstv f uke; In nth- s the wheat flour is
saved by using part barley Hour.
Sour Cream Spice Cake. Take a
half cupful of sugar, a cupful of sour
cream, two tnlilespoonfuls of corn
of n cupful of
sirup,
white flour, a cupful of hurley Hour,
a teaspoonful of suit, n teaspoonful
of baking powder nnd a tenspoonlul of
soda, a half teaspoonlul of cloves, nnd
the same of grated nutmeg, and n teaspoonful of cinnamon. Mix as usual
and bake In gem pans.
Cake With Sour Milk-C- ream
Spice
together a cupful of sugar with
a third of a cupful of shortening; add
a cupful of sour milk, one egg well
beaten, a cupful each of barley nnd
wheat flour sifted with a teaspoonful
of baking powder, n half teaspoonful
of soda, a teaspoonful of ciiinnmon, a
third of a teaspoonful of cloves and
the same of salt ; a teaspoonful of
grated nutmeg, and lastly a cupful of
raisins. Heat well and make In a loaf.
Chocolate Cup Cakes. Cream together a half cupful of sweet fat, a
cupful of sugar; add a half cupful of
hot water to 1
squares of chocolate,
beat two eggs, sift together one cupful of barley flour, a half cupful of
wheat flour, a half teaspoonful of baking powder, a teaspoonful of soda aud
blend Ingredients as usual, using a
half cupful of sour milk and raisins
and flavoring to taste. Mix, heat well
and bake in gem pans.
Barley Chocolate Drop Cakes.
Combine the following Ingredients;
cupful of shortening, one
egg, one cupful of barley flour, a half
teaspoonful of soda, a square of melted chocolate a half cupful of nuts, a
cupful of sugar, a half cupful of sweet
milk, a half cupful of wheat flour, a
teaspoonful of baking powder and a
cupful of sugar. This recipe makes
three dozen.
When cleaning hardwood floors a
mop or cloth dipiied In oil Is much
better to use than one dampened with
All spots may be washed If
water.
necessary and the oli rubbed out of it;
tills brings back the polish.

'

There Is nothing for it but to knit
and knit and then knit some more
and carry on. She who does not must
be forever explaining why not. It'a
an obligation nnd all that we have to
show that our hearts are In the right
place are knitting needles, knitting
bags and such things.
The four hundredth pair of socks
may prove just a little monotonous,
but there are new knitting bags to
add the spice of variety to our dally
lives. At the rllibon counters thev
are showing some immensely clever
ones along with other work bags and
"catch-alls.Those who spend their
time thinking of new things In bags
have grown to be such adepts that
life at the ribbon counter promises
to become one continual round of
JoyotM new bags from now until the
end of the year. Then unless the
war Is over they will begin all over
again with 1919 knitting bags.
A new arrival that charms everyone Is a knitting bag that looks like
a little umbrella. It is made of silk
or strips of ribbon, sewed together
and cut Into a circle. Tbe circle Is
cut out In six scallops at the circumference and the points of these scallops are sewed to the ends of the
narrow strip that forms tbe handle

When we look Into the long avenue
of the future and see the good there
in for each of us to On, we renllze
after nil what a henuHful thing It Is to
work and to live an be happy. Stevenson.
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WAR-TIM-

HINTS.

Strawberries may now be produced
throughout the summer nnd autumn
months In northern
Fulled Slates. The
plants set in the
prlng will bear In
the fall of the
The
same year.
everbearing variety
Is very hardy and
disease,
hearing until late
fall when heavy frosts come.
When tile berries first arrive from
II"' Soutli they are too expeiiMve
general use, but a few for a garnish
i
to puddings or Ices will satisfy the
petite for tbe delicious fruit. One does
not wisli to lose the joy of tbe home
grown berries by Indulging too freely
in tbe early ones. It Is more economical, saves shipping expense, and Is all
round more loyal In wur time to eat
of our own products.
An angel food baked in a square tin.
then cut In squares heaped with sweetened whipped cream and crushed
sweetened berries, makes a dessert
par excellence.
Strawberry Salad. This Is n delightful way of serving the berry. Cut large
line berries in half, serve on lettuce
leaves witli French dressing, using
fmir talilespoonfuls of oil to one of
iIllriI, inice. a bit of suit, nnnrikn. now- dered sugar and a dash of cayenne.
Strawberry lee Cream. Add a pint
of sugar to a quart of cream with a
teaspoonful of vanilla and freeze;
when partly fror.cn open the freezer,
add a pint of strained strawberry Juice
from berries which have been put
through a sieve. Let stand four hours
to ripen.
Wash nnd
Strawberry Tapioca.
cook n cupful of tapioca, adding a pint
of wnter nnd cooking until clear nnd
soft. When cold ndd a quart of strawberries sliced; serve with sugar and
cream.
Pie. Make n pastry
Strawberry
shell nnd bake It. Fill the shell with
sliced berries, mixed with sugnr; heap
over it sweetened whipped cream and
Serve cut
dot with sliced berries.
as any pie.
Strawberries crushed with sugnl
mixed with cream make delicious cake
filling.
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Coughing Spreada Disease.
According to Surgeon General Gcr-gapractically all the sickness r.nd
death In the nation's new armies has
been caused by diseases of the respiratory organs. This is his reason for
starting an educational cempaign
agnlnst promiscuous coughing, sneezing and spitting, for It Is by these
alone that such diseases are spread.

s,

rock, which exists there In large quantities. By grinding nnd washing processes the platinum Is extracted from
ore contained in the
the chrome-Irorock. A recent experiment secured
200 ounces of platinum out of 9.72T
pounds of chromltlc slack.
n

Cruel Comment.
"Miss Oldglrl says she was so embarrassed she actually changed countenance."
Then It was a great "haoee for

her."

Some time before the days of midsummer have really arrived, merchants
assemble stocks of silk street suits,
ready to be presented when the first
hot day comes. These midsummer
suits are almost untrimmcd. but are
carefully designed and distinguished
and niceties of
by 'smart
finish that place them close to the
formal suit class. Clever women
sometimes take their graceful but
plain suits and tone them up with a
little effective hand work, but even
without that, they are equal to almost
any demand.
There are many pretty suits of heavy
In the
taffetas and of
displays. One of the new taffeta suits
Is shown In the picture and It could
hardly be simpler or plainer, but It Is
remarkably good style. The coat opens
to the bust line, differing from earlier
styles which were open to the waist
Hoe. It has a short, flaring skirt portion with three plaits at each side and
a little dip In front, all very crisp
and spirited.
Flat, white pearl buttons fasten It. They Invite the addition of a white pique vestee and collar and white cuffs. Altogether they
style-touch-
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The French Woman's Many Pillows.
If jrou go Into a French woman's
bedroom you will usually see ever so
many little pillows. In most fascinating
cases, piled up on her dainty bed. Very
elaborate. Indeed, are many of them,
their covers made of taffeta or satin
with adornment of rare old lace and
embroidery, tiny French flowers of silk
and frills of gold or silver lace. These,
however are for decorative purposes
rather than for use, aa a rule, one suspects. Then there are others In the
Caintlest of lingerie covers. In line lin

make this suit Irresistibly cool looking, and that Is the charm of charms
In midsummer.
White pumps and
sMckings mi ill t be worn with it to
the best advantage.
Among these new silk suits there Is
one having a coat with three flounces
set In across the buck that Is very
pretty. It has narrow pockets set on
at each side with rows of small buttons, and a belt of tbe silk. These
belts, in many silk suits, extend around
the wnlst In the most straightforward
and matter-of-famanner, which Is
another point of departure
from
style In cloth suits. The most popular
colors are navy, taupe and black, hut
light colors, as sand gray or white
have a daintiness that compensates
for their blng shorter lived.

The Palm.
To keep a pet palm In order, the
leaves should be sponged carefully
every week. Don't water paln too
often; let tbe earth become dry, then
sunk it liberally.
'

--

r

en or lawn, hemstitched and ruffled,
with dices of lace and more or less
elaborate embroidery.
Such covers
may be washed while those others
must, of course, be dry cleaned when
soiled. When one wishes to indulge
In the luxury of reading in bed In one't
"chaise longue," these little pillows are
found to add much to one's comfort
Often, too, one does not care for the'
ordinary sized pillow to sleep on, bat
affinds one of these little down-flllefairs a comfortable possession. Christian Science Monitor.
d

Judge G. A. Richardson of Roswell
has been miking a tour of the state
in the interest of his candidacy for
the democratic nomination for U. S.
senator and spent Saturday and Sun
day in the Capital City.

CAPITAL CITY flEUS IN BRIEF
General and Peraoaal

At Demlne The Ladles
Of the local Red Croat, according
to tneir gracious custom, took out
a party of convaleicant soldiers .for
an automobile ride last week.
The surgical dressing class is bnsy
daily in their labor of love at the
Red Cross rooms.
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SAN JUAN LEADS

THE SALE OF

Sat-tj'da- y

SAVINGS STAMPS
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CAPITAL

COAL
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal.

Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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K AUNB'S
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Goods

toffee Cake

Kaisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Bananas
Oranges
Grapes
Apples
Vegetable
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

A

WE HAVE 'THEM ALL

KAUNE'S
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